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First Year Experience and Planning Studio Pedogogics

Caryl Bosman, Dianne Dredge and Aysin Dedekorkut
Griffith School of Environment Griffith University Gold Coast campus

c.bosman@griffith.edu.au

Abstract 
Studio Pedagogy is  usually the realm of Architecture and the Arts rather than Planning.  As student 
numbers increase and academic institutions place pressure on staff to achieve more with less and to 
improve student retention and heighten the first year experience, appropriate and effective pedagogies 
become critical. 

Planning studios in most Australian Universities have been re thought and re structured in recent years  
and Griffith University is  no exception. Our paper will  draw upon some of the literature on first  year 
experience and studio teaching and learning in general and look at what is happening in other first year  
planning programs in Australia. We will draw upon the changes made to the first year planning studio at  
Griffith’s  Gold  Coast  campus  and  comment  on  possibilities  for  and  relevance  of  planning  studios;  
specifically in relation to the first year experience and as a means to address the institutional call for  
excellence in teaching and learning. 

Introduction 
Studios  are  invaluable  learning  and  teaching  contexts  in  many  creative  discipline  areas 
(Ochsner 2000, Gore 2004). As a learning and teaching approach, their main value is that 
they shift  the  role  of  the  student from passive  receiver  of  information to  an active  and 
engaged  learner  (Tucker  &  Rollo  2005).  This  mode  of  teaching  is  widely  used  in 
architecture, urban and regional planning, fine arts, interior and industrial design, and has 
also been used in fields such as physics in an effort to assist students engage in hands-on 
learning  (Loss  and  Thornton  1997,  Jamieson  2003).  In  design,  planning  and  creative 
disciplines, studios are often used as a means of engaging with stakeholders outside the 
university and engaging with community groups to solve real-life problems. Studios are also 
teaching spaces that provide the context for developing community oriented learning and 
student  sociality.  They  provide  the  opportunity  for  teachers  and  students  to  explore 
problems and identify and reflect on solutions in a reiterative way. Students learn from their 
teachers’ experience, their application of concepts and they develop deep understanding by 
doing.  Likewise,  teachers  learn  about  students  and  their  challenges  in  learning,  in 
conceptualising problems and in engaging in the theorypractice interface. Despite the utility 
of studio teaching however, there is relatively little literature available which examines the 
studio as an educational environment, a learning and teaching approach, or how to evaluate 
studios  (Ochsner  2000).  Properly  conceptualised  and  delivered,  studios  can  provide 
students with confidence, self esteem, substantive knowledge about a topic and a range of 
generic skills including communications skills, creative problem solving and critical thinking 
(Loss and Thornton 1997).

In this paper we argue the importance of a studio teaching and learning environment as an 
important  and  valuable  First  Year  Experience  component  in  the  Planning  program,  in 
addition to it being a significant pedagogical space. We first outline what we consider to be a 
planning studio, we then briefly outline some general characteristics of current first year 
students; the Gen Y cohort. This leads into a discussion on the First Year Experience and the 
importance of studio as a valuable and meaningful contributor to this phenomenon. We end 
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with  a  look  at  some  of  the  changes  made  to  the  first  year  planning  studio  at  Griffith  
University, Gold Coast campus and argue that the charrette model is a viable and valuable 
solution to address the institutional call for excellence in teaching and learning, to achieve 
more  with  less,  to  improve  student  retention  and  to  contribute  First  Year  Experience 
programs. 

What is a planning studio? 
There is no one definitive description of what a ‘studio’ is. A web search gives ‘studio’ as  
being: a room in which art (music, painting, sculpture, dance etc) is taught, studied and or  
practiced; a room in which music is recorded and an apartment typology. Most studios in 
the disciplines of architecture and design are teaching and learning places (as opposed to 
spaces) that are inhabited by students and staff in various ways (see Green & Bonollo 2003). 
The studio as a place is often characterised by creative disorder and a degree of messiness;  
that is the place is appropriated by the students to suit their needs. Planning programs do 
not have the same tradition of studio teaching and learning that architecture and design 
programs  have.  Nonetheless,  planning  studio  we  argue  is  an  important  element  in  an 
undergraduate planning program. Although there is no single definition for a studio as a 
teaching and learning approach, there are a number of features that are common to many 
forms  of  studio  pedagogy  and  it  is  these  characterisations  that  distinguish  a  planning 
‘studio’ from a ‘workshop’, ‘tutorial’ or ‘lecture’. The features that define a planning studio 
are:  project  and  problem  based  learning,  emphasis  on  active  independent  learning,  a 
balance of theory and practice, use of multiple teaching and learning approaches, project 
based assignments and the physical learning environment. Each of these features is briefly 
outlined below.

Project and problem based learning 
Planning studio teaching and learning is essentially project and problem based. In planning 
studios  Problem  Base  Learning  (PBL)  is  focused  on  the  processes  of  the  planning 
profession, that is, the studio format links the student to their chosen career path in a very  
direct way. This makes the teaching and leaning environment relevant and meaningful to the  
student. PBL as a recognised teaching and learning approach has been around since the 
1940s and has been taken up by different disciplines in different ways (Pawson, Fournier, 
Haigh, Muniz, Trafford & Vajoczki 2006). Generally PBL involves students working on a ‘real’ 
project  to  solve  ‘real’  problems.  Students  frequently  work  in  groups  and  sometimes 
individually to produce ‘real’ outcomes. The task of solving the problem becomes the means 
of learning. Goodnought (2006) argues that ‘PBL is driven by open ended messy [or wicked] 
problems that require students to work in collaborative groups to find feasible solutions’.  
From a student perspective1, PBL ‘is a very exciting and interactive form of learning’.  PBL 
stimulates deep learning (Kotval 2003) which results in knowledge that is meaningful and 
long term. Importantly, PBL builds collegiality, albeit sometimes through dispute resolution, 
and allows students to be innovative and have fun in the process of finding solutions. 

Emphasis on active independent learning 
PBL requires students to participate in the teaching and learning process; students can 
not  learn  if  they  do  not  engage  with  the  problem.  This  means  studio  attendance  is 
essential.  It  also  means  that  the  studio  needs  to  become  a  safe  place  for  students  to 
challenge and grow the 'self',  a place where students assess their own knowledge and 
skills and take responsibility for the project and its outcomes. This is demonstrated in the 

1  All student comments are taken from anonymous student evaluations of first year planning studio 2006-
2009 inclusive.
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comment by a first year planning studio student, who wrote:

‘Through the completion of this course I feel like a whole new person. Although this  
may sound corny I feel strongly about this as I have leant things about myself and the  
world I would not have known otherwise.’

 As this comment suggests, the planning studio is also a place where students can draw 
upon  their  personal  life  experiences  to  enhance  their  learning.  The  physical  and 
pedagogical environment of the studio offers opportunities for students to take control of 
their learning and to learn at their own pace. Another student wrote: ‘The studio is very  
practical  and hands  on.  The environment is  relaxed and here  is  a  good atmosphere  for  
discussion and learning.’ 

Balance of theory and practice 
Studio is not just about the ‘practical and hands on’ methods of teaching and learning. PBL 
requires an understanding of both theory and practice. This is supported by a student who 
comment  that:  ‘The  practical  side  [of  studio]really  helped make sense of  the theory side.  
Bringing the two parts together well.’ In studio students learn skills in analysis, reflection, 
creativity  in  addition  to  those  skills  required  for  professional  practice.  The  studio  is  a 
learning  environment  that  brings  together  all  strands  of  knowledge  and  experiences. 
Knowledge  from  other  academic  courses,  different  theoretical  perspectives,  personal 
knowledge and experiences are all drawn upon in the act of PBL. To support this pedagogy a 
variety of  teaching and learning approaches are necessary. 

Multiple teaching and learning approaches 
Studio  teaching  and  learning  combines  traditional  lecture,  workshop  and  tutorial 
approaches.  It  involves  short  presentations,  given  by  academics  and  members  of  the 
profession, and instructions on various issues, techniques and skills. Teaching and learning 
approaches frequently include informal critiques of student work, student presentations, 
debates, small group discussions and learning by doing. Regular feedback is a key to studio 
teaching and learning, it also encourages and supports students in their learning process 
and generally results in higher student satisfaction. These teaching and learning approaches 
require longer contact hours than the more traditional lecture and tutorial approaches. To 
facilitate studio teaching and learning studios are timetabled in blocks and repeated twice 
or  three  times  a  week.  Significantly,  studio  teaching and  learning approaches  require  a 
higher staff student ratio than the standard lecture model. The optimum studio staff student 
ratio is about 1 : 15, more generally however it is about 1:20. A major benefit of having a 
larger number of teaching staff in one studio is that opportunities for divergent ideas and 
teaching approaches can occur and in doing so cater for an increasingly divergent (social,  
cultural and academic ability) student body. 

Project based assignments
Another characteristic of studio teaching and learning is the type of assignments that are 
set. Assignments are project based, being tied into PBL pedagogies, and are usually in the 
form  of  folios,  log  books  or  journals,  posters,  presentations  and  the  preparation  of 
professional  documents;  rather  than  exams,  academic  essays  and  tutorial  exercises. 
Importantly,  assignments  are  usually  designed  to  be  cumulative  and  progressive  and 
capable of being undertaken in the studio with the supervision/support of staff and peers. 
These types of assignment are frequently problematic to assess because they are qualitative 
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and  subjective  rather  than  being  quantitative  and  objective.  To  address  this  problem, 
feedback is given to students, in studio, while they are undertaking the assignment. In some 
instances  this  feedback  forms  part  of  the  assessment  process.  As  with  the  previous 
characteristics of studio outline above, the type of assignments and the assessment of them 
requires students to attend and participate in the studio.  

The physical learning environment 
Because  attendance  and  participation  in  studio  teaching  and  learning  is  essential,  the 
physical  environment is  important.  Ideally  the studio is  a  space in which students can 
create a ‘place’ where they can ‘dwell’, a place that students can identify with and make 
their own. It is important that the physical space of the studio accommodates flexibility, 
where desks can be re-arranged and the  room layout  can be reconfigured.  For  this  to 
happen a dedicated space is desirable, however we acknowledge that this is not always 
possible  given  large  students  numbers  and  lack  of  facilities  and  funding  in  most 
universities around Australia.  

In  short  planning  studio  uses  problem  based  learning  pedagogies,  emphases  active 
independent learning, provides a balance of theory and practice, uses of multiple teaching 
and learning approaches, sets project based assignments and  utilizes a suitable  physical 
learning  environment  with  the  aim  to  equip  students  with  the  skills,  knowledge  and 
practices  that  underpin  their  academic  and  professional  careers.  Importantly  first  year 
planning studio must be fun and challenging if students are to commit to completing their  
degree and thereby reduce attrition. These two points are supported by student comments: 
‘Studio  has taught me invaluable skills that will be essential components of my career’ and 
‘Studio  has played an essential role in stimulating my learning experience. This interactive 
course was quite fun, exciting, not to mention different.’ 

Who are the first year ‘planning students’? 

Nancy Marshall and Christine Steinmetz (2008) argue that academics need to understand 
the learners themselves in order to know how to engage them. This includes understanding 
the likes and dislikes of the student cohort,  understanding the lifestyle choices that they 
make and importantly understanding their aspirations and limitations. There is a plethora 
of literature on the Gen Y cohorts (17-32 year olds, born between 1976-1991) that gives 
some generalised indication of the character of  many current planning students (Krause 
2006,  Williams,  White  &  Tutty  2006).  Gen  Y  students  in  Australia  have  grown  up  in  a 
relatively stable and affluent world. Many are still living with parents and for most single 
parent families and same sex couples are considered a norm. Gen Y students purportedly 
respond best to instant gratification, are hard working and prone to depression and stress. 
Most of these students also have a consumer outlook to getting a degree and they expect 
choice and diversity in the offering of that degree. Significantly, most Gen Y students are in 
paid employment for the duration of their studies and they are strategic about how they 
spend their time in balancing work, study and social life. Given that Gen Y constitutes the 
majority of current and potential university students, many universities have taken steps to 
address the needs and peculiarities of this cohort. 

First year experience and studio teaching 

The first year experience of a university student is significant, it can make or break a 
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student and it sets the tenure for the remainder of their academic career, and indeed 
their career path (Upcraft, Gardner, Barefoot and Associates 2005). Annah Healy (nd p.5) 
writes: 

The first year of university study is arguably the most crucial time for engaging students in 
their learning communities and equipping them with the requisite skills, not only to persist,  
but to be successful and independent in their new learning throughout their undergraduate 
years and for a lifetime of professional practice 

Most  Australian  universities  gage  the  quality  of  education  they  provide  through  a 
combination of performance indicators that measure student engagement, student attrition 
and the outcomes of student evaluations. As part of ensuring a high quality product that is 
competitive within the higher education market, many universities have established First 
Year Experience programs,  policies and guidelines (see Zimitat  2006; Office  of  Teaching 
Quality, QUT 2009). In one such guideline Sally Kift (in Healy, nd, p.3) suggests that ‘The 
focus of our student’ First year Experience (FYE) should be their facilitated engagement 
with  interesting  and  challenging  new  learning  environments  and  communities.’  This 
resonates with the need to address the characteristics of Gen Y.  

The challenge in achieving Kift’s  vision is the need to know who the students are. Most 
planners are very aware of the complexities around engagement: one size does not fit all. 
What is critical in the case of this study is that engagement is crucial to studio teaching and 
learning. By engaging students in studio work, there will be flow on effects that address the 
First  Year  Experience  criteria.  The first  year  planning  studio  becomes  a  space/place  of  
transition into academia and the planning profession. The studio project aims at capturing 
and stimulating the enthusiasm of many first year students and channelling this energy into 
positive learning and teaching outcomes. 

Krause (2006) argues that for many Gen Y students ‘the transition to university can be a 
significant battle in that it may constitute a conflict of values, a challenge to one’s identity  
and a threat to familiar ways of knowing and doing.’ The features that define a planning 
studio that  we outlined above (project  and problem based learning,  emphasis  on active 
independent  learning,  a  balance  of  theory  and  practice,  use  of  multiple  teaching  and 
learning approaches,  project  based assignments  and the  physical  learning environment) 
offer a safe place for this ‘battle’ to take place. Studio teaching and learning involves learning  
together which develops collegiality and resilience within the student body. This type of 
learning also potentially reduces student attrition (Tinto 2003; Cross1998). Vincent Tinto 
(2002 p3) writes that ‘learning is a condition of retention. The more students learn, the 
more value they find in their learning, the more likely they are to stay and graduate.’ 
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Studio and first year planning programs in Australia 

Based  upon  the  PIA  accreditation  listing  (accessed  on  24.02.2010)  we  identified  17 
undergraduate planning programs currently being offered in universities around Australia. 
From a web search of these 17 programs we noted nine programs that possibly included a 
studio in the first year. Of these nine only four programs specifically identify the first year 
course as a ‘studio’ and were, as far as we could ascertain from the web based material, in 
keeping with our definition of what a planning studio is. The four identified studio courses 
all related to design and or project related learning. Of the remaining five programs, one 
course outline suggested that the ‘lecture’ and ‘tutorials’ were similar to our definition of a 
‘studio’, however the word ‘studio’ was not used. The other three programs were difficult to 
determine due to lack of web based information.  Further research is  required to gain a 
better understanding of how studios are practiced, if at all, in different planning programs 
around Australia. It seems however that the studio is not a common teaching and learning 
environment in the majority of undergraduate planning programs in Australia.  This is of 
significant concern as the studio environment is a valuable teaching and learning asset; and 
in particular in relation to the benefits to the First Year Experience and outcomes for the 
University as a whole. 

Case study: GU GC intensive mode studio 

So far we have demonstrated the importance of the first year studio in the undergraduate 
planning degree as an integral component of the First Year Experience and as an essential  
element  in  stemming  student  attrition.  As  student  numbers  increase  and  academic 
institutions  place  pressure  on  staff  to  achieve  more  with  less  and  to  improve  student 
retention  and  heighten  the  first  year  experience,  appropriate  and  effective  pedagogies 
become critical. The remainder of this paper draws upon the changes made to the first year  
planning studio at Griffith University’s Gold Coast campus specifically in relation to the first  
year experience and as a means to address the institutional call for excellence in teaching 
and learning. 

Data for our case study is drawn from anonymous student surveys and evaluations of the 
first year planning studio between 2006 and 2009. All the surveys and evaluations were 
undertaken as part of the University’s policy on course evaluation and half of the survey 
sample followed a university wide standard procedure: in-class, paper surveys comprising 
10 standard questions relating to course structure and delivery, with provision for limited 
written comments. These surveys were administered in the final week of semester (week 
13) by non-teaching staff and processed through the University’s central systems. The other 
half of the data used in this case study is drawn from an in-class anonymous paper survey 
handed out to students in week seven (the middle) of the semester. This survey was drawn 
up,  administered  and processed by  the  studio  convenor  with  the  stated  aim of  gaining 
feedback specifically on the studio teaching and learning environment, what students had 
enjoyed most and what their biggest challenge had been to date. The response rates to both 
sets of survey data averaged at70% of enrolled students in the four year period 2006-09 
(n80).  

In 2009 the first year studio convenor reconfigured the studio course structure from three,  
two hour studios per week (ie 6 hours/week) to a combination of intensive and standard 
modes of studio teaching. This comprised an intensive three day charrette at the beginning 
of the semester, followed by a number of drop-in studios up to week seven. From week eight 
to  13 students  reverted  to  a  standard  mode  (ie  3x  2hrs/week)  of  studio  teaching  and 
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learning. 

The reasons for this change are many. In addition to addressing the importance of the First  
Year Experience, the university is demanding efficient and effective teaching and learning on 
limited and constituently reducing budgets. This is heightened by the continual increase of 
student numbers (from 15 studio enrolments in 2006 to 40 enrolments in 2009 and 100 in 
2010).  The  increase  in  student  numbers  places  increasing  pressure  on  facilities,  and 
especially the studio spaces. The university is  also placing greater emphasis on teaching 
staff to be research active and to take responsibility for student retention. These concerns 
are university wide and they have very direct consequences on the teaching of planning 
studios and the outcomes of student evaluations. 

In addition to the university’s demands there are pedagogical reasons for changing the first 
year planning studio format. Student evaluations consistently commented on the need for 
an increase in the staff student ratio. Students also commented on the difficulties of time 
management specifically given the demands for studio attendance and the completion of 
assessment. Many students indicated that they worked eight to 16 hours a week in paid 
employment and increasingly more students travel over two hours to get to the university 
campus.  Students  also  consistently  commented  on  the  need  for  more  explicit  and 
meaningful explanations about design and in particular the assessment components. There 
was not adequate time in the two hour studio to cover the necessary material and students 
may or may not attend the other studios timetable in the same week. Many that did attend 
the remainder of the weekly studios needed to be reminded of the material covered in the  
earlier studio. This inevitable was time consuming and sometimes resulted in conflicting 
information being given to students. Students also felt stressed by the assignments because 
they did not attend all studios and again the two hour time slot was in sufficient to gain 
much feedback and progress on their assignment task. 

In response to the issues raised above and as a trial, in 2009 the first year planning studio in 
the  Urban  and  Environmental  Planning  program  on  the  Gold  Coast  campus,  Griffith 
University was re structured with very positive outcomes.  The intensive three day mode 
followed a  charrette  format  that  incorporated the key First  Year Experience curriculum 
criteria. Following Krause (2006 p.7) these include: 
1 the studio as a place where students feel that they belong and are known to staff and 

peers 
2 feedback and assessment begins early and continues over the studio semester 
3 studio learning is active and experimental  
4 students learn from peers by working in the studio and working in groups. 

A charrette, as used in this paper, is defined as an intensive design problem based teaching 
and learning environment. Our definition draws upon the charrette, or design by enquiry 
workshop, that is familiar to many urban planners. The structure of the charrette is informal 
and  combines  a  variety  of  teaching  and  learning  approaches:  formal  presentations, 
discussions, debates, quizzes, role playing, one-on-one support, group work and individual 
work. Planning charrettes are usually project specific and focus on a particular problem. 
Break-out groups form to tackle different issues related to ‘the problem’. The outcomes of 
each break-out group are then presented to the group as a whole for discussion and debate. 
The final  outcome is  frequently  a  professional  document  that  proposes solutions to  the 
problem presented. Following this charrette model, the intensive three day studio focused 
on the  assignment as the  ‘problem’.  Each of  the  three days were focused on a different 
assignment task,  with students  starting (and in some cases  completing)  the assignment 
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exercise on the day.  The three assignments were design problem based,  cumulative and 
progressive. Each day students were introduced to the new assignment and provided with 
the theoretically and practical knowledge and skills to complete the assigned task. Students 
had to produce individual work, working within a break-out group under the supervision of 
a studio mentor and or staff member. At the end of each day students were asked to show 
and explain their output to their peers in neighbouring break-out groups. 

A number of planning students from different years were engaged as studio mentors to 
work with first year students; to assist them in their learning, to foster engagement and 
encourage  innovation;  scaffolding  that  is  necessary  for  achieving  the  studio  learning 
outcomes state at course outline. In summary these were to equip students with the skill  
and knowledge to: 
1 Identify, read and interpret a range of information on different types of maps and 

architectural drawings;  
2 Prepare maps, plans and written planning reports;  
3 Identify and critically discuss planning and urban design issues;  
4 Identify and use various sources of data to elicit information and analyse planning 

issues; 
5 Undertake site analysis using skills and techniques taught in class;  
6 Work  and  learn  independently  and  in  teams  to  identify  and  solve  problems,  to 

generate ideas and synthesis a range of information.

 Students’ output was notionally graded at the end of each day by the studio mentors and 
staff. Mentors and staff also took notes during critiques and discussions with students to 
monitor student engagement and progress. At the end of the three days students were well  
versed in the assignment criteria and had the knowledge and skills to execute the required 
exercises.  The final submission was in the form of a professional portfolio for which the 
students had five weeks to complete and compile. During these five weeks three two hour 
drop-in  studios  were  held  to  answer  questions,  and  give  help  and  support  as  needed. 
Attendance at these sessions was monitored and over 80% students attended each drop-in 
studio.  

Student  attendance  during  the  three  day  charrette  was  also  monitored  and  the  results 
showed that there was a 100% attendance over the three days (n40).This was partly the 
result  of  a  high degree of  student  engagement and demonstrated teaching and learning 
relevance  to  the  planning  profession.  In  addition,  student  and  staff  expectations  were 
discussed and reiterated over the three days which kept students focused, challenged and 
engaged. 

Partly because of the excellent attendance at the three day charrette,  the in-class survey 
administered by the studio convenor produced a 100% response rate. In summary the in-
class survey showed that 80% of the class experienced the learning environment as ‘good’.  
Over half the respondents (n25-30) indicated that the studio had been challenging, fun and 
balanced theory with practice.  Students expressed that they had experienced a sense of  
ownership of the studio over the three days and that they had developed friendships and 
networks  that  supported  them  in  their  learning.  Student  comments  about  what  they 
enjoyed most about the studio include: 
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• Challenging exercises with new ideas and concepts 

• Learning the basic theory … then beginning to implement that. 

• coming back to uni after 5 years was a bit scary but this was the best way to start Uni  
again! Very interesting and fun 

• I got interested! 

• How to compile ideas onto a page and understand the many key aspects and rules of  
planning then putting them into practice 

• The  arch  of  Planning  extends  much  further  than  originally  given  credit  for.  Had  
previously learnt many of the concepts but their link to planning was new to me. 

Concluding comments 

Most Australian university structures are changing, and when the Bradley report is acted 
upon next year and student numbers are no longer capped, these changes will be felt by 
most academics and in particular those that teach first year courses. Dealing with larger and 
more diverse classes with fewer resources will be an ongoing challenge for academics and 
students  alike.  Under these circumstances  the  quality  of  planning education  becomes  a 
contested  realm.  Without  comprising  quality  teaching  and  learning  outcomes  planning 
courses  such as  studios,  which  are  resource intensive  in  terms of  space,  time and staff 
student ratios, need to be reconfigured. 

The restructuring of the first year planning studio on the Gold Cost campus seems to have 
answered the call for more effective and efficient teaching and learning pedagogies while 
also addressing the critical  First  Year Experience agenda.  Using the charrette model the 
studio environment brings together the theory and practice of planning in a collaborative 
and student centred teaching and learning environment. The curriculum and pedagogy of 
planning studio becomes more than just preparing students for practice, instead it focuses 
on ‘diverse communities of practice’ (Prior and Harfield 2008) and critical engagement with 
planning (Gurran,  Norman and Gleeson 2008). Prior and Harfield (2008) argue that the 
purposes of a pedagogy of critical engagement is that it seeks to ‘impose discipline on both  
the future ‘practitioner’ and on planning itself … and [to ensure] that planning education … 
[remains]  proactive  …  .’  The  planning  studio  ensures  that  planning  education  remains 
‘proactive’  through  project  and  problem  based  learning  pedagogies,  emphasis  on  active 
independent  learning,  providing  a  balance  of  theory  and  practice,  the  use  of  multiple 
teaching  and  learning  approaches,  the  setting  of  project  based  assignments  and  the 
provision  of  a  suitable  physical  learning  environment.  The first  year  planning studio  is  
therefore a critical component of the undergraduate planning program and deserves to be 
recognised as such. 

We give the final recommendation on studio teaching and learning to the students to 
relate: 
• Studio  has  given  me  a  greater  reality  and  passion  for  the  real-life  activities  of  a  
planner. Over the first year I was not convinced that a planner was what I wanted to be, but  
this course has re-defined and re-enlightened a passion that was dormant for a while now. 

• [Studio] has challenged my abilities in every way and forced me to think outside the  
box. … I am more conscious of the world, and my place in it … 
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Visual Literacy: A Necessary Governance Skill in Planning Graduates? 

P.K. Dyer* and D.J. Rosier

Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences, University of the Sunshine Coast

Abstract 
Visions of the future inform planning decisions.  Yet it is often unclear where our visions stem from, or 
whether we, as planners, have the visual literacy skills to effectively communicate multiple stakeholder  
visions.  Our decisions could be based on past experience and exposure to  past external  and internal 
images  (Neuman  1996).  However,  these  previously  seen  images  could  influence  us,  as  planners,  in 
different  ways  depending  on  our  visual  literacy  skills.  Visual  literacy,  frequently  perceived  to  be the 
domain of the Arts and Humanities, is concerned here with the “… kind of literacy that might serve for the  
entire university community, across all disciplines” (Elkins 2008, 3). 

The concept of visual literacy as used in the case study is explored through a survey of advanced planning  
students and interviews with planners working in the profession. This research is underpinned by theory  
from photojournalism, environmental health and planning disciplines.  

Introduction 

The literacy capacity of Planners and the various aspects of design production informing 
their  visual  literacy  are  difficult  to  assess.  In  this  project,  visual  literacy  consists  of 
utilitarian competency elements and an ability to evaluate, understand, interpret and use 
images in promoting “… social influences that are ultimately global in their consequences” 
(Crouch 2008, 204). In planning terms visualisation is used to open up planning processes 
for participation,  increased understanding and improved quality of  decision making (Al-
Kodmany 1999; Appleton and Lovett 2003). 

This project identifies visualisation skills of value to planning graduates so that they may 
focus more effectively on the merit of images as effective methods to inform consultation 
and  planning decisions.  We  argue  that  images  should  not  be  used  illustrative  purposes 
alone. 

The planning literature  espouses the  usefulness  and effectiveness  of  communicating  via 
visualisation,  with  various  audiences  in  the  planning  process  (eg.  Nicholson-Cole  2005; 
Dockerty et al. 2006; Wallace 2009).  However, these tend to assume but not specify visual  
literacy in its broader social sense (Vanolo 2008).  According to Sheppard (2005, p.646), 
important “attributes of visualisation” include realism, environmental relevance, immediacy, 
affective content, and implications; these, he espouses, are better accessed via immersion, 
dynamic imagery,  and interactivity.  Rose (2001, p.4)  proposes that we should use visual 
methodology to “discipline … passion, not to deaden it”. 

The  visualisation  methods  in  Table  One  are  derived  from  planning  literature.   The 
descriptive use of 2D GIS is the dominant technique in terms of the number of publications  
debating best practice in its application.  Neuman (1996) contends that planners, carry the 
images of location in their mind, thus research is needed to identify how these images are 
used and abused in the planning process,.  Studios and workshops have been the common 
method of teaching and applying the various visualisation methods presented in Figure One 
(Wetmore and Heuman 1988,  143;  Gurren et  al  2008,  18).   Gurren et  al  comment  that 
workshops  or  studios  are  an  important  bridge  between  conceptual  understanding  and 
practical application of knowledge. However, as planning programs face resource pressures, 
intensive educational methods such as studios and workshops become difficult to manage, 
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especially given restrictions on casual teaching support (Gurren et al 2008, 42). 

Description/definition and application

GIS 2D Methods used include GIS – illustrates geography, cultural and architectural history, neighbourhood 
weaknesses and strengths, opportunities and threats using maps and orthophoto maps.

GIS 3D Virtual reality/Urban Simulation - 3D computer with photography to give the user the sensation of 
being immersed in a real world.  Planner can communicate the experiential character of place. 
Complaints about the level of detail in design elements (e.g trees/shrubs).  Most effective way to 
enable a client to see and use a project before construction.

Community Stories The use of stories in land-use planning allows the landscape change process to be situated within the 
social meanings relevant to the community. This has meaning to both process and content of plans. 

Artist Sketch Person trained in drawing “urban scenes” including parks, streets, plazas, retail areas and detailed 
elements such as shrubs, street furniture.  Human activities are depicted – giving human scale to the 
drawings.  Drawings important to show people implications of policy for example narrow footpaths 
and issues illustrated showed difficulties for older people, people with prams etc.   More support for 
widened footpaths.  Artist able to sketch results immediately in a workshop or charrette so ideas can 
be illustrated for discussion and then changed. 

Electronic Sketching Same as above. Overcomes some of the limitations of pen and ink sketches. Able to quickly include 
elements such as trees shrubs an street furniture. Discussions with community and thinking through 
ideas not a linear process.  New technologies being developed such as SMART board and 
improvement to graphic formats will revolutionise charettes and workshops 

Web surveys Web surveys useful to collect and disseminate and demographic, socioeconomic, public preference 
and other data of public interest – and to ensure that data accessible for interactive participation. 

Photographs Good for non- expert participants, identify liked and non-liked features, high degree of realism aids 
comprehension.  Promotes democratic design and planning – aids in developing a common vision 
and agreement about the present visual characteristics of the community and desired futures 

Computer photo 
Imaging 

Photographs become multidimensional as they are digitally manipulated to represent physical space 
and changes to the space – sophisticated use of “layering” using design elements from a “library of 
images” which are then re added to the original photographs to show implications of change. Images 
can be placed in multiple layers, They can be merged, flipped, copied clipped and linked together 

Promotional material 
(brochures, web site, 
booklets, videos

Content main themes of images and slogans technology, nature etc. need to identify the target 
audience.  “Ideal” recipient tourist, business man, enterprise also concerns inhabitants positive 
picture regardless of specific audience. Also need to identify the characteristics of images which 
facilitate or hinder territorial transformation.  These methods may be used to legitimise certain 
projects, induce behaviour – advertising idiographic images communicating positive or negative 
values.  Argument as to whether they communicate sensations, emotions.

Physical models No in-depth analysis of context and non-visual factors.  Cannot readily change model as decision 
evolves.

Hypermedia Combination of various communication tools (videos, maps, animation, text, graphics, sounds and 
statistical data in an associative format rather than a linear format – strength is mixing spatial, 
political, economic, and other related information. Hypermedia is the key to using and presenting the 
flood of planning information.  Hypermedia is the key to using and presenting the flood of planning 
information that is increasingly available in a digital form. Keeps the interest of participants. But 
need an information expert, familiar with electronic content, guiding them in using the system.

Table One: Types of  Visualisation Methods used in  Planning  Sources: Al  Kodmany  (1999)
(2001a)(2001b); Rose (2001); Appleton and Lovett (2003); Appleton and Lovett (2005).     

Callow (2008, p.617), in discussing the use of visualisation methods in education, claims 
that “… a multi-literate individual will need to have a variety of skills to make meaning of all 
types of texts”, a point particularly relevant to Planners as they make sense of multiple texts 
including but not limited to written text, photographs, graphs, and 2 & 3D models - paper-
based, physical or electronic - to inform and communicate planning decisions at different 
levels for and with various stakeholders and audiences. This is supported by (Callow 2008,  
p.102) who proposes “… an approach that can be situated coherently alongside the other 
literacies and the broader sets of professional and social practices being taught at the core 
of the University curriculum”. 

There is little in the literature that addresses the issue of appropriate application of the 
visualisation tools directly.  However,  Sheppard (2001,  p.183) and others (e.g.  Nicholson-
Cole 2005; Al-Kodmany 1999, 2001b) alert us to the need to match the visualisation method 
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chosen to the purpose, intended planning outcomes, and the tools needed to communicate 
meaningfully with planners and community stakeholders. Furthermore it is important that 
planners recognise a need for a code of ethics to guide appropriate production, use and 
interpretation of images. This implies then, a need for training or education in visual literacy 
in  its  broader  multidisciplinary  social  sense,  so  that  planning  practitioners  are  able  to 
perform  in  accordance  with  a  code  of  practice.  In  addition,  Sheppard  (2001,  p.183) 
identifies an “… urgent need for researchers to monitor and evaluate the use and influence 
of landscape visualizations in practice”; a concept strongly supported by (Nicholson-Cole 
2005) p.256) who warns about potential bias resulting from different interpretations, and 
in  selecting  designing  and  constructing  images  based  on  prior  assumptions  about  the 
meaning of written text and images.

Aim and Objectives 

The aim of the ongoing project is to investigate the literacy capacity of planners and the 
various aspects of design production informing their visual literacy via a case study on the 
Sunshine Coast. 

The objectives  of  the  initial  pilot  study  were (1) to establish  whether  or  not  practising 
Planners are aware of, and manage for the use or misuse of, visualisation methods to arrive 
at desired outcomes, and (2) to assess advanced level planning students'  sense of visual 
literacy. 

Methodology 

In this pilot study we reviewed the coverage of visualisation methods in the USC planning 
and planning related courses to determine which of the methods in Table One are taught 
and applied in student assessment. Next, advanced level planning students enrolled in the 
third and fourth year Bachelor of Regional and Urban Planning at the University, identified 
via the University’s student database, were invited to participate in a survey to assess their 
opinion regarding the usefulness of visualisation methods. Of the 32 students invited, 24 
(75%) participated. 

Two  professional  planners,  a  strategic  planner  and  a  development  assessment  (IDAS) 
planner, were asked to participate in two ways; firstly they were asked to rank the same 
visualisation methods, and secondly, they responded to an in depth semi-structured face-to-
face  interview  to  explore  how  visualisation  methods  taught  matched  the  needs  of  the 
profession. 

Advanced level University students and professional planners were assumed to have the 
capacity to decide whether or not to participate, based on the level of decisions previously 
made in order to advance to that stage within the University or the profession. The two 
planners interviewed were asked to identify their planning education.  

Only adults were involved in this project. On agreeing to participate in the pilot, participants 
were provided with a description of the project and advice that they could withdraw from 
the pilot at any time without penalty. Participants were not offered incentives to participate 
in the pilot. 

Because  of  a  potential  conflict  of  interest  between  the  researchers  and  their  students 
involved as research participants it was important to cover ethics issues that could arise.  
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Ethics approval was also sought and granted for the wider project because it was important 
to demonstrate the correct processes to students (USC Ethics approval No. 09/12634). 

It was made clear to both the students and practicing planners that there were no right or  
wrong  answers  to  the  questions  or  contributions  to  the  discussions  and  that  their 
participation would neither positively nor negatively influence their position as a student in 
the planning program or their career. Courses offered at the University are moderated by 
Environmental and Planning staff other than the researchers, so the moderation process 
would  identify  and  manage  any  inconsistencies  regarding  favourable  or  unfavourable 
treatment of participating or non-participating students.  

Data Analysis and Results 

Table  Two  details  the  education  received  by  USC  student  respondents  in  the  use  of 
visualisation methods through participation in a GIS course, two urban planning and design 
courses and an introductory course. 

Table  Two Application  of  visualisation  methods  in  USC planning  and  planning  related 
courses. 
Program 
Year 

Visualisation methods used in core planning 
courses 

Visualisation methods used in planning 
related courses (excluding the minor) 

1st Development of a portfolio, “Good Urban 
Place assessment” using Lynch’s criteria. 
(individual assessment 

Reading of sketches/maps prepared by 
indigenous Australians. 

2nd
 Drawing base maps and constraints and 

opportunity mapping. Spatial design using 
2D plans and 3D illustrative sketches. 
Interpretation of “PD-Online” - online spatial 
database and overlay system associated 
with Queensland planning schemes and 
planning scheme maps. Individual and 
group assessment 

Heritage assessment using sketches, 
historical maps and photograph/video 
images. Spatial (2D) analysis of demographic 
and other statistical data. GIS data concepts 
and GIS maps, understanding GIS attributes 
and spatial query and understanding 
“geovisualisation”, map layout and 
colours/symbols, Application of GIS and 
remote sensing techniques. 

Individual assessment 
3rd 3D design of a room, Site analysis utilising 

GIS techniques, “psycho-physical” analysis 
(spirit of place). Land-use, transport and 
infrastructure Plans (2D) plus sketches. 
Group Assessment 

Use of photographic images to illustrate 
environmental issues 

4th
 Urban Analysis for a whole town, Analysis of 

opportunities and constraints, preparation of 
a structure plan (SPA) and preparation of a 
code (mainly 2D, with photographic 
illustrations). Integration of individual stories 
Some use GIS in research project. 

They have also used images extensively in core planning, and planning related courses. At 
USC, students are required to do a generic GIS course but then apply the technique in 3rd and 
4th year studio courses. Carlson (2010) believes that planning students gain more benefit 
from generic GIS courses if they are provided to brainstorm how this skill may be applicable 
in their future planning careers. 

Figure One presents the mean findings from the student survey along with the individual 
results from the strategic and the development assessment (IDAS) planners addressing the 
suitability of visualisation methods as related to planning practice.
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Figure One Usefulness of visualisation methods 

It is clear from Figure One that the range in strength of opinion regarding usefulness of  
visualisation  tools  was  relatively  narrow  for  the  student  group,  whereas  there  was 
considerable  variation  for  the  two  planners.  Interestingly  though,  the  opinion  of 
development assessment and the strategic planners vary quite markedly across the range of 
methods and between each other.   

In the in-depth interviews with the two planning practitioners, both planners acknowledged  
the importance of visualisation methods in professional planning practice.  The strategic 
planner  sought  clarification  of  the  term  “visualisation”  and  differentiated  between  IT 
architectural techniques (e.g. 3D electronic “fly thru” models) and the ability to read and 
interpret  plans  and  maps  whereas  the  development  assessment  planner  placed  more 
emphasis on the importance of 3D Architectural images of buildings and development. The 
strategic planner felt that planning students need to be assessed in terms of their ability to 
choose the correct visualisation methods and use them effectively in communicating ideas 
to the community and a range of other experts. 

Both planners  believed that the community did not really  understand the way planners 
currently use models depicting the future in the presentations of the “Our Community Our 
future”  discussion  document  and  consultation  process.   However,  they  disagreed  about 
whether the community should be advised of assumptions underpinning future modelling. 
Both  agreed  that  the  community  was  not  currently  advised  of  assumptions.  While  the 
strategic  planner  agreed  that  the  community  should  “probably”  be  informed,  the 
development  assessment  planner  said that  the  community  was interested in  the  bigger 
picture and thus did not need to be informed of assumptions underpinning consultation 
processes. The strategic planner felt very strongly that the community and the planning 
stakeholders should be aware of who was championing any proposals, and that electronic 
3D  modelling  would  become  essential  communication  tool  for  the  next  generation  of 
planners. 
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The development assessment planner believed that the public was always suspicious when 
Council  planners  tried  to  explain  plans  for  the  future.   The  strategic  planner  felt  that 
community stakeholders focussed on the personal  and local  level of  detail  of  any future 
models rather than engaging with conceptual thinking. The strategic planner’s experience of 
the “Our Community Our future” (2009) consultations was that the community could not 
deal  with  high  level  conceptual  information  unless  it  was  presented  using  appropriate 
visualisation methods. The strategic planner believed planners need to also think about the 
level of planning (region to local) when deciding on which methods to use in communicating 
planning ideas.   

Discussion and Conclusions 

The two planners agreed with the theorists that there is a need for improved awareness in 
the  profession  about  the  use  of  images  in  planning  documents,  especially  now  that 
communities  are  looking  to  participate  in  online  debates  about  long  term  planning 
strategies (Al-Kodmany 2001a; Appleton and Lovett 2005; Carson 2008). In the past, the 
use of images was limited by printing budgets, but with online strategies, this is no longer a 
significant constraint. Both practitioners believe that with specific training planners will use 
visualisation methods appropriately,  and become more aware of  the ethics of  using and 
misusing visualisation methods. 

The pilot  study indicates that  students  generally  use visualisation methods illustratively 
even though third and fourth year students use tools like “sketch it”.  With this exposure 
illustrations are more sophisticated but remain essentially illustrative. 

If  planning students  are  to  integrate  their  GIS  skills  and  knowledge  more effectively  in 
developing their visual literacy, substantial changes are needed to the learning outcomes 
and assessment tasks in USC core planning courses. It would be more difficult to influence 
the content of planning related courses because these are also offered outside the planning 
program and so have multiple purposes and stakeholders. However, the planning staff can 
influence changes in these courses over time. 

In this pilot study, practitioners and students do not see the potential of community stories 
and web surveys to support consultation as envisaged by Al-Kodmany (2001b). Again this 
would require planning student learning outcomes to be reshaped and for more applied 
computer learning within the  program.  This is  a  challenge under the  current university 
funding regime. 

The  differences  between  the  preferences  of  the  development  planner  and  the  strategic 
planner have legitimacy in that the development assessment planner currently, under IDAS, 
responds to individual project applications consisting of plans, elevations and sections of 
proposed structures;  whereas the strategic planner is trying to create and communicate 
concepts of future development for politicians, communities and other stakeholders. The 
implications of this result for planning education are that both sets of skills are essential. 

In response to the findings of the pilot study, additional data for the broader research study 
will be collected via recordings, note taking, and researcher observation, at interviews with 
planners. Each participant will be shown a range of photos, graphs and other illustrative 
planning materials to stimulate discussion. This additional data and analysis arose out of a 
discussion with the student group in the pilot.  The student’s  were confused by Callow’s  
(2008)  questions  which  raises  concerns  about  their  levels  of  visual  literacy  or  of  the 
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relevance of Callow’s questions which were not put to the practitioners.  More testing is 
required by  the  researchers  before  Callow’s  questions  can be used to  assess  the  visual 
literacy of University students beyond the Art discipline.  

Table Three: Callow’s (2008) questions to assess Planners’ visual literacy capacity. 

1. Affective Dimensions:  
• why do you like this image – explain 
• why do you not like this image – explain 
• would others respond in this way – explain* 
*This question is asked in order to establish levels of social awareness and the  
participants’ ability to anticipate likely ways of thinking across various cohorts or  
groups  they,  planners,  need  to  consider  and  be  mindful  of  in  the  planning  
process.

2. Composition Dimension:  
• what impact does the colour, shape, positioning, and textures have on you – 
explain 
•  is  there an emotional  connotation associated with these image attributes  – 
explain

3. Critical Dimension: 
•  are  there  any  implied  social,  ethnic,  cultural,  symbolic  or  power  relation 
connotations 
• how and why do you suppose the creator of the image chose the compositional 
attributes of the image – explain 
• does the arrangement of the image content appear to be intentional, accidental 
or coincidental – explain* 
*This  question is  not  intended  to  elicit  a  correct  response  pertaining  to  the  
“photographer’s/designer’s”  intentions;  rather it  is  used to assess the level  to  
which multiple possibilities exist and to probe these possibilities.

Overall the pilot study has demonstrated that researchers need to be cognisant of choosing 
methods because of the diversity of terminology. Even the concept of visual literacy is not 
well understood by planners even though the use of visualisation methods is critical in good 
communication  of  planning  concepts.  The  researchers  now  need  to  redesign  the 
questionnaires, introduce Callow’s (2008) questions reworked to be relevant in assessing 
the visual literacy capacity of planners so that they may more competently focus on the  
merit  of  images  as  effective  governance  and  communication  tools  to  inform  planning 
decisions. 
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Abstract 
The Graduate School of the Environment (GSE) in the Faculty of Science (FoS) at Macquarie University has  
undertaken a project enttled “Climate Change Adaptaton Skills for Professionals” in the Small Grants Program  
of the Australian Government Department of Climate Change.  Its aim is to improve and increase learning  
about  climate  change  adaptaton  in  undergraduate  and  postgraduate  environmental  management  and 
planning programs (among others)  within  the FoS.   This  involved the following  actvites:  identfcaton of 
professional capabilites needed for climate change adaptaton from several sources; review of the planning 
programs  and  consttuent  units;  consideraton  of  course  content  for  incorporaton  of  recommended 
professional  capabilites;  and consideraton of  the  implicatons for  teaching  and learning  approaches.  The  
results of this research will be presented highlightng new themes arising in teaching and learning in planning  
educaton for climate change adaptaton. 

Introducton 

This  paper explores the capabilites needed by professional  planners  to  work successfully  in 
climate change adaptaton (adaptaton) and compares these to the graduate capabilites in the 
planning programs at Macquarie University. Climate change adaptaton work ofers a growing 
area of employment optons for planners and requires an expanded set of knowledge and skills 
for  planning  professionals.   The  research  ttled  “Climate  Change  Adaptaton  Skills  for 
Professionals” in the Small Grants Program of the Australian Government Department of Climate 
Change  has  explored  the  queston  regarding  the  required  adaptaton  capabilites  for 
professionals.  This  paper will  focus on the key fndings for  planners  and planning educators  
drawn out of this broader work and ask some of the harder questons about the current scope 
and teaching methods of planning educaton.  The review of what is being taught and how it is 
being taught at Macquarie University is kept fairly brief.  The research regarding climate change 
adaptaton  capabilites  required  by  employers  for  adaptaton  related  positons  and  the 
implicatons  for  planning educaton is  dealt  with  in  more detail.  The  method used involved 
exploring  the  capabilites  demanded  in  climate  change  and  adaptaton  related  job 
advertsements, literature reviews, and employer interviews and resulted in some interestng 
recommendatons applicable to professional planners, student planners and planning educators: 
frstly, in areas of discipline knowledge, we recommend a move into some new knowledge areas 
for  planning;  secondly for  teaching  and learning  strategies,  a  renewed motvaton for  ‘work 
integrated learning’ processes; and fnally in professional skills development, competent use of a 
number of technical professionally-oriented tools highly valued in the growing climate change 
adaptaton  job  market.  This  work  has  broader  implicatons  for  all  insttutons  involved  in 
planning educaton and for the educatonal accreditaton requirements of the Planning Insttute 
of Australia (PIA). 
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Background Climate Change Adaptaton 
As building and environmental professionals prepare for the implicatons of climate change, they 
need to be informed on partcular knowledge and approaches in the feld and have skills to work 
with uncertainty associated with planning for and adaptng to climate change. In Australia, there 
is a conservatve projecton of up to 1 degrees Celsius rise in temperature by 2030 and closer to 
1.8 degrees Celsius by 2030 that means that Australia must prepare for impacts such as sea-level 
rise,  changes  in  rainfall  paterns,  and increased frequency  and intensity  of  extreme climatc 
events (CSIRO 2007).  Climate change adaptaton must be incorporated into professions such as 
planning to address the vulnerabilites and exposure of the natural and built environment and 
their communites. In 2007, the Coaliton of Australian Governments (COAG), released its draf 
Natonal Climate Change Adaptaton Framework (NCCAF) which recognised the importance of 
integratng climate change into educaton and training for the key professional (COAG 2007).   

Identfcaton of professional capabilites needed for adaptaton 

This  paper  reports  on  a  project  aimed  at  the  identfcaton  of  the  professional  capabilites 
required by employers in government, community and industry sectors to meet the challenge of 
climate change adaptaton in Australia.  Further to that, the research considered the sorts of 
skills and knowledge in climate change adaptaton that will need to be embedded in tertary 
courses, to prepare graduates for their future employment.  We also canvassed employer views 
of the current importance of adaptaton in the workplace compared with other environmental 
imperatves.   Although the focus of the broader research was in the areas of environmental 
management  and  planning,  this  paper  focuses  on  the  results  and  implicatons  for  planning 
specifcally. A large amount of literature has already been published on the impact of adaptaton 
on planning policy (e.g. Biesbroek et al. 2009, Lyth et al. 2006) but few studies have examined 
the  impact  of  adaptaton  on  the  teaching  of  planning.  This  paper  seeks  to  fll  this  gap  by 
identfying the professional capabilites required by employers.   

“To the extent that curriculum design, teaching and learning strategies, and assessment 
actvites  are  directed  to  fostering  and  recording  student  achievement  of  identfed 
generic  capabilites,  universites  send  signals  to  key  stakeholders  about  their 
commitment  to  producing  certain  kinds  of  graduates  at  the  completon  of  study 
programmes” (Bowden et al 2000). 

The results of the research and this paper will inform future coursework in postgraduate and 
undergraduate  planning  regarding  modes  of  delivering  adaptaton  capabilites,  curricula  and 
course development.   These fndings could also be applied more widely to other professions 
such as engineering,  architecture and those in  the built  environment  more generally  (COAG 
2007)21. 

2 The  precursor  to  this  project,  enttled  Professional  development  in  climate  change  adaptaton for  built  
environment professionals,  was funded by the Australian Government Department of the Environment and 
Water Resources (DEWR) and undertaken by the Australian Research Insttute in Educaton for Sustainability  
(ARIES).
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Defniton of terms 

In Australia, Fraser (n.d) citng Barry and Jones (1999) claims the terminology underpinning the 
“skills agenda” is used loosely with terms such as generic, core, key, transferable competences, 
skills,  atributes  or  capabilites  which  are  used  interchangeably.   Stephenson  (1998)  states 
capability is “ftness for specifed purpose” (p 3).  Bowden et al (2000) refer to capabilites as  
being beyond disciplinary knowledge or technical knowledge and as a preparaton to be “agents 
for social good” in an unknown future.  Capable people “not only know about their specialism; 
they also have the confdence to apply their knowledge and skills within a varied and changing 
situaton and to contnue to develop their specialist knowledge and skills long afer they have 
lef formal educaton… Taking efectve and appropriate acton within unfamiliar and changing 
circumstances involves ethics, judgement, the self confdence to take risks and a commitment to 
learn from the experience” (Stephenson 1998 p 3). These people have the ability to integrate 
knowledge, skills, personal qualites and understandings in their personal and professional lives.  
Their  capability  can  be  observed  by  their  confdence  and  ability  to:   take  efectve  and 
appropriate  acton;  explain  what they  are about;  live and work efectvely  with  others;  and 
contnue to learn from experience as individuals and in associaton with others in a diverse and 
changing society (Stephenson 1998).  Fraser defnes ‘knowledge’ as “acquaintance with facts,  
truths,  or  principles,  as  from  study  or  investgaton”;  ‘skills’  as  “profciency  or  dexterity 
acquired  /  developed  through  training  or  experience”  (Fraser  n.d.  p.1).   Skills  might  be 
professional or generic and relate to applying a specialisaton and performance in the workplace.  
The following diagram (Figure 1) represents our understanding of these terms. 

Figure 1. Capabilites diagram

Existng capabilites for planning 

How do the CCA skills identfed in the study map onto those that are commonly identfed as  
useful  for  planners?  Kitchen (2007)  identfes a range of skills  that he argues are  useful  for 
practcing  planners:  technical  skills,  such  as  design  negotatons  and  environmental  impact 
assessment;  process skills,  understanding  highly  sophistcated governmental  processes;  place 
skills, understanding the nature and modes operaton of places; customer skills, understanding 
who  they  are  working  for  and  how these  people's  needs  can  best  be  met;  personal  skills, 
because face-to-face interacton is a big part of the job; organisatonal, managerial and politcal 
skills, because planning is inevitably delivered in an organisatonal context; fnally, synoptc and 
integratve skills,  being able to stck with the big picture and seeing all  of the other skills  as 
working towards a whole. These broad sets of skills are refected in both the Planning Insttute 
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of  Australia's  core  skills  and  the  New  Zealand  Planning  Insttute's  core  competencies  that 
planning courses need to provide to gain accreditaton in each of the countries (PIA, 2002; NZPI,  
2009), albeit with diferences in emphasis in each Insttutes. 

Methodology 

The  research  approach  is  divided  into  fve  research  actvites  with  a  brief  summary  of  the 
methodology of each below: 

1 Seventeen  in-depth  interviews  of  senior  employers  from  government,  tertary, 
community  and  industry  sectors  were  carried  out.   Questons  asked  at  the  interview  were 
divided  into  three  sectons:  background  informaton  on  the  organisaton,  organisatonal 
response  to  adaptaton  and  graduate  skills  and  knowledge  required  by  future  employees. 
Partcipants  were  chosen  based  on  their  seniority  in  their  organisaton  to  guarantee  their 
involvement in recruitment actvites and their dealings with adaptaton issues on a daily basis. 
Given the relatvely small  number of research partcipants the research focus was qualitatve 
rather than quanttatve. The in-depth interview approach succeeded in drawing out specifc 
ways in which graduates could be taught the necessary capabilites required for their future roles  
as employees in devising and implementng adaptaton strategies.  The discussion in this paper 
focuses more on those interviewees involved in planning related work.  

2 A  literature  review  and  desktop  survey  of  natonally  and  internatonally  identfed 
professional capabilites in adaptaton was done by searching for academic artcles in the area of 
adaptaton in a workplace context and artcles on capabilites likely to be needed by graduates in 
dealing with an uncertain future. A desktop review was also undertaken of tertary courses in  
adaptaton. 

3 A desktop survey of positons, advertsed both natonally and internatonally, requiring 
capabilites in climate change adaptaton.  A total  of thirty-seven jobs that included ‘climate 
change  adaptaton’  and ‘climate  change’  in  their  ttles  were  collected  and  sorted  over  two 
months in 2009. 

4 A formal review of the undergraduate and postgraduate planning programs ofered at 
Macquarie University was undertaken, focussing on climate change and adaptaton content.  All 
‘required’ or ‘electve’ units in the Bachelor of Planning were searched for inclusion of the words 
‘climate’,  ‘atmosphere’,  ‘greenhouse’,  ‘atmospheric’,  ‘global’,  ‘weather’  and ‘environment’.   All 
postgraduate environmental planning degree units were analysed for any menton of ‘climate 
change’,  ‘climate  change  adaptaton’  or  ‘global  warming’  –  in  unit  learning  outcomes,  unit 
descriptons, class actvites, assignment specifcatons or references.  A parallel analysis of the 
GSE postgraduate coursework units has been done to identfy the generic capabilites relevant to 
professional  work  in  climate  change  adaptaton  as  identfed  in  the  in-depth  interviews  of 
employers and consultants.   

5 A mapping exercise involving a gap analysis was carried out comparing the adaptaton-
related capabilites required by employers, and capabilites developed in existng oferings in the 
planning programs at Macquarie 
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Results Summary 

The aims of the frst three research actvites broadly seek to give diferent perspectves to the 
same general research queston.  The results detailed below from each of the frst three research  
actvites  broadly  complement  each  other  and  are  highly  relevant  to  other  insttutons  and 
planning organisatons.  The fourth research actvity stands alone as a program review and is 
most helpful to Macquarie University, however the methodology used is potentally useful to 
other insttutons as is the opportunity for insttutonal benchmarking.  The ffh research actvity 
brings  together  informaton  from  the  frst  four  sectons  to  give  new  strategic  directons  to 
Macquarie  University’s  planning  program’s  design  and  capability  development.  This  may 
highlight to other insttutons similar gaps ofering potental for new directons in climate change 
adaptaton in planning programs.  The mapping process used to analyse gaps ofers a systematc 
method to manage complex data. 

Results of the in-depth interviews - graduate capabilites in adaptaton 

High-level  intellectual  skills,  partcularly  strategic  and creatve thinking,  were considered the 
most important graduate skills for graduates when dealing with adaptaton issues, followed by 
communicaton  skills.  Table  1  shows  the  skills  ranked  by  nine  of  the  seventeen  research 
partcipants; eight chose not to rank skills.   Intellectual and technical skills  (described in this  
paper as professional skills) related to the feld of adaptaton were partcularly valued by some 
employers (three out of nine research partcipants ranked these of equal importance), as was 
the ability to work across disciplines (described under the generic skill group).

The  importance of  generic  and professional  skills  was  stressed  over  and  above  any  specifc 
technical  skills  in  adaptaton.  The  majority  of  respondents  considered  interpersonal, 
communicaton and personal skills to be generic atributes that are required by all graduates, no 
mater what their role.  The requirement for skills varied according to the role of the positon as 
indicated in Table 2 below.  There are a variety of roles in climate change ranging from regulatory  
(concentratng  on  carbon  accountng  and  mitgaton),  design  adaptaton  and  visioning,  to 
community awareness raising and developing community resilience.   Graduates dealing with 
adaptaton will in most cases be doing this work within the context of other broader positons 
such as in the area of sustainability or environmental planning.  This is refected in the fndings 
that, although desirable, skills in adaptaton were not considered essental by the employers 
partcipatng in this research. Employers identfed a number of additonal skills and knowledge 
as being of relevance to developing capabilites in any future adaptaton roles and these are 
listed in Table 3 focusing on knowledge areas and Table 4 focusing on skills. Knowledge areas 
have been grouped according to core and additonal knowledge areas.  Table 4 has clustered the 
skills according to Table 1 and Figure 1 categories and prioritsed them for planners.  They ofer a 
helpful checklist for a measure of suitability to graduates seeking this type of adaptaton related 
work. 
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Table 1 Ranking of skills by nine research partcipants according to their importance
(The numbers in each category do not total nine as some skills were ranked equally and two partcipants only 
ranked their three most important skills.)

SKILL SET Most 
important

2nd most 
important

3rd most 
important

4th most 
important

Least 
important

Intellectual (Professional) Strategic 
thinking Policy formulation  Lateral and creative 
problem solving Analytical skills

5 1 3

Interpersonal (Generic) Work across 
disciplines in multi-disciplinary teams develop 
and foster relationships with stakeholders 
Sensitive to varying perceptions of CCA issues 
and the need to engender hope Negotiation and 
conflict management skills Able to be a ‘change 
agent’ in an organisation

2 3 2

Communication (Generic) Write and speak 
about the importance and nature of the CCA 
issues to a diverse range of stakeholders

1 5 3 1

Technical (Professional) Data interpretation 
from a range of sources and disciplines 
Extrapolation to future impacts and 
vulnerabilities to the locality/ sector Discipline 
related skills such as vulnerability mapping; GIS 
skills;  materials assessment, applying adaptive 
environmental assessment and integrated 
environmental management systems

3 1 2 1 1

Personal Resolve to make decisions despite 
uncertainties about local climate change 
impacts Personal integrity and ethical behaviour 
Global perspective Able to prioritise actions

1 2 1 4

Table 2 Planning related employment roles and relevant skills

Employment 
role

Organisaton Most important skills required

Policy DECC Intellectual – strategic thinking; communicatng technical 
knowledge to end users; interpersonal

Consultng GHD, Urbis Intellectual; able to work across disciplines

Planning Landcom Strategic approach; able to apply planning policy; understand 
technical issues e.g. use jargon correctly
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Table 3 Knowledge for climate change adaptaton 
(The bracketed numbers indicate the number of research partcipants who mentoned those skills.)
Main knowledge areas cited Additional knowledge areas cited

Basic Science of climate change understands and can explain climate change jargon (2) understands the 
theory, drivers and causes of CC

Policy initiatives and current 
strategies to deal with CCA

- understanding of the national greenhouse reporting scheme, 
emissions trading scheme - understands the political landscape and 
whether policies will be acceptable - aware of carbon inventory and 
modelling; what’s happening in global markets etc - recognises 
perceptions/ worldviews of communities (international perspective) (2) - 
aware of alternative policy initiatives e.g. soil carbon sequestration - 
understands the role of green energy technology in adaptation

Significance of the climate change 
problem e.g. issues /activities 
affected by CC

- aware of the new carbon economy, including carbon inventories

Principles of sustainable 
development, features of sustainable 
systems, systems theory and 
complexity of interactions and 
linkages within varying socio-
economic and physical contexts

- understands environmental economics - understands the principles of 
regenerative as well as sustainable systems e.g. carbon farming

IPCC reports e.g. likely impacts of CC 
on agricultural production, water 
security, human health, ecosystems, 
CCA terms and jargon etc

- aware of national/international contexts

Barriers and opportunities in 
managing impacts such as barriers 
and attitudes to change including 
drivers of change

- aware of the ‘playing field’ for political decision making - understands 
differences in perception between planners, engineers etc. - 
understands how decisions are made in a political context - aware of 
bureaucratic impediments to adaptation - understands what’s needed by 
young people to cope with CC in the future

Vulnerability indicators e.g. physical, 
biological, demographic, institutional

Risk assessment methodologies

Legal implications of CC e.g. 
contracts, likely regulatory changes

- aware of relevant legislation on a global and local scale

In regard to knowledge and skills required in adaptaton related positons, the results showed 
that knowledge in adaptaton is important to employers from each of the various sectors, but 
with  diferent  emphasis.  From  a  state  government  policy  perspectve,  there  is  a  need  for  
employees to understand the technical aspects of adaptaton and then the ability to translate 
that to operatonal staf. In other words: 
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What  is  needed  are  people  who  can  encourage  people  to  do  things,  who  need  to  
convince others  of the resources,  tme and efort  required to bring about adaptaton 
(State government employer ). 

A second state government  employer added that a  “more strategic approach than currently 
adopted” to adaptaton via a longer-term perspectve is needed. Understanding and applying 
planning policy and being able to justfy decisions accordingly was also considered important, as 
was  the “ability  to  build  and maintain  new relatonships  with  a  new set  of  climate  change 
specifc stakeholders”. 

Table 4 Additonal skills mentoned by research partcipants
(The bracketed numbers indicate the number of research partcipants who mentoned those skills.)
Professional Skills  - 
Intellectual 

Professional Skills  - 
Technical 

Generic Skills - 
Interpersonal - 
Communication 

Personal skills Ranking 
for 
planners 

able to undertake research (2) able to use visioning 
techniques for future 
scenarios – ‘brain 
busters’ (3) 

able to influence 
stakeholders through 
using existing 
networks  

has personal 
resilience 

Very 
Important 

able to employ observation and able to undertake able to develop has leadership 
analysis skills simultaneously project management 

and feasibility 
assessments (2) 

partnerships between 
stakeholders 

qualities 

able to breakdown sustainability able to develop action recognises inter- able to make 
into multi-disciplinary areas plans linkages informed decisions 

under extreme 
uncertainty 

able to deal with a huge level of able to identify needs 
complexity in regional changes and benefits for the 
e.g. what industries will be community of Quite
affected? How important is sea 
level change compared to other 

adaptation strategies 
important 

changes? 
able to monitor and evaluate able to analyse 
adaptation strategies environmental impact 

assessments in relation 
to CC 

able to contribute to policy 
development 

able to write grant 
applications 

able to prioritise social issues e.g. able to design 
turning off a TV, food shortages, strategies/tools to 
inundation resulting in mass combat CC 
migration 
able to prioritise the significance able to assess the 

of CC changes for particular economic impacts of 
organisations CC on the community 

and company liability 

Within local government, employers indicate that mult-disciplinary skills are important, as well 
as, the ability to making decisions despite uncertaintes. Varying degrees of expertse would be 
needed  according  to  the  nature  of  the  employee’s  role.  One  partcipant  considered  that 
interpersonal and communicaton skills were of most importance given that local government 
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engages  more  than  other  levels  of  government  with  the  local  community,  who  will  need 
directon and reassurance in the future in the area of adaptaton. It was also felt that technical 
expertse could always be acquired if necessary for the role. One partcipant commented that 
councils are being driven internally, as well  as by their communites, on the issue of climate 
change. Another reported that vulnerability assessments are not currently a policy directve, but 
will be important for the future. 

One  partcipant  added  that  graduates  need  to  be  able  to  apply  Ecologically  Sustainable 
Development (ESD) skills in a meaningful way, as interdependencies were ofen neglected. For 
example,  social,  economic  and  environmental  triple  botom  line  reportng  shouldn’t  be 
compartmentalised; furthermore, a method is needed for assessing non-monetary issues such 
as aesthetcs, values and quality of life. 

Private sector consultancies (from four planning related organisatons) give priority to graduates 
with highly  developed intellectual  skills,  with strategic thinking being partcularly valued and 
ofen difcult to fnd in new graduates.  Interpersonal skills are also needed to run focus groups 
and  design  charetes.  Other  personal  qualites  are  seen  as  important,  for  example,  one 
consultancy in partcular “seeks driven, independent thinking, and self motvated people that 
can make the most out of our organisaton”. 

The graduate is usually employed to fll a partcular niche or role in a balanced team with a mix 
of skills e.g.  a team could comprise urban planners, GIS specialists (etc).   A strong technical  
background in a number of disciplines such as natural resource management, systems science, 
water, risk assessment etc. is also highly regarded.  Other desirable technical skills mentoned 
included food and water cycle modelling for new climate scenarios; applying passive design to 
innovatve  solutons  for  “liveability  in  communites”  and  the  ability  to  apply  green  energy 
technology appropriately.  An understanding of social as well as technical issues would “hold a  
candidate  in  a  lot  beter  positon  than  one without”  according  to  one consultant.  A  list  of  
additonal knowledge areas mentoned by employers is also shown in Table 3. 

Results of the literature review and desktop survey: adaptaton skills and courses 

This  part  of  the  research  revealed  a  paucity  of  literature  on  graduate  skills  for  adaptaton, 
although many  reports  on  strategies  for  adaptaton  are  becoming  available.   There  were  a 
number of artcles that dealt with graduate capabilites for an uncertain future that shed light on 
the challenges to be faced by tertary insttutons in training adaptaton practtoners for the 
complex workplaces of an uncertain future.   

The  complexity  surrounding  the  implementaton  of  adaptve  management  and  policies  by 
organisatons is well  explained by Swanson  et al (2006).  The importance of experimentaton, 
creatvity, dealing with people and being open to new ideas is considered critcal for successful 
implementaton of the above.  If  adaptve actons and strategies are to be efectve they will 
need to be able to respond to dynamic conditons, thus mirroring natural systems: 

“As science demonstrates, the foundatonal and persistent elements of our world are not  
objects or structures but forces and relatonships, so adaptve policies need to address  
dynamic  interactons  between  organisatons,  people,  and  the  world  around  them”  
( Swanson et al 2006 p 29). 

Planning for  adaptaton is  fraught  with  uncertainty  and complexity,  so that  dealing  with  an 
uncertain future requires both discipline-specifc knowledge and skills, and skills that are non-
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discipline specifc such as being able to work across disciplines in mult-disciplinary teams.  Such 
skills also include being able to engender hope, inspire others and the ability to make decisions 
in  the  light  of  uncertainty.  The  importance  of  generic,  ofen personality  based,  capabilites 
cannot  be underestmated when preparing graduates to deal  with adaptaton.   As noted by 
Cherry (2005 p 312) (and developed from the work of Schon), ‘relentless physical and social 
change is as much an emotonal and spiritual experience as it is an intellectual one’. 

Dealing with change requires a level of maturity that graduates may not have; developing that 
maturity requires inner resources that may be difcult if not impossible to teach.  The essental 
queston for  university educators  in the area of adaptaton becomes:  how can graduates be 
prepared  for  new  situatons  where  data  might  be  ambiguous  or  lacking  and  where  the 
boundaries between discipline and knowledge areas are blurred? 

To engage helpfully with this complexity is to sometmes challenge the fundamental paradigms 
and disciplines which defne and organise what we think we ‘know’ and can ‘do’.  Conceptually,  
this means being able to bring mult-disciplinary perspectves to bear on issues and possibilites,  
and to think outside the existng boxes altogether in order to invent new ones (Cherry 2005 p 
311). 

The  wide-ranging  nature  of  skills  and  knowledge  required  by  graduates  in  adaptaton  was 
demonstrated in reports on the Sydney Coastal Councils Group’s vulnerability to climate change 
(Sydney Coastal Councils Group 2008).  Their research, in collaboraton with the CSIRO and the 
University  of  the  Sunshine  Coast,  was  funded as  part  of  the  Systems  approach  to  regional  
climate  change  adaptaton  strategies  in  metropolises project  funded through  the  Australian 
Government  Department  of  Climate  Change.  The  reports  portrayed  very well  the incredible 
complexity of relatonships and politcal realites impinging on negotatng adaptve solutons to 
adaptaton amongst stakeholders (Sydney Coastal Councils Group 2008).   

Results of the desktop survey: advertsed positons in adaptaton 

Many of the positons advertsed desired planning-related skills, such as strategic planning, good 
communicaton  and  skills  in  stakeholder  collaboraton,  even  if  a  planning  degree  was  not  
specifed.   These positons,  such as  “climate change adaptaton project  manager”,  would be 
suited  to  a  planner  who  specialized  or  majored  in  climate  change  subjects.  The  scientfc 
knowledge and professional skills required for some of these positons may restrict a planning 
graduate from many Australian planning programs and under the Planning Insttute of Australia’s 
current educaton guidelines. This is an interestng area for consideraton given that the generic 
skills required for these climate change adaptaton positons closely match a planner’s ideal skill 
set. 

As can be seen in Table 5, the two main groups of capabilites most required by employers in the 
frst analysis were related to communicaton and interpersonal skills, which may relate to the 
mult-skilled  and  mult-personal  nature  of  tackling  the  unpredictability  of  climate  change 
adaptaton.   However,  when looking at  positons  that  specifcally  required  a climate change 
adaptaton  ‘ofcer’,  interpersonal  skills  were  substtuted  for  more  technical  ones,  but 
communicaton skills were stll the highest priority. 

Table 5 Summary of capabilites required
(‘Title’ groups all  the positons which contained climate change adaptaton in the ttle,  whereas ‘Not Title’ 
describes all the others)
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Technical Personal Interpersonal Communication Intellectual

Title 11/14 (78%) 7/14 (50%) 10/14 (71%) 12/14 (85%) 9/14 (64%) 

Not Title 17/23 (74%) 17/23 (74%) 20/23 (87%) 19/23 (83%) 16/23 (70%) 
Total

28/37 (76%) 24/37 (65%) 30/37 (81%) 31/37 (84%) 25/37 (67%) 

Figure  2    Frequency  of  citaton:  Five  types  of  generic  capabilites  in   Australian  and 
internatonal job advertsements 

Using analysis involving a count of skills mentoned, the job advertsements reveal that the most 
important  skills  that  adaptaton  professionals  will  need  are,  generic  capabilites  such  as 
intellectual,  communicaton  and  interpersonal  skills.  This  is  consistent  with  the  nature  of 
professional work in adaptaton that involves dealing with complex situatons in varying social  
and physical environments and also with the wide range of roles that adaptaton professionals 
will  be undertaking in the future.  Some interpersonal  skills  required,  such as being able to 
engender hope, are perhaps somewhat unique to working in adaptaton and will require a level  
of maturity most likely to be found in mature age or Masters students.  

Interestngly in a consideraton of these results it became apparent that the frst analysis of data 
(and  the  methodology)  from  the  job  advertsements  did  not  include  consideraton  of  the 
qualifcatons  required  for  each  job.   In  the  case  of  the  internatonal  jobs  there  was  an 
overwhelming  demand  (83%  of  advertsements)  for  candidates  to  have  advanced  training 
(including postgraduate qualifcaton or Bachelors degree with minimum 5 years experience in 
the feld). This was an indicaton of the assumed intellectual nature of the positon.  In natonal  
jobs  it  was  less  pronounced  with  74%  requiring  an  undergraduate  degree  as  a  minimum 
qualifcaton. The qualifcatons specifed for the adaptaton-related jobs advertsed are shown in 
Table 6.  

Table 6 Qualifcatons required by employers in job advertsements.
*Advanced:  Masters, PhD or Bachelors with minimum 5 years experience
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Table 7 Summary of capabilites required in a selecton of advertsed internatonal jobs (with 
adjustment)

Technical Personal Interpersonal Communication Intellectual

Title* 11/14 (78%) 7/14 (50%) 3/4 (75%) 10/14 (85%) 9/14 (64%)

Not Title 17/23 (74%) 17/23 (74%) 20/23 (87%) 19/23 (63%) 16/23 (70%)

Total 28/17 (37%) 24/37 (65%) 30/37 (81%) 31/37 (84%) 25/37 (67%)
Total with  
adjustment +20%

96%
65% 81% 84%

+20%

87%
*“Title” groups all the positons which contained “climate change adaptaton” in the ttle, whereas 
“Not Title” describes all the others

Table  8  Summary  of  capabilites  required  in  a  selecton  of  advertsed  natonal  jobs  (with 
adjustment) 

Technical Personal Interpersonal
Communication Intellectual

Title* 3/4 (75%) 3/4 (75%) 3/4 (75%) 4/4 (100%) 2/4 (50%)

Not Title 11/13 (85%) 8/13 (61%) 11/13 (85%) 10/13 (77%) 8/13 (61%)

Total 14/17 (82%) 11/17 (65%) 14/17 (82%) 14/17 (82%) 10/17 (59%)
Total with  
adjustment +10%

92% 65% 82% 82%

+10%

69%
*“Title” groups all the positons which contained “climate change adaptaton” in the ttle, whereas 
“Not Title” describes all the others
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Figure 3 Frequency of  menton of the fve types of  generic   capabilites in  Australian and 
internatonal job advertsements  with adjustments to incorporate qualifcatons required 

In additon to the previous point regarding the generic emphasis (stll argued to be valid) the  
readjusted  results  emphasize  a  further  point,  which  is  that  both  knowledge  and  high-level  
intellectual and technical skills are required.  This is indicatve of the complexity of adaptaton 
related  work  and  the  higher  level  thinking  skills  needed  and  is  especially  apparent  for  the 
climate change  and adaptaton jobs  researched on the  internatonal  market.   The  technical 
capabilites are of key importance in both the Australian and internatonal job markets.  In the 
Australian  job  advertsements,  technical  capabilites  requested  are  considerably  higher  than 
intellectual capabilites. This emphasis on technical ability and skills for adaptaton needs to be 
transferred to the educatonal context,  reprioritzing practcal,  technical tools and systems to 
assist in higher level thinking. 

The re-analysis of the data on adaptaton-related jobs advertsed included the categorisaton of 
types of roles into categories making it clearer which positons are suited to planners or similar 
to planning jobs.  Some job advertsements requested that the candidate be able to carry out  
several types of role in the one positon.  Table 9 shows the categorisaton of types of roles  
indicated in the advertsements, from the most sought to the least sought afer type of role. 

Table 9 shows some interestng results,  including the project  manager and leaderships roles 
being the most highly-sought afer roles in both natonal and internatonal jobs.  The roles that  
involve carrying  out  risk-assessments and being  politcally  aware – including being a change 
agent  and  competent  at  public  communicaton –  were  far  more  common in  internatonally 
advertsed  positons  than  in  natonal  positons.   Advisory  positons  were  more  common 
natonally than internatonally.  
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Table 9 Roles required by employers in job advertsements 
Roles

International National 
Total

Project Management 13 9 22 

Leadership 9 5 14 

Risk Assessment 12 1 13 

Politics – change agent and public communication 12 1 13 

Research 8 3 11 

Advisory 4 5 9 

Policy 7 1 8 

Strategic Management 3 2 5 
Education

1 
1 2

It  is  interestng to note that this data is now more closely aligned with the results from the 
interview data.   It  is  clear  that  technical  expertse  in  adaptaton strategies  and assessment 
methods,  such  as  vulnerability  mapping  and  risk  analysis,  are  also  highly  valued.   This  is 
partcularly so for planners with the recent release of the NSW Department of Environment,  
Climate  Change  and  Water’s  NSW  Sea  level  rise  policy  statement  (NSW  Department  of 
Environment,  Climate  Change  and  Water,  2009d)  and  accompanying  coastal  and  food  risk 
management  guides,  (NSW  Department  of  Environment,  Climate  Change  and  Water  2009a, 
2009b, 2009c, 2009e).  Also relevant is the NSW Department of Planning’s recently released 
Draf NSW Coastal Planning Guideline: Adaptng to sea level rise (NSW Department of Planning 
2009). 

Discussion 
The  all-encompassing  and  complex  nature  of  the  climate  change  issue  is  recognised  by 
employers who will require future employees to have an interdisciplinary and multdisciplinary 
approach to their work.  This will require employees who have been exposed to team-based 
creatve problem solving in their tertary studies.  

Personal capabilites of resilience and hope in the face of dauntng challenges in relaton to 
climate change, expressed in practce as bringing about behavioural change, may be difcult to 
teach,  but  their  importance  should  not  be  underestmated  when  considering  how  best  to 
educate the adaptaton practtoners of the future. 

When considering the expectatons of employers of planners it is clear that some further skills in 
climate change adaptaton are considered important, although perhaps, not absolutely essental.  
Generic  capabilites required,  such as the ability  to work with stakeholders,  communicatons 
skills and strategic thinking are graduate competencies aimed for in many planning programs 
across Australia.  If they are efectvely taught to a very high level, then planning graduates are 
already  partally  equipped  for  adaptaton  roles.   There  are  a  further  group  of  advertsed 
positons that may suit planners 

who specialize in climate change in their studies and who have obtained further scientfc and 
technical knowledge to complement their more “traditonal” planning skills. Technical skills are 
important,  and higher level  thinking skills  especially  so,  for  the internatonal  climate change 
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adaptaton job market.  Positons such as these, as recognised by the employers, are most suited 
to postgraduates, and educaton insttutons need to ensure postgraduates have these higher-
level abilites.  This point is further developed in the next secton. 

It is evident from current government investment and the global pressure (indicated by politcal  
pressure within the United Natons that there will be a growing need for planners with skills in 
adaptaton.  While currently there is litle menton of climate change in Australian legislaton and 
no mandatory dutes on local councils in that regard, councils are required to consider climate 
change  impacts  and  potental  preventatve  and  adaptve  behaviour  in  a  number  of  local 
environmental plans and decision-making processes (Ruddock, 2008). Forward thinking councils 
should  be  adoptng  the  precautonary  principle  consistent  with  ecologically  sustainable 
development (ESD) and implementng the appropriate use of planning mechanisms including 
bufer zones in local environmental plans (LEPs), restrictve zoning, acquiring propertes facing 
new climate change related risk, amending development control conditons to include setbacks 
(etc) as well as adoptng clear climate change policies (Ruddock, 2008).  There is a need for State 
government guidelines to assist councils in setng benchmarks for strategic planning in relaton 
to coastal hazards and in providing guidance on when and how to conduct adaptve actvites. It  
should be noted that NSW State Government guidelines for assessing the impact of sea level rise 
on coastal development and foodplains are now available in draf format (NSW Department of 
Planning 2009). 

In summary, from these research actvites it is argued that most planners will now need climate 
change adaptaton skills in their capability portolios, although, arguably it is stll not absolutely  
essental according to employers needs. If one considers the recent government policy trends 
there is further indicaton that it will be. There is also perceived to be, a small niche market for 
adaptaton specialized graduates.   In regard to knowledge content,  focusing on teaching the 
translaton of  the  theory  of  adaptaton  into  a  process  that  would  have  more  practcal 
implicatons  for  the  workplace  is  recommended.  The  emphasis  should  be  on  professional 
practce and technical skills such as vulnerability assessment, building community resilience and 
systems thinking.  In regard to learning and teaching strategies employed, teaching students how  
to deal with, and plan for, uncertainty is a key new challenge. The practces recommended in 
Educaton for Sustainability (Cortese,  1999; Tilbury and Wortman, 2004; Wheeler,  2007) may 
have  some  broader  applicaton,  especially  for  planning  educators.   The  need  to  maintain 
confdent  positve  approaches  is  important  for  maintaining  motvated  students  and 
professionals.  Teaching approaches for this type of work can present a challenge, given both the 
complexity  of  the  issue  and  the  size  of  the  challenge  of  climate  change  and  adaptaton 
responses. A case study approach dealing with current examples from practce and alternatve 
multple  scenarios  could  be  used.   Case  studies  could  range,  for  example,  from  developing 
adaptaton  policies,  initatng  behavioural  change  in  communites,  redesigning  urban  areas, 
building  social  networks,  developing  resilience  or  conserving  natural  resources.   Given  the 
overwhelmingly broad discipline areas on which CC will  impact in the future,  it  would seem 
imperatve that students have experience in working with other discipline areas throughout their  
tertary training. Further, work-related practce could provide an important strategy for Masters 
students, in partcular, to work within organisatons on adaptaton projects which would solve a  
resourcing problem for the organisaton and provide valuable work integrated learning for the 
student. 

Results of the review of the Macquarie University planning programs 

 In the review of the Macquarie University planning programs, the content was examined for 
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topics  covering  the areas  of ‘climate change’,  ‘climate change adaptaton’ and ‘responses  to 
climate change’.  The results show that in the postgraduate program these topics are treated 
signifcantly (50%) (as measured by the number of tmes the phrases are used) in one core unit,  
and briefy in eight other postgraduate units in the Master of Environmental Management and 
Master of Environmental Planning programs.  Analysis of postgraduate units in environmental 
planning also show there is substantal emphasis on students learning in a number of the generic  
capabilites identfed in the employers’ preferred capabilites for adaptaton as important for 
professionals working in adaptaton (refer to Figure 4). 

The Bachelor of Planning is a largely prescribed program (made up mostly of core units required 
by PIA) with some coverage of diferent aspects of climate change and adaptaton in several of 
the required units and through one opton for a more climate change specifc unit.  Optons for 
further individual student development in climate change adaptaton are available by choice,  
such as in the planning design project that acts as a capstone functon for the project.  There is 
scope for further adaptaton integraton, but always involves a trade-of of other key knowledge.

Figure 4   Generic capabilites in postgraduate coursework units 
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Results  of  gap analysis  at  Macquarie  University  and the development  of  programs,  units,  
modules and class actvites 

A gap analysis indicated where adaptaton-related gaps exist in Macquarie planning programs 
when compared against research fndings already mentoned in this paper, including both the 
capabilites listed and the priority given to that capability. The key areas for focus are shown in 
Table 9. 

Table 9  Capabilites needing further  development in  the reviewed Macquarie  programs or 
units 

Category in priority of importance Capability

Technical Discipline-related skills: e.g. Mapping; GIS; modelling, CC jargon etc.*  

Intellectual Strategic thinking

Interpersonal Negotiation and conflict skills 

Personal Able to be a change agent 
* Most of the discipline-related skills are included in some undergraduate units that will be studied by some  
students however they are not included in any of the postgraduate units – rather it is assumed that students  
will learn them as necessary in the context of assigned work.

Discipline-related  technical  skills  are  the  most  sought  afer  capabilites  in  the  advertsed 
positons both internatonally and natonally.  A broad range of skills has been listed as relevant 
to the feld of climate change; some may be able to be treated in modules such as ‘climate  
change adaptaton for planners’ but not be applicable to all graduates in the feld. 

 Risk assessment/ management skills 
 Capability to translate technical into operatonal 
 Discipline-related skills e.g. mapping, GIS and modelling skills 
 Computer skills 
 Environmental auditng 
 Understanding climate change jargon 
 Developing acton plans 
 Completng grant applicatons 
 ‘Natonal Greenhouse’ reportng 
 Planning for uncertainty 
 Ability to go beyond theory to structural processes that deliver change 

Strategic thinking skills are highly sought afer by employers and need further development in 
program oferings, more so in environmental management than environmental planning at the 
postgraduate level.  These need further development in the undergraduate planning program. 
Within the highly prioritsed intellectual category, a number of specifc areas of applicaton have 
been identfed: 

 Translatng science into policy 
 Dealing with complexity 
 Project management 
 Visioning future scenarios 
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 Internatonal awareness 
 Systems thinking 
 Understanding beyond theory to the structural processes 

The interpersonal skill of working in teams is included, especially in postgraduate planning units. 
There is further scope for the inclusion of others, partcularly those in negotaton and confict  
management.   While  personal  capabilites  overall  were  not  rated  as  important  as  other 
capabilites,  the  specifc  ‘equipping  graduates  to  be  a  change  agent  in  an  organisaton’  is 
highlighted  as  one  which  could  receive  more  atenton.  Interestngly  it  was  identfed  as  a 
frequent  role  in  internatonal  positons,  along  with  politcal  awareness  and  good  public 
communicaton skills. 

A framework has been developed to guide the development of undergraduate and postgraduate 
programs, units, modules and class actvites that will contribute to the preparaton of students  
for future professional work in climate change adaptaton.  The framework is based on a new 
taxonomy for learning, teaching and assessing (Anderson and Krathwohl, 2001).  Essentally it  
allows the locaton of any partcular knowledge in this case climate change knowledge to be 
taught and learned in a ‘cognitve space’ defned by two dimensions: the knowledge dimension 
and the cognitve process dimension (as described in Figure 5.)  

A  knowledge dimension:  factual    conceptual    procedural    metacognitve A cognitve 
process dimension:  remember   understand   apply   analyse   evaluate   create 

Figure 5. Knowledge dimensions

Each level, in each dimension, subsumes the preceding one. For example the cognitve process 
of applying conceptual knowledge to a problem or issue assumes that the student has already 
remembered and understood underlying facts around the problem or issue. The content of units 
and modules or actvites within them, need to be designed so that as students advance through 
their undergraduate studies (and on into postgraduate coursework) so that there is progressively 
greater emphasis on higher levels of learning about climate change in both dimensions (see 
Figures 5 and 6). 
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Figure 6  The progression to higher level thinking about climate change and climate change 
adaptaton through undergraduate to postgraduate study 

Figure 6 is not meant to imply that higher level thinking skills should not be learned in 100 and  
200 level units. Rather it is meant to indicate an increasing  emphasis on higher level thinking 
skills – specifcally in relaton to climate change adaptaton – to be learned and then assessed as 
students  progress  through  their  undergraduate  study  to  postgraduate  coursework  study. 
Although the framework has been developed specifcally in the context of teaching and learning 
about climate change and climate change adaptaton in the Faculty of Science, it can be applied 
to other disciplinary areas3. 

Given the results of the internatonal job market analysis prioritsing high-level intellectual and 
technical skills, it is interestng that approximately 33% of Macquarie University’s postgraduate 
planning students are internatonal students compared to only 5% of undergraduates.  Following 
the aforementoned framework, the thinking skills being developed and the complexity taught at 
the postgraduate level  is  efectve for  equipping internatonal  postgraduate students  for  the 
climate change adaptaton internatonal job market. 

Conclusion 

New capabilites in climate change adaptaton for planners 

Using Kitchen's (2007) typology of planning skills it is clear from our study that climate change 
adaptaton will require planners to develop capabilites including broadening their knowledge 
base and developing skills for this type of work. Firstly, new knowledge in the use of climate  
change terminology, the basic science and drivers of climate change and the economic and social  
impacts of climate change adaptaton will be necessary. Secondly, a climate change adaptaton 
orientaton  to  existng  skills  sets  such  as  environmental  impact  assessment  including  risk 
assessment and vulnerability mapping will be required. Thirdly, climate change adaptaton, its 
drivers  and  its  efects  will  force  a  more  regular  applicaton  of  broad  place  skills  such  as 
stakeholder relatonship management and a greater understanding of the complex efects of 
change  in  places.  Finally,  climate  change  adaptaton  means  that  planners'  synoptc  and 
integratve  skills  will  be  challenged  by  the  need  to  come  to  decisions  'under  extreme 
uncertainty'.  Although  working  with  and  reducing  uncertainty  has  always  been  part  of  a 

3 In additon to the science of climate change and associated ‘technical’ capabilites (such as data interpretaton  
and GIS) efectve professional work in climate change adaptaton will entail knowledge and capabilites across 
many disciplinary areas in the social sciences, health sciences and management.
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planner's role, the extreme uncertainty related to climate change is well outside planners control  
especially at a local scale. Thus, the 'bigger picture' that planners have to be aware of as they 
work  is  being  constantly  redefned as fndings emerge in  the latest  IPCC and  CSIRO reports 
among many other studies.  These are then communicated and reinterpreted through societal 
flters  such  as  media  sources  and  politcal  views  presentng  planners  with  communicaton 
challenges. Thus, planner's integratve skills will also require them to be fexible, open and highly 
critcal in the face of rapidly changing understandings of the impacts of climate change and what 
adaptaton requires. 

New themes arising in teaching and learning in planning educaton 

It  may  be  argued  that  planning  graduates  are  generally  well  positoned  for  climate  change 
adaptaton  with  basic  generic  skills  such  as  working  with  stakeholders,  having  good 
communicaton skills and strategic thinking and/or planning skills already being taught in most 
Australian  planning  programs  (and  demanded  in  PIA  educaton  policy  requirements).   This 
research  into  Macquarie  University  programs  has  raised  the  diference  between  equipping 
students with knowledge in these areas and the development of skills for this type of work. It  
also presents challenges for greater breadth of knowledge relatng to climate change and depth 
of skill development especially professional skills. According to Anderson and Krathwohl’s (2001) 
‘knowledge framework’ (described earlier), the complexity of adaptaton issues and the required 
raf of professional capabilites, especially professional skills (intellectual and technical), are best 
taught  and  learnt  at  a  postgraduate  level.   Planning  graduates  are  best  equipped  for 
employment  in  adaptaton-related  positons  when  working  at  the  metacognitve  level  of 
learning, and using high level strategic and creatve thinking skills. Adaptaton planning for and 
with uncertainty is mentoned as an adaptaton capability in several areas of this research, and 
the task of teaching this added layer of complexity needs careful consideraton, especially for 
undergraduates. Work-integrated learning plays a key role in flling in this potental gap as does a 
conscious re-emphasis  on skill  development sessions  and professional  practce workshops to 
accompany theoretcal approaches. The teaching ideas and methods proposed by Cherry (2005) 
embrace bold, positve approaches which help build resilience and student confdence. Teaching 
for  adaptaton,  including  visioning  of  multple  futures,  ought  to  apply  systems  thinking  to 
multple  scenarios  using  case  studies  and  incorporatng  mult-disciplinary  teams.   Other 
insttutons could beneft by critcally refectng on Macquarie University’s fndings. 

Questons and ideas that may arise from a critcal refecton:  We can teach what strategic 
planning is, but are students given the opportunites to explore how to do it? 

o For instance the steps and skills needed to actually do strategic planning.  What are the 
diferences  between  strategic  planning,  strategic  thinking,  creatve  thinking  and 
systems thinking? 

o How are  these diferences  conveyed and how are  the necessary  skills  taught  through 
teaching approaches? 

 What are steps that would develop skills to help build stakeholder relatonships in areas 
of confict resoluton or issue denial? Stakeholder assertons such as “climate change 
is not real” could be such a situaton.  

o This would require capability development in high level communicaton and stakeholder 
relatonship building.  
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Abstract 
This paper reports on the implementation of the online Australian Land Use Planning Policy Monitor. The 
Planning Policy Monitor was established in 2007, to develop a database on local statutory plan provisions 
relating to housing and environmental sustainability. It has several teaching and learning applications,  
discussed in this paper with reference to a sample of 25 student evaluations.  

Introduction 
Like the first encounter with Shakespeare, reading one‟s first land use planning instrument 
can be daunting. It‟s a shame then, that decoding planning regulation has a reputation for 
being  somewhat  less  rewarding  than  deciphering  the  great  sonnets.  Not  only  that,  but 
planning  instruments  are  written  in  multiple  local  languages  –  embedded  within  a 
particular institutional and legal framework, and mediated by local policy dynamics. So it is 
as difficult to generalise about the form of planning regulation – what it looks like, how it is 
expressed – as it is to generalise about its content – what it addresses, and how. This is an 
established problem in planning research – how to evaluate the  outcomes of  regulatory 
intervention,  when  the  regulations  themselves  are  so  heterogeneous  as  to  defy 
categorization  and  measurement  (Gyourko  et  al.  2008,  Lewis  &  Neiman  2000)?  But 
heterogeneity in statutory planning systems and instruments is also a problem for planning 
educators struggling to teach beyond the confines of a particular jurisdiction. How should 
students learn transferrable skills and knowledge about plan interpretation, evaluation, and 
development, when actual planning laws and conventions are so locally idiosyncratic? 

The  Australian  Urban  Land  Use  Planning  Policy  (AULUPP)  Survey  and  ongoing  online 
Monitor  was  developed  to  address  such  problems,  although  its  initial  design  was  for 
research  purposes.  Using  a  broad  survey  tool  capable  of  generalizing  across  planning 
approaches used in different jurisdictions, we sought to quantify local, statutory, planning 
approaches to environmental sustainability (energy and water performance, urban form, 
biodiversity conservation) and housing (density, diversity, affordability) (Gurran and Phibbs 
2009). The internet based survey was designed to be more than a tool for data capture – by 
completing  the  questionnaire,  planners  are  guided  through  a  range of  policy  goals  and 
related statutory tools for environmental  sustainability,  housing affordability  and choice, 
that they may not have previously considered. Therefore, the survey was intended to fulfill  
both educational  and policy diffusion  goals  –  planners  completing the survey can learn 
about, and potentially adopt, new tools for sustainability and housing. 

These learning applications can also extend to the classroom – by completing the online,  
interactive questionnaire against a specific local planning instrument, students learn to read 
through a plan purposively – thus acquiring skills in plan interpretation. By interrogating 
local planning instruments in search of particular, policy significant approaches, students 
also develop skills in plan evaluation while engaging in a live research project. For these 
reasons, we created a shadow AULUPP survey site specifically for student use, but with live 
data capture capacity. In the context of ongoing pedagogical interest in the research and 
teaching nexus, this paper discusses our experience in using the AULUPP as an interactive 
teaching and research tool, and more importantly, the students‟ own learning experience. 
The paper briefly outlines some of the debates concerning the teaching / research nexus, 
before  introducing  the  background  to  the  AULUPP  survey,  its  design,  and  use  in  the 
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classroom. We then report on student feedback and observations, as reported in a sample of 
25 student evaluations collected in June 2009.   Finally,  we reflect  on the strengths and 
weaknesses of the AULUPP survey in the classroom and the potential use of the model as a 
symbiotic teaching and research tool. 

The teaching / research nexus in higher education and in the built environment 
Interest in the connections between teaching and research has grown steadily in the higher 
education sector. Part of a broader movement to enhance the quality of university teaching 
and the special role of universities in relation to knowledge production and education, a 
number  of  specific  initiatives  both  in  Australia  and  internationally  seek  to  foster  the 
research / teaching nexus (Healey 2007). Examples include Australia’s Carrick Institute for 
Learning  and  Teaching  in  Higher  Education,  which  funds  projects  on  research-teaching 
connections, and the UK Higher Education Academy which also supports such initiatives, 
while academic promotion criteria now routinely refers to research led teaching. However, 
much confusion remains about what the research teaching connection is or should be, and 
whether  and  how  it  benefits  student  learning.  The  prevailing  orthodoxy  appears  to 
challenge assumptions that good researchers are good teachers but maintains that teaching 
can benefit from engagement in research activity of some kind (Griffiths 2004).  

An  influential  conceptual  model  for  understanding  research  engagement  in  teaching 
identifies four approaches: 1) “research led”, whereby the curriculum is influenced by the 
research interests of the teacher – which may be highly specialised; 2) “research-oriented”, 
where the curriculum emphasises the research process and develops more generic student 
skills  and  knowledge  in  inquiry  as  well  as  learning  the  outcomes  of  this  inquiry;  3) 
“research-based” teaching where the curriculum is designed around active inquiry based 
tasks,  rather  than  more  passive  processes  of  content  acquisition;  and  4)  “research-
informed”  teaching  whereby  a  teacher’s  pedagogical  practice  is  actively  informed  by 
“systematic inquiry into the teaching and learning process itself” (Griffiths 2004, p. 722). In  
specific reference to teaching and research in relation to the built environment, Griffiths 
(2004) writes of  a research ambivalence amongst  both academics (many of whom were 
once practitioners and value the knowledge process associated with professional practice 
and innovation) and students, who often have professional goals in mind: 

The ambivalence about the value of „research‟  among many academics and students is  
also bound up in an awareness that, in the context of the built environment disciplines,  
advances in the field of practice are not, by and large, driven by discovery research. They  
are more usually driven by government policy and by other developments taking place in  
the field of practice. (Griffiths 2004, p. 723). 

In the context of this discussion, and in relation to our own research and teaching goals,  
which in the present case seemed to be in marvellous alignment, we decided to directly 
investigate the student learning experiences associated with participating in the AULUPP 
research project. 

Background to the AULUPP survey 
Competency  in  interpreting,  evaluating,  and  writing  land  use  plans  is  a  fundamental 
learning objective for students of urban and regional planning. Knowledge of major policy 
areas and the  planning levers  for  their  implementation –  regulations  for  environmental 
protection  or  for  managing  sprawl  –  must  combine  with  skills  in  plan  writing  and 
interpretation. But developing such knowledge and skills can be overwhelming for students, 
because land use plans are complex, context specific and diverge markedly across local and 
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state jurisdictions. It is difficult to develop student literacy in plan analysis, interpretation 
and writing because skills learned on one set of plans do not easily transfer to others. As we 
have noted, this is also a research problem – when plans themselves are so divergent, it is 
difficult to generalise about the content of plans within a region or a nation, let alone their 
likely or actual impact, without a special purpose research tool.  

The policy development and review process itself is generally not engineered to collect this 
information in a systematic way, although it  is assumed that local plans prepared under 
higher  level  legislation  and  policy  will  be  consistent  with  these  broad  parameters. 
Additionally,  the  plan  making  process,  despite  involving  scrutiny  by  higher  levels  of 
government,  seldom  results  in  a  systematic  collection  of  data  on  particular  planning 
approaches. For instance, there is no way of knowing how local governments use statutory 
instruments to address issues such as climate change, housing affordability, or water quality,  
unless we undertake a purposive issue based survey, or read each and every statutory plan. 
This is curious because in peer meetings of planners a very common question is "how does 
your  plan  deal  with  issue  x"1.  Planners  are  not  surprisingly  curious  about  how  their 
colleagues are approaching the issue. 

This  knowledge  gap  is  not  unique  to  Australia.  In  the  United  States,  where  there  are 
thousands  of  local  planning units  (cities,  counties  and municipalities),  research  on plan 
content  has  faltered  because  of  methodological  and  technical  difficulties  of  collecting 
accurate  data  on  diverse  planning  approaches  across  multiple  jurisdictions  (Lewis  and 
Neiman  2002).  Case  studies  or  plan  content  analyses  using  smaller  samples  have been 
undertaken  by  researchers  to  identify  planning  approaches  to  specific  issues,  but  it  is 
difficult to extrapolate to broader practice from this approach (eg. Berke and Conroy 2000, 
Norton  2008).  Some  broader  surveys  of  professional  local  government  planners  have 
examined plan performance in relation to specific policy goals -active transport (Aytur et al.  
2008, Librett et al. 2003), climate change (TCPA 2006), coastal development (ALGA 2005), 
and  growth  management  (Lewis  and  Neiman  2000,  Pendall  et  al.  2006).  Recently  new 
databases  on  planning  regulation  have  been  developed  in  the  U.S,  for  the  purpose  of 
investigating relationships between planning controls, housing construction, and prices. For 
instance, the Massachusetts Local Housing Regulation Database now holds information on 
local  zones and other land use regulations used by 187 authorities as at 2004 (Schuetz 
2009), and the Wharton Survey of Land Use Regulation includes over 2000 municipalities 
(Gyourko et al.  2008).  Further,  the U.S.  Department of Housing and Urban Development 
(HUD‟s) has commenced work to develop a comprehensive national survey of local land use 
regulations  as  a  basis  for  quantifying  differential  impacts  on  housing  supply  and  price 
(Burchell & Lahr 2008). 

Our  intention  was  to  establish  a  similarly  comprehensive  reservoir  of  data  about  local 
planning regulation in Australia, as a basis for further analysis of impacts, costs, and benefits  
and to allow tracking of plan change over time. We aimed for universal coverage of local  
planning control in Australia due to the difficulties associated with generalizing across a 
relatively  small  total  population  of  local  government  units  (there  are  around  600  local 
government  units  in  Australia,  although  the  total  number  is  unstable  due  to  regular 
amalgamation and boundary change).  

1 Observation of author Phibbs from attending an informal network of planners in Western Sydney 
convened by the Western Sydney Regional Organisation of Councils (WSROC). This network meets 
quarterly and is attended by about 25-30 planners. 

Design of the AULUPP Survey and Monitor 
Initially, the main challenge was to construct a valid data collection method able to capture 
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the  various  planning  approaches  employed  across  Australia.  Following  an  analysis  of 
literature on regulatory land use planning approaches thought to promote or affect goals 
relating to environmental sustainability, housing affordability and choice, and a review of 
the different approaches to plan writing across the Australian States and Territories,  we 
designed a draft survey instrument. The survey includes questions about mechanisms for 
environmental  sustainability  –  energy  and  water  performance,  sustainable  urban  form, 
climate  change  mitigation  and  adaptation,  and  biodiversity  conservation;  as  well  as 
provisions for housing diversity, accessibility, and affordability (Appendix One). 

The instrument was reviewed by a reference group of professionals familiar with different 
Australian  planning jurisdictions  then  piloted  with  a  small  sample  of  local  government 
areas. The final AULUPP survey was designed for online administration, and is able to be 
completed either by professional planning respondents from each local jurisdiction or by 
researchers  with  planning  qualifications.  This  also  means  that  the  survey  is  able  to  be 
completed by any suitably qualified persons able to access and interpret publically available 
local plans, including students,  despite potential  differences in local knowledge and plan 
interpretation. By doing the survey in class, students can actively contribute to the research 
project, although subsequent review by an instructor is needed to ensure the accuracy of  
responses. We also maintain separate data sets to protect the integrity of each collection 
protocol. 

The questionnaire  (which can be viewed at:  http://ppm.arch.usyd.edu.au)  uses a matrix 
design to  compress  and group planning techniques and policy  areas.  Completion of  the 
survey is intended to be an interactive experience, and principles of internet survey design 
(including  appearance,  format  and  question  order,  restricted  access  to  avoid  multiple 
responses or responses from those beyond the target sample, and testing across different 
browsers) were employed (Burkey and Kuecher, 2003). Explanations of each question and 
possible response are available via pop up boxes. These functions are thought to make the 
online survey a more informative and engaging experience than completing a paper based 
questionnaire, allowing interactivity usually only available through face to face interview 
methods. We hoped that the novel online environment would also appeal to students. 

AULUPP in the Classroom 
A fully functioning shadow internet site and data base was created to enable students to 
participate in the survey by examining plans from different jurisdictions in class. In March 
2008, we first embedded the exercise within the course „Planning Procedures‟, which is a 
mandatory course for post graduate urban and regional planning students at the University 
of Sydney. The course itself aims to introduce students to statutory planning in Australia – in  
particular, to develop student literacy in plan interpretation and review. We embedded the 
exercise  as  a  mandatory assessment  item,  but  non graded –  meaning the  student  must 
undertake the exercise but is not marked on performance. The reason for non grading is 
that the vast difference in planning instruments and content makes it difficult to compare 
student effort and achievement – some students find themselves assigned relatively clear 
and simple plans while others may receive lengthy and complex documents.   
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Students are allocated two plans, from different local government areas around Australia 
– typically,  two plans that are vastly different in length and structure. Initially,  providing 
student access to planning instruments for the survey proved difficult – because of the lack 
of ready access to planning instruments in some jurisdictions. This was a particular issue in 
relation to plans from Queensland and Tasmania, where local governments themselves have 
been  responsible  for  providing  electronic  versions  of  their  instruments  to  the  general 
public. When we began doing the exercise in class, Victorian planning schemes were only 
available as a series of multiple pdf files and so students were required to access schemes 
from that State solely online. Many jurisdictions have a tradition of much lengthier planning 
instruments than the typical plan in NSW – which is between about 60-120 pages in length.  
Some jurisdictions in Queensland and Victoria have plans of over 600 pages. 

When we began the exercise in early 2008 it was necessary to print hard copies of plans for 
review, however, since this time electronic access to planning instruments has become much 
more consistent and reliable.  For this reason students are now able to undertake the survey 
in pairs in the computer laboratory using one PC screen for the online survey and the other 
for  the  planning  instrument  under  review.  Security  measures  maintain  the  integrity  of 
student responses (for instance, logon and password access to each local government area 
plan response). The course instructor and a tutor are available during the exercise to assist 
with student queries, of which there are many. Indeed, much of the learning occurs through 
student questions about plan navigation and potential interpretations of approaches. After a 
short time, most students proceed fairly quickly through the survey and instrument, taking 
between 20 minutes and one hour to complete a survey against each plan. 

AULUPP and the learning and teaching experience 
In June 2009 we added an additional series of questions to the standard student evaluation 
questionnaire routinely completed for each unit of study. We were interested to understand 
how  students  perceived  the  workshop  and  its  contribution  to  learning  about  plan 
interpretation and policy making. We also sought feedback on ways to improve the exercise. 
We sensed that students who had had no prior exposure to a statutory planning instrument 
– aside from the particular planning subject itself – might find the exercise more difficult 
than  those  more  familiar  with  plans  or  with  some  exposure  to  professional  planning 
practice. We also suspected that international students may find the exercise overly difficult 
– which could undermine their learning experience. We did not question students about 
their experience of research engagement in the belief that research involvement per se was 
a  lower priority  for  students  than  the  broader  learning objectives  associated with  plan 
interpretation, perhaps reflecting the assumptions about professional learning goals noted 
by Griffiths (2004) as discussed above. However, our observation is that exposure to a large 
and  ongoing  research  project  occurring  at  their  home  institution  was  valued  by  many 
students and so subsequent student evaluations may include a question about the research 
encounter. 

Unfortunately, on the day that the exercise took place, internal hosting difficulties meant 
that some aspects of the website were not operational, so most students had to complete a 
paper  version of  the  instrument,  while  browsing the  online  version to  view its  pop up 
explanations. This undoubtedly compromised the quality of the experience for many – ease 
of use is an important principle of successful online survey administration and is similarly 
important for any e-learning experience. 
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About the students 
A total of 25 students took part in the survey and subsequent evaluation. Of these, 14 were  
local students and 11 were international, mostly from non English speaking backgrounds. A 
fifth of the class had some professional planning experience, either in Australia or overseas,  
but  just  over  half  (13  students)  had  read  a  planning  instrument  of  some  kind  before 
undertaking the Planning Procedures class. 

Learning outcomes 
Overall, students found the exercise challenging, or very challenging, with only one student 
reporting that the  exercise was not at  all  challenging for  them to undertake (Figure 1). 
There  was  no  significant  difference  between  international  and  other  students  in  the 
responses to this question. 

Figure One: Student experiences of the AULUPP survey 

Source: Student evaluations, June 2009 

Most students also reported that the exercise helped them learn how to interpret planning 
instruments (Figure two). Again, there was no significant difference between international 
and other students in the responses to this question. 
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Figure two: Learning outcomes 

Source: Student evaluations, June 2009 

Many  students  also  agreed  that  the  AULUPP  survey  had  helped  them  to  learn  about 
sustainability in statutory plan making (Figure three). Comments from students indicated 
that sustainability learning was greatest when plans reviewed included specific measures 
for environmental performance or conservation – although some found the act of searching 
for these elements within plans, using the survey instrument as the guide – to be instructive  
itself. 

Figure three: Sustainability learning outcomes 
Source: Student evaluations, June 2009 

Similarly,  while many indicated that the ALAUPP workshop had helped them learn how 
planning instruments can address housing affordability and choice, responses were affected 
by the extent to which plans reviewed contained such provisions (Figure four). 
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Figure four: Learning about plan provisions for housing diversity and affordability 

Source: Student evaluations, June 2009 

When asked to nominate the best thing about the exercise, many students emphasised the 
value  in  learning about  different  approaches  to  plan making  across  different  Australian 
jurisdictions: 

“I  realised  how  other  States’  planning  instruments  can  be  vastly  different”  
(Student response, June 2009). 

Despite the novel online environment, some students still found plan reading to be tedious 
and overwhelming. When asked to nominate the worst thing about the workshop, responses  
ranged from the length and complexity of the plans reviewed, to the tedium of having to  
review them at all (Table One). Some students were also frustrated by the complexity of the 
schemes examined,  and by the lack of  actual  provisions relating to the  policy goals like 
sustainability or housing affordability. The need to view planning schemes online was off  
putting for some students, although others used search functions to aid their navigation of  
the documents. 

When asked for overall suggestions to improve the workshop, some students observed that 
their learning may have been enhanced if the instruments they reviewed contained more of  
the provisions they were looking for. This is in part a policy development issue 
– better plans in the real world will lead to a more rewarding experience for student plan 
readers. Others suggested examining additional states to maximise opportunities to learn 
about  plan  interpretation  (students  only  reviewed  instruments  from  two  Australian 
jurisdictions,  Victoria  and  Queensland).  Time  with  the  class  instructors  was  felt  to  be 
important.  Some students  expressed the view that  the workshop expectations were too 
ambitious to achieve within a single two hour class given the amount of material to assess 
and  interpret  within  each  planning  instrument.  However,  this  view  was  not  widely 
expressed,  suggesting  that  student  learning  experiences  were  greatly  affected  by  the 
complexity of the instruments they reviewed.  
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Table One: Best and worst thing about the AULUPP workshop 
Best Thing Worst Thing

Looking  through  the  plans  and  fnding 
something  that  corresponds  Examining  the 
diferences between planning documents used 
in diferent States Undertaking a check on all 
controls and guidelines to see how they meet 
policy goals Comparing approaches to policies 
in diferent States

The  amount  of  pages  to  review  Looking 
through  the  plans  Not  fnding  anything 
Confusing  planning  schemes  Though 
concerned  about  sustainability  councils  have 
few ways to achieve it The length of planning 
instruments and need to view online Difculty 
of  locatng  informaton  within  the  planning 
schemes

Source: Student evaluations, June 2009 

As a  result  of  this  student  feedback we intend to  modify  the  conduct  of  the  workshop 
perhaps  by  purposively  selecting  plans  for  student  review  –  choosing  more  accessible 
instruments that also contain a more comprehensive coverage of policy goals. We will also 
endeavour to make more tutorial assistance available during the workshop, although this is 
difficult when classes are large. Another option is to get students to review one purposively 
selected instrument before the workshop where there is an opportunity for group questions 
and feedback, and we have now incorporated this process into the first assessment item for 
the class. 

Conclusion: Learning from AULUPP? 
In terms of our own broader learnings as educators seeking to develop an effective research 
based pedagogy – we conclude that our current model represents a position of compromise  
in terms of both discovery based research and professional learning objectives. To maximise 
the  research  outcomes  of  our  AULUPP  workshop,  we  would  focus  on  the  accuracy, 
comprehensiveness, and authenticity of data collection, meaning that some students would 
be  exposed  to  a  very  difficult,  and  possibly  unrewarding  process  of  plan  review.  To 
maximise learning outcomes, we might remove the active inquiry element altogether, and 
have students review a selection of well chosen and vetted plans, removing the risk of the 
unknown, associated with any genuine research activity. We have opted for a middle path,  
with student inquiry directly contributing to the findings of the larger study but embedded 
within a larger classroom context characterised by more directed and traditional forms of 
research informed instruction and combined with opportunities for critical reflection and 
analysis. 

Wider lessons for Australian planning 
In  this  paper  we  have  not  presented  results  of  the  AULUPP  survey  itself  –  indeed  the  
analysis  of  AULUPP  survey  data  is  an  ongoing  research  process,  with  other  potential 
classroom applications. However, the results of this small student survey are instructive not 
only for our design of this classroom workshop but also as an indicator of the ways in which 
student planners engage with one of the primary mediums of their new trade – statutory 
land use plans. If new planners find engagement with planning schemes to be discouraging 
due to their complexity and uninspiring due to their failure to address important goals – 
what does this suggest about the state of statutory planning in Australia  and its  future? 
What chance does the general public have with engaging with the instruments? Planners 
often complain that the public only engage with planning at the development application 
stage and not when plans are being compiled. Perhaps the confusing nature of statutory 
plans is part of the problem. As Macris (2000) comments: 
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“A  well  written  plan  or  other  planning  document  can  be  a  valuable  resource  
forcitizens,  decision-makers,  government  agencies,  consultants  and  many  
other……….Then why are so many planning documents hard to read, understand and  
use?” (Macris 2000, p.xiii) 

As the current wave of State and Territorial planning system reform ultimately permeates 
through local planning schemes across Australia,  future AULUPP surveys should register 
these  changes.  Will  students  (and  the  broader  community)  be  any  more  engaged  and 
excited by local planning schemes? We hope so. 
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Abstract 
While the term ‘urban design’  is  ubiquitous within the realms of  planning,  architecture,  government,  and 
commercial  development,  it  remains  a  term  without  a  universally-agreed  referent,  and,  perhaps  more 
contentously, an enterprise without an explicit commitment to societal beterment. In respect of end products, 
urban design may manifest itself via both concrete and strategic outcomes, may be directed at both public and 
semi-public spaces, and may operate over a range of scales. In respect of specifc determinants, urban design  
responses may be motvated and driven by formal and/or aesthetc issues,  by economics,  by statutory or 
regulatory requirements, by politcal ideologies, by the dictates and incentves of speculatve development, or  
by a range of specifc community requirements. Yet notwithstanding the reasonableness and inevitability of  
such diferences, this paper postulates that all  of the above should be construed within a wider social frame, 
and suggests that the outcomes of the urban design process should confer signifcant social beneft. And while 
it is usually taken as read that urban design always has both the intenton and the potental to make positve 
contributons, it is nevertheless the case that, from a social perspectve, the determinaton and fulflment of  
specifc  and  contngent  outcomes  inescapably  suggests  the  likelihood  of  discriminaton  against,  and  thus  
disbeneft for, some, and the possibility of under-valuing, selectvely deforming, or simply ignoring ‘big picture’  
consideratons pertaining  to infrastructure  and transportaton,  land use,  sustainability,  social  cohesion and 
inclusivism, place identty, and so forth. Moreover, from a design perspectve, the seducton of an over-riding 
commitment  to  physicality,  to  the  architectonics  of  form,  and  thus  to  aesthetc  and  methodological  
determinism, is an ever-present issue worthy of closer consideraton. It is this last feature of contemporary  
urban design that is explored in this paper. 

Introducton 
From the outset it should be made clear that this paper is a polemic.  It seeks to raise a number  
of signifcant issues pertaining to the nature of urban design but does not atempt to examine 
such issues in an empirical manner nor to present them in detail in an academic manner. Rather, 
it explores the dual propositons (i) that urban design has both an ethical and a professional 
obligaton to address itself to social needs, and (ii) that much contemporary practce overlooks 
or actvely marginalizes provision for social needs in favour of a commitment to formal outcomes 
driven by increasingly esoteric design- and decision-making means. While the later may – or 
may  not –  be  self-evident  within  the  professional  world  of  pragmatc accomplishment,  it  is 
increasingly  the  case  within  the  realm  of  academic  theorisaton.  Drawing  atenton  to  and 
highlightng a number of  questons in  relaton to these,  and a range of  closely  intertwined, 
issues, even in such a brief manner, thus seeks to generate necessary debate about relatons 
between social  needs, formal outcomes, and the decision-making mechanisms that link – or 
increasingly separate – the two. 

On the nature of urban design – some assumptons 
As with many people trained in architecture – and, it might be speculated, with many people 
involved in cognate disciplines such as planning, as well as with many members of the general 
public – menton of the term ‘urban design’ immediately calls to mind notons of what might be 
called the determinaton and/or the implementaton of specifc and physical objects within urban  
or quasi-urban environments. In other words (and to be both more specifc and more prosaic)  
our minds inevitably turn to the provision of new buildings; to the external spaces that such 
buildings both ‘create’ and are located in relaton to; and to the interrelatons with other and 
pre-existng  buildings  and  infrastructure,  including  major  transportaton  provisions,  that 
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consttute the contexts of such interventons.  

While urban design is  thus understood to be the design of something  more than individual 
buildings in themselves, it is nevertheless ofen taken to be about designs for the arrangement  
and locaton of multple buildings within a specifc context. And if it is understood that urban 
design may operate over a range of scales, from the determinaton of land subdivisions to the 
design of individual urban places; that it may be directed at both major public spaces and, via its  
links with housing provision, at quasi-private ones; and that urban design remains properly-so-
called even if its outcomes exist at the level of strategic planning and intentonality rather than 
physical producton and implementaton; then it is also most usually the case that our thinking 
about – and thus our assumptons about – urban design is predominantly directed at the formal, 
i.e. literally at the form of the physical infrastructure proposed and/or executed. 

Now this is not unexpected. Urban design is about the physical and thus the formal. But it does 
raise a number of generic issues that are worthy of consideraton and questoning. In so short a  
paper only three can briefy be introduced: 
• frst, to what extent are the formal and aesthetc aspects of urban design construed to 
be an end in themselves – and why and by whom? 
• second, and acknowledging the diferences between individual urban design briefs, what 
are the overarching aims that  initate  and drive urban design proposals,  the aims that such 
proposals 
• presumably  respond  to  and  atempt  to  meet,  and  thus  that  transcend  the  merely 
physical, such that the physical is itself the vehicle for the accomplishment of such aims? and 
• third, how do design-related decisions afect not only the accomplishment of such aims 
but their very determinaton; and how and by whom are such aims formulated? 

On the assumpton of social beterment 
Before trying to unpack these questons, however, it is important to consider why they might 
be worth asking, and to locate them not merely at a personal but at a community and societal 
level. And the answer relies on a partcular propositon. 

If  it  may be asserted that,  despite its ubiquity within the realms of planning,  architecture,  
government and policy-making, and commercial development, the term ‘urban design’ lacks a 
transparent and a universally-agreed referent, such that we all might know immediately and 
unequivocally what urban design ‘is’; and if it may also be asserted that this absence is hardly  
surprising given that the term covers such a wide variety of actvites across these diferent 
realms;  then  it  is  more signifcant  to  propose  that  it  is  also  a  term that  lacks  an explicit  
commitment to social beterment. 

Now this, of course, may be regarded as being both potentally controversial and self-evidently 
counter-intuitve. Why? Because it is usually simply taken for granted that urban design does 
provide social beterment, and cannot fail to do so, on the dual basis that its proposals provide 
that which was previously absent (by the additon of the new and/or by the removal and/or  
remediaton of the extant) and that such interventons inevitably consttute improvements to  
the pre-existng situaton. 

In any given example it might well be argued – indeed demonstrated – that this is the case. Yet 
this  begs the queston of what were the  aims of  the partcular  proposal  upon which this 
afrmaton  of  success  is  based,  and,  more  importantly,  the  closely-intertwined  albeit 
frequently  ignored questons  of  how and by whom these aims  were determined?;  whose 
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beterment they represent?; which partes were ignored in or excluded from such decision- or 
brief-making?;  and  thus  how  and  in  what  ways  certain  segments  of  society  may  be 
disbenefted by the proposals enacted?   

This is not to suggest that urban design should aim to, or can, please all of the people all of the  
tme, but it does point to a range of signifcant observatons, including:  

• that  decision-making  is  a  complex  mater  involving  multple  inputs  and  potentally 
confictng aims and interests; 

• that a commitment to inclusivity nevertheless inevitably suggests exclusion of some;  

• that  in  ofering  urban  design  proposals  intentonality  –  even  demonstrably  good 
intenton – is not enough in the absence of wide-ranging and dispassionate analysis; and  

• that while such proposals may well be manifest most clearly and directly via physical 
oferings in the form of buildings and infrastructure, urban design is, by its very nature 
and by  its  diferentaton from  both architecture  and  social  commentary,  also  pre-
eminently about the nature, conditon and consequences of the urban fabric, and is 
not separable from social issues pertaining to the users of such. 

To these we can add, of course, that, in some cases, inclusivity is not an aim; that in some 
partcular  instances  power  interests  take  precedence  over  other  (and  potentally  more 
relevant?) needs of society; and that urban design is ofen perceived as being pre-eminently a 
mater of formal decision-making without due consideraton of non-physical consequences. 
This is not to suggest a wilful disregard of consequences, but rather a touchingly naïve belief  
that good consequences automatcally follow from good design decisions. 

While specifc urban design responses may be driven by formal and/or aesthetc issues, as well 
as by an ongoing diversity of academic theorisaton ofering radical reconceptualisatons of 
what urban design should be, it is important to realize that, to greater or lesser extent, they 
are equally well driven by politcal ideologies, by power relatons, by statutory or regulatory 
requirements, by economics, by the dictates and incentves of speculatve development, and 
by  a  plethora  of  social  requirements,  whether  assumed,  mandated  or  predicted. 
Notwithstanding the presence of the later, and the tacit assumptons 

(i) that this is a mater for social planners, not urban designers, and

(ii) (ii)  that  meetng  defned  social  requirements  is  synonymous  with  providing  social 
amenity, it is nevertheless suggested that all of the above must be construed within a social 
frame, and that the outcomes of the urban design process and of design decision-making 
should ofer – and should be demonstrated to provide – signifcant social beneft beyond the 
provision  of  a  supposedly  ‘good  environment’  and/or  ‘a  meetng  of  physical  needs  as 
specifed’. 

In thrall to the physical? 
To what extent, then, might it be suggested that the formal and aesthetc aspects of urban 
design consttute an end in themselves? Or, perhaps to put it less confrontatonally, to what 
extent are the  outcomes of urban design  essentally and inescapably physical, regardless of 
whether they are: 

• abstract-documentary, in the sense of comprising strategic planning and/or policies of 
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intenton; 

• concrete-formal,  in  that  they  ofer  architectonic  proposals  (and/or  infrastructural-
transportaton proposals, which cannot be dealt with here) for actual producton and 
implementaton within the urban environment; 

•  or  what  might  be  dubbed  intellectual-critcal in  the  manner  of  many  essentally 
esoteric and algorithmically-driven schematcs emanatng from universites and aimed, 
supposedly,  at  ‘thinking  diferently’  about  and  subjectng  to  critcal  scrutny 
contemporary urban practces?  

The obvious answer to this queston is, of course, ‘to a high degree’, i.e. it is in the very nature 
of urban design, as it is in the nature of many other of the design disciplines, to address the 
physical. This is its prime intenton; this is its focus of engagement; this is, we trust, its area of  
expertse; and it is through proposals suggestve of physical responses or solutons to issues or 
problems identfed as  both emanatng from and actvely  associated with,  not  merely  the 
urban,  but more precisely the urban  fabric,  that urban design – as opposed, say, to either 
individual buildings on the one hand or to social planning on the other – makes its principal  
contributon.  

However, three specifc and deeply interwoven contentons are ofered here: 

•  frst, that the above notwithstanding, urban design proposals are frequently  too much 
about the physical, even when they are not couched in terms of specifc ready-to-make 
constructon schemes but rather in the form of general strategic principles; 

•  second,  that  simultaneously  both  the  cause  and  the  efect  of  this  overly-narrow 
concentraton on the physical is that urban design schemes too ofen seriously neglect  
key social issues in terms of their briefng inputs, their actual design proposals, the aims 
and  intentons  of  such  proposals,  and  their  predicted  and/or  demonstrated  social 
consequences; and 

•  third, that this emphasis on the physical, and thus essentally on the architectonics of 
urban design, can all too easily lead to a focus on the individual or iconic building as 
central  to  such  proposals,  at  the  expense  of  a  more  profound  analysis  and 
understanding of the specifc urban fabric and its partcular social and environmental 
issues, as if producing the former indubitably ‘solves’ the later. 

The other thing that can be said about all  three categories,  of course,  is  that they are all 
inescapably politcal. And while much has been writen about this – from Mayo’s proposal of 
‘Politcal Avoidance in Architecture’ (1985), through McGlynn and Murrain’s discussion on the 
politcs of urban design (1994) and Gandelsonas’ views on ‘The Master Plan as a Politcal Site’  
(1995),  and thus  to much recent  literature –  this  politcal  dimension  nonetheless  remains 
either somewhat ‘tangental’ to designers’ thinking (how on earth is space politcal? (Lefebvre 
1976; Jameson 1997)) or is simply taken literally  (what do council or government require?). 
Despite its importance, however, this aspect of urban design thinking cannot be explored here, 
and we must return to the centrality of the physical.  

Formalism and the aesthetcs of urban design, or beneft, follows form? 
Before commitng ourselves unreservedly  to  the physical,  however,  it  is  frst  necessary to 
indicate, if perhaps to set aside here, the views of those who would, for sound reasons given 
their partcular focus, locate urban design within a diferent framework of thinking. Thus, while 
acknowledging that “the task  of  designing  urban places  – where the designer  is  primarily 
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concerned with the sensual, but partcuarly visual, qualites of these places – has traditonally 
been termed  urban design”, Varkki George, for example, is at pains to establish “that urban 
design is a second-order design endeavour” (1997, p.143). By this he means that “designers are 
only indirectly responsible for producing built forms and the spaces in between them; they 
design the decision environment within which others make decisions to add to or alter the 
built environment” (1997, p.143).   

Now,  this  is  not  without  substance  at  the  level  of  strategic  planning  –  at  the  level  of 
Gandelsonas’  claim  that  “the  master  plan’s  role  is  to  fll  a  void,  to  mask  the  absence  of 
architecture” (1995, p.20) – which does indeed consttute a signifcant sector of the urban 
design feld. Yet at the same tme it is quite clear that for many urban designers or, at least, for  
many  practtoners  who  execute  urban  design  proposals,  and  for  the  insttutons  or 
professional  bodies  that  recognise  and  reward  such  proposals,  the  overtly  physical  –  the 
actuality  of the design that has been or  will  be  brought  into existence – is  of  paramount  
importance. And to the extent that urban design is thus, to large degree, inevitably physical in 
respect of its proposals, then it is likewise inevitably connected to the formal, and thus to the 
aesthetcs of architectonic form. 

While we cannot deal here with the various ways in which aesthetcs has been dealt with in 
the urban design literature over the last thirty years, from the historical (Rubin 1979) to the 
more  prospectve  (Taylor  2008),  three  issues  triggered  by  the  phrase  “the  aesthetcs  of 
architectonic form” are worthy of brief menton here. 

The frst of these relates to the contenton, noted above, that, for many practtoners, urban 
design is inescapably physical in respect of its proposals, and thus inescapably linked to the 
formal and to the aesthetc. This suggests two questons: 

•  to  what  extent  is  this  engagement  with  and commitment  to  aesthetcs  and formal 
development perceived as being a (or the) primary aim or intenton or purpose of urban 
design?; and,  

•  if it is, what role in the generaton of urban design propsals is played by other potental  
briefng  requirements,  and by  other  criteria  of  successful  outcomes,  associated  with 
social beneft divorced from either visual stmulaton or the mere provision of functonal  
needs? 

Aseem Inam’s provocatve critcism of urban design, viz,  that “it is  superfcial  because it  is  
obsessed with impressions and aesthetcs of physical form; and it is practsed as an extension 
of architecture, which ofen implies an exaggerated emphasis on end product” (2002, p.35),  
supports  this  view.  In  similar  manner  a  brief  survey  of  the  jury  citatons  for  the  (Royal) 
Australian Insttute of Architects  Walter Burley Grifn Award for Urban Design  over the last 
decade ([Jury citaton] 1998-2008) goes some way to reinforcing it, suggestng a (perhaps not 
surprising) fascinaton with the formal qualites of the objects designed and their provision of 
functonal excellence  for a partcular purpose rather than with any deeper analysis of the  
benefts bestowed on the community by their executon. 

Given,  then,  that  urban  design  is  ‘naturally’  associated  with  changes  to  the  physical 
environment, and thus inevitably results in physical responses to specifed requirements, the 
second  issue  relates  to  the  queston  of  what  generalized  ideologies  –  aesthetc,  formal, 
theoretcal,  social,  politcal,  and  so on –  might  inform,  drive,  and efectvely  circumscribe, 
specifc  responses?   While  this  cannot  be  explored  here  it  is  worth  drawing  atenton to 
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Kelbaugh’s  discussions  of  the  ‘three  urbanisms’  (2005;  2007;  2008),  Eisenman’s  quasi 
equivalents (quoted in Baird 2005), and Fraker’s six “current modes of urban design thinking” 
(2007, p.61). Of these it is Kelbaugh’s taxonomy of  New Urbanism (Fishman 2005; c.f.  also 
Bressi 2002; Haas 2008), Everyday Urbanism (Mehrotra, 2005) and Post-Urbanism (Strickland 
2005; c.f. also Moor & Rowland 2006) that has now become a standard for discussing urban 
design, at least from a U.S. perspectve. And while it is worth notng Eisenman’s quasi-parallel  
terminology of the Arcadian, the Utopian, and Koolhausian “junk space” – “Junk space is not a 
project  because  it  isn’t  critcal,  it’s  cynical…”  (Eisenman,  in  Baird  2005,  p.3)  –  and 
acknowledging Fraker’s supplementaton of new and everyday urbanism with the additonal 
categories of generic urbanism and hyper-modernity, hybrid urbanism, transformatve urban 
morphology,  and urban ecological reconstructon (2007, pp.6263),  it  is  only Kelbaugh’s  ‘big 
three’ that can be summarised briefy here. 

Describing New Urbanism as being “both idealistc and pragmatc” Kelbaugh notes that “It 
represents a peculiarly American mix of noble objectves and commercial means, high-striving 
and lofy in its communitarian objectves but practcal in its methods” (2008, p.42). A longer 
descripton recognises several issues or incentves that, while being manifest through physical 
results, go beyond the merely physical in their aspiratons: 

…to equitably mix people of diferent income, ethnicity, race, and age; to build public 
architecture and public space that make citzens feel they are part of, and proud of, a 
culture and community that adds up to more than the sum of its private worlds; to be 
a  responsible  ecological  force;  to  weave  a  tghter  urban  fabric  that  mixes  land  of 
diferent uses and buildings of diferent architectural types within a well-connected 
network of streets and green spaces; to utlize regional public transit, revenue sharing, 
planning, and governance to beter te together the metropolitan area (Kelbaugh 2008, 
p.42). 

While he acknowledges that the above aims are “more than its proponents have been able to 
achieve on the ground” he points out that in its aims and its thinking “… it atempts to beter  
integrate physical and social environments. It maintains that there is a structural relatonship 
between special behaviour and physical form… [and] It posits that good design can have a 
measurably positve efect on one’s sense of place and community” (Kelbaugh 2008, p.42). 

In contrast, Everyday Urbanism is characterised as being  “not as utopian as New Urbanism, 
nor is it as tdy and doctrinaire” (2008, p.42). As Kelbaugh opines, it “celebrates and builds on 
the  richness  and  vitality  of  daily  life  and  ordinary  reality.  It  has  litle  pretence  about  the 
perfectbiity of the built environment. Nor is it about utopian form. But it is realistc about 
social  equity  and citzen  partcipaton,  especially  for  disadvantaged populatons.  It  is  grass 
roots  and  populist”  (2005,  p.8).  This,  he  suggests,  makes  Everyday  Urbanism  “more 
conversatonal  and botom-up than inspiratonal  and top-down” (2008, p.42).  Interestngly, 
given  the  earlier  presumpton  of  urban  design  proposals  emanatng  from  urban  design 
professionals, Kelbaugh  adds that Everyday Urbanism “admires and tries to help people adapt 
and improvise  in  spite  of available  physical  design and  planning”  (2008,  p.42),  and that it 
“tends to work…to empower disadvantaged and disenfranchised people and communites by 
working in the gaps and on the margins” (2008, pp.42-43). 

As  yet  further  contrast  Kelbaugh  perceives  the  vaguely  named  Post-Urbanism  as  being 
“heterotopian, provocatve, and sensatonal” (2008, p.43). “Difcult to characterize physically,” 
he  says,  it  favours  disconnected,  broken,  fractal,  or  fowing  forms.  It  ofen  accepts  an 
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automobile and consumer-based urbanism. It argues that shared values or meta-narratves are 
no longer possible in a world that is increasingly fragmented and composed of ghetoes of the 
“other”  (e.g.,  the  homeless,  the  poor,  minorites)  and  mainstream  zones  of  consumers, 
internet surfers, and free-range tourists. These liminal and excitng zones of taboo and fantasy, 
and these commercial zones of unfetered consumpton, are viewed as liberatng… (Kelbaugh 
2008, p.43). 

Calling to mind much recent ‘speculatve’ and ‘process-driven’ urban design proposed within 
many  university  architecture  schools,  Kelbaugh’s  suggestons  are  that  Post-Urbanism 
“atempts to impress an increasingly sophistcated consumer of the built environment with 
ever-wilder  and more  provocatve  architecture  and urbanism”  (2008,  p.43).  Perhaps  more 
signifcant from our current perspectve are his views that “its architectural language is usually 
abstract, with litle reference to surrounding physical or historical context” and that both its 
intentons and its outcomes are centred around shock tactcs, “no mater how modest the 
building or program” (2008, p.43). In many cases it is difcult to know, he suggests, “whether it 
employs shock for its own sake or whether the principal motve is to inspire genuine belief in  
the possibility of changing the status quo and resistng conventons and limits that are thought 
to be too predictable and restrictve” (Kelbaugh 2008, p.43). 

Now this last descripton neatly introduces the third of the key issues alluded to earlier in  
respect of aesthetcs, architectonic form, and the seducton of formalism, viz:  what of the  
future? While any response here must necessarily be skeletal, three interconnected questons 
might serve to sketch our concerns: 

•  frst, to what extent has the contemporary fascinaton with the urban become so elided 
with  architecture  that  the  producton  of  the  individual  iconic  building   –  Gehry’s 
Guggenheim Museum in Bilbao, for example – is now synonymous with urban design? 
And if so, what of the provision of social and community needs that exceed or lie outside 
both sculptural formality and economic regeneraton? 

•  second, if, as Moor suggests, “Experience tells us that every new generaton of designers  
rejects the views of the previous generaton and seeks to make their own mark on the 
built environment” (2006, p.13), where will this lead urban design over the next thirty 
years,  and,  more  importantly,  on  what  intellectual,  theoretcal,  ideological  and/or  
formalist basis? 

•  and thus, third, what is the – ofen conjoined – role of educaton and of critcality in 
thinking about both the future of urban design and, again perhaps more importantly, 
future urban conditons? 

On the basis that it ought simply to be taken for granted that tertary educaton necessarily  
and deliberately exceeds training and provides its graduates with high levels of analytc and 
critcal skills in respect both of ‘their’ disciplines and professions, it is perhaps pertnent to ask 
what form(s) does this critcality take, where does it lead, and what is its beneft? Now, it is 
somethung  of  a  truism  at  the  moment  that,  if  urban  design  is  currently  fascinated  with 
architecture, then architecture is no less fascinated with urban design. At the same tme it is  
reasonable to assume that any such critcal engagement is, quite properly, carried out under 
the aegis of ‘thinking diferently’ or ‘thinking anew’, thus ofering a potentally valuable critcal 
perspectve on current  urban practces.  Yet there is  nevertheless  a  seductve tendency for 
urban  design  work  produced  within  architecture  studios  to  mistake  thinking anew  for 
generatng the new, and thus to lapse into a kind of esoteric and quasi-futuristc engagement 
wth the urban, quite divorced from the real world and from any idea of social beneft beyond 
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the intenton to produce visually and aesthetcally stmulatng formal – and ofen essentally 
formalist – outcomes based on digital repetton, generatve algorithms, abstract procedural 
methodologies, paterning, diagramming, and a variety of other aleatory techniques.  

And while  it  is  obvious that  the above is  not  always the case,  it  is  perhaps instructve to 
introduce here a number of key themes, both positve and negatve, that bear on the urban, 
the contemplaton of which might well assist in avoiding both the seducton of formalism  and 
the temptaton of the ‘merely physical’, without negatng the intellectual-critcal possibilites 
inherent  in  radical  studio  proposals.  Appropriate  consideraton  of  such  issues  –  and 
appropriate consideraton of such issues in respect of their social consequences rather than 
the mere enumeratng of their overtly physical contributons  – should inform urban design 
proposals such that, while inescapably formal and physical, responses to and atempts to meet 
such requirements render the physical the vehicle for the accomplishment of such aims. 

Beneft follows consideraton: An antdote to formalism? 
Given the nature of this presentaton it is possible here only to enumerate briefy a range of 
issues  pertnent  to  these  concerns.  From  a  relatvely  small-scale  and  locaton-specifc 
perspectve  might  be  noted  contnuing  speculaton  over  the  loss  of  public  space (c.f.,  for 
example,  Avermaete & Teerds 2007) and the  deterioraton of streets (Macdonald 2007).  In 
parallel with this are issues pertaining to urban design’s role in establishing safety in general, 
as well as more specialized concerns such as those addressing child-friendly cites (Bridgman 
2002) and, more recently, positve (and negatve) relatons between urban design and health 
(Handy 2002; Jackson 2003). 

At both a larger-scale and a less ‘physical only’ level lie the issues of the loss of, and the critcal  
signifcance  of,  place  identty (Gospodini  2004),  and  the  role  of  sensitve  urban  design  in 
cultural  regeneraton:  “restoring  and  improving  the  quality  of  urban  life  through  the 
enhancement  and  development  of  the  unique  characteristcs  of  a  place  and  its  people” 
(Wansborough & Mageean 2000, p.181). Congruent with this,  and dynamically interrelated 
with  it,  is  the  major  issue  of  the  urban  as  an  established  or  a  potental  site  of  tourism 
(Gospodini 2001), and thus urban design as a contributor to the  economic development of  
cites (Gospodini 2002; Madanipour 2006). In respect of this, of course, the iconic building, and 
thus the architecture-urban design elision, has played – and contnues to play – a major role.  
As Hubbard notes, “the constructon of spectacular urban landscapes has become a requisite 
strategy for making the city atractve as a site for investment” (1996, p.1441). 

In terms of housing the community the ongoing need for large-scale public housing looms as 
both a potentally negatve urban design issue and an opportunity in its own right (Fishman 
2004), while the ubiquitous issue of private housing, home ownership, and the ever-expanding  
suburban network  contnues to generate debate, critcism, frustraton and lifestyle changes 
(see Garde 2008; Harfeld & Prior 2008). The negatve connotatons of suburban sprawl, and of 
the strip or edge city, are ofen unfavourably compared with “the virtues of the compact city”, 
the model being, as Montgomery suggests, “the traditonal European city which is relatvely 
dense  and  fne-grained”  (1998,  p.93).  Paralleling  this  is  the  idea  of  “Smart  Growth”  –  “a 
movement…advocatng  a  set  of  land  use  and  design  strategies…intended  to  direct  new 
development  toward  existng  urbanized  areas  and  away  from  agricultural  and  natural 
landscapes” (Kiefer 2004, p.1) – while the overarching issue of  sustainability in all its forms 
should inform all of the above. 

Finally it is worth notng ongoing debates concerning  
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•  the necessity and/or possibility of  controlling urban design (c.f. for example, Carmona 
1996a;  1996b;  Graus  1997)  and thus  the  idea of  design  review mechanisms (Punter 
2007); 

•  signifcant and ofen overlooked questons concerning stakeholders, public input and 
community consultaton; 

•  and the possibility of – and thus the potentally persuasive power of – the  ‘design  
manifesto’,  a  random  selecton  of  examples  of  which  might  include  Jacobs  and 
Appleyard’s “Toward an urban design manifesto” from 1987; Rowley’s “Defnitons of 
urban design” (1994); The Charter of the New Urbanism, presented at the Congress for 
New Urbanism in 1996 and Urban Design Associates The Urban Design Handbook from 
2003;  Krieger’s  “Territories  of  urban  design”  and  Lloyd-Jones’  “Globalising  urban 
design”, both from 2006; and Brown, Dixon and Gillham’s recent book Urban design for  
an urban century: Placemaking for people (2009). 

Conclusion: Never-ending questons 
Again given the briefness of the current presentaton, my conclusion here can only take the 
form of reiteratng a set of what should be – though are ofen not – well-established and open-
ended questons that inform our ongoing thinking about urban design. 

As a startng point we should constantly ask ‘what is urban design?’, meaning not just what is 
the nature of or feld of engagement of urban design, but rather what is the purpose of urban 
design?, what is it  intended to do? And since, it seems reasonable to assume, it pertains to 
environments prepared for use by society, then it follows that it should consider, in both its 
design generaton and in its implementaton, how and in what ways the community in general, 
as well as partcular interest groups, is improved or beter served by urban design proposals. 

Moving then to the postulaton that urban design is ‘naturally’ associated with changes, whether 
actual  or  policy-strategic,  to  the  physical environment,  it  is  also  reasonable  to  assume –  or 
perhaps to demand – that all decision-making conditoning urban design proposals should be 
predicated on an understanding of what the consequences of such changes will be for society. 
But again we should immediately note that understanding supposed improvement  or ‘success’ 
here  should  not be  limited  to  assessing  the  physical  outcome  against  the  determining  
requirements and/or desires that ‘briefed’ that physical outcome, but must include monitoring 
how and in  what  ways  this  physical  outcome  contributes  to  and/or  provides  social  beneft 
beyond  the  mere  meetng  of  functonal  requirements  and  the  promulgaton  of  interestng,  
indeed, potentally inspiring, formal propositons.

Urban design, it  must always be remembered, acts on the social fabric of the community as  
much as it acts on the material fabric, though with perhaps a lesser degree of visibility. Hence it  
might  be  proposed  that  urban  design  is  not  limited  to  meetng  the  requirements  of  some 
‘specifc problem’, whatever this may be construed as, but should involve 
• establishing and artculatng what the ‘wider’ problems or issues are; 
• determining how the perceived problem or intenton fts into the bigger picture of either  

social need or social consequence; 

• demonstratng how and in what ways such consequences ofer social beneft not just to 
the  ‘proposers’  (developers,  councils,  etc)  and  the  immediate  ‘users’,  but  to  the 
community in general; and  

• • indicatng how potental disbenefts are ofset. 

Such  issues  in  turn  require  considerable  discussion.  What,  we  might  ask,  consttutes social 
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beneft and for whom? Who is empowered to make urban design decisions and on what basis? 
How  is  the  role  of  the  expert  balanced  against  the  desire  and/or  need  for  community 
consultaton? How do we critcize and evaluate urban design proposals and who is empowered 
to so evaluate? And what price proft? While it is not possible to answer these questons here, 
let me close with one fnal set of questons that are central to urban design: what is the role of 
theory, philosophy, ideology – and thus assumpton – in urban design thinking and practce? To 
what extent is urban design doctrinaire according to its adherents and their contngent attudes 
and beliefs? And thus how and on what basis is urban design actually determined? Only on the 
basis of serious, albeit very diferently-informed, consideraton of such issues can urban design 
assume its key role as the provider of social beneft rather than the mere delineator of formalist 
aesthetc values. 
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Abstract: 
The changing approaches to the planning and management of the metropolitan region centred on the State 
capital of Brisbane since the 1990s refect three diferent planning paradigms built around collaboraton, the  
centralised exercise of power, and hierarchy. The changes have occurred as the needs of the plan producton 
and  implementaton  processes  have  altered  over  tme  (Minnery  2009).  Understanding  these  changes  is  
facilitated through the use of a collaboratve governance framework (Ansell and Gash 2008). 

When it started in 1990 as the SEQ2001 project the regional planning approach was deliberately collaboratve  
and  inclusive  (Abbot  2001;  Margerum  2002).  The  negotated  result  was  an  agreed  but  purely  advisory 
framework for growth management, which supposedly provided guidance for local governments, the private 
sector and State government agencies, but was in fact ofen ignored. Collaboraton was adequate for plan 
producton  but,  as  is  ofen  the  case,  was  not  enough  for  implementaton  (Ansell  and  Gash,  2008;  Wier, 
Rongerude and Ansell, 2009). Collaboraton and agreement were replaced by the exercise of statutory power  
and then to the exercise of hierarchical power under pressure from stakeholders seeking some certainty over  
future developments and as regional planning spread to the rest of Queensland. 

The changes in planning paradigms – from collaboraton to the exercise of power to hierarchy – provide 
lessons  about  collaboratve  planning  and  its  implementaton  that  may  be  applicable  to  metropolitan 
planning outside South East Queensland as well as providing an avenue to assess the efcacy of collaboratve 
planning itself. 

Introducton 
Metropolitan  regional  planning’s  history  has  had  many  ups  and  downs  over  the  last  two 
centuries’  (Bromley  2001,  233).  This  scale  of  planning  exhibits  a  number  of  complexites,  
including the facts that insttutonal  structures for planning at  this  level are ofen absent  or 
underdeveloped; that there is a plethora of powerful and competng interests involved; that the 
mechanisms for identfying regional community views are ofen poorly developed; and that plan 
implementaton usually involves actons by either higher or lower levels of governance than that 
of  the  metropolitan  region  itself.  This  paper  reviews  the  consequences  of  this  complexity 
through a case study of South East Queensland, Australia. 

The lens through which this investgaton is undertaken is that of collaboratve planning. The 
main reason for this is that the South East Queensland regional planning project was initated 
under the rhetoric  of  collaboraton (Abbot 2001).  But two other conceptual issues are also 
brought to bear. One is that the literature on collaboratve planning normally concentrates on 
the  process  of  reaching  a  consensus-oriented  decision  and  the  immediate  outputs  of  the 
collaboratve process. A few (e.g. Margerum 1999; Koontz 2005, 459) ask ‘what happens afer 
the plan?’ Margerum (1999) for example, identfes four models of collaboratve planning, each 
of which has an implementaton stage (Susskind and Cruikshank, 1987; Gray 1989; Julian 1994; 
Selin  and Chavez  1995),  but  in  each  of  the  models  the  implementaton  is  very  short-term. 
Margerum’s paper (1999, 181) identfes the problems of ‘getng past yes’. This paper extends 
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that  queston  to  longer  term  implementaton,  in  terms  of  ‘contnuing  on  past  yes’.  The 
experience in South East Queensland shows that this is a far from trivial queston and in fact 
deserves far more atenton than it currently receives. 

The rest of this introducton introduces the conceptual framework for the paper; this is then 
followed  by  three  sectons  that  explain  the  three  stages  in  the  development  of  regional  
planning  in  the  case  study;  and  the  fnal  sectons  draw  lessons  for  the  future  of  both 
metropolitan regional planning and collaboratve urban governance. 

The paper uses the meta-review of  collaboratve governance developed by Ansell  and  Gash 
(2007) as its startng point. For the range of reasons already identfed, metropolitan regional 
planning can be seen as controversial and confict-ridden but requiring partcipaton by a wide 
range of interests (Margerum 2002). In fuzzy policy environments like this there are ofen calls  
for forms of collaboratve governance (Abbot 2001; Innes and Booher 1999) or collaboraton 
becomes a planning style that may exist in parallel to (or possibly in confict with) other styles 
(Innes and Gruber 2005). Ansell and Gash (2007) note in their meta-analysis that collaboratve 
governance is seen as something that has ‘bubbled up from many local experiments, ofen in  
response to previous governance failures’  (p.  544).  They identfy collaboratve planning as  a 
species  of the  genus  collaboratve governance, so their overall framework is used to structure 
this discussion. Their analysis includes both planning and metropolitan governance. 

Collaboraton occupies a central positon in current approaches to planning. Judith Innes (1995) 
saw it as the emerging paradigm of planning in the 1990s, and Healey’s (1997) book suggests it  
as a strategy for ‘shaping places in a fragmented society’. Collaboraton is a desirable form of  
human  interacton.  When  connected  to  the  idea  of  ‘governance’,  however,  some  serious 
difcultes arise. These include questons about  the distributon and sharing of power,  and 
questons that are important in public policy making, such as where the eventual accountability 
for  collaboratve  decisions might  lie,  who is  accountable  when things  go wrong,  and most 
importantly who is responsible for on-going implementaton, especially when the collaboratve 
decision-making  process  operates  in  parallel  to  an  on-going  administratve  system  .  In 
collaboratve governance as in urban governance there is also the queston of the roles of the 
state  and  non-state  actors  (Minnery  2007,  Bell  and  Hindmoor  2009).  Ansell  and  Gash’s 
defniton of ‘collaboratve governance’ seeks to address these difcultes. They defne it as: 

A governing arrangement where one or more public agencies directly engage non-state 
takeholders in a collectve decision-making process that is formal, consensus-oriented, 
and deliberatve and that aims to make or implement public policy or manage public  
programs or assets (2007, p. 544). 

‘Governance’ is now widely accepted as a term that describes public policy development and 
implementaton that incorporates roles for government, the private sector and the community 
sector (Minnery 2007). Ansell and Gash (2007, 545) clarify that whilst there are roles for the 
partcipaton of both public and private stakeholders in the establishment of laws and rules for 
the provision  of  public  goods,  collaboratve governance is  something where although public 
agencies  are  ‘the  initators  or  instgators  of  collaboratve  governance’,  it  stll  ‘requires 
partcipaton by non-state stakeholders’ (p. 545). But the state is stll the initator or instgator. 
Like more recent writers in public policy, such as Bell and Hindmoor (2009) they see the state as 
stll a central and powerful player in governance. 
For the collaboratve arrangements in South East Queensland a more nuanced conceptualisaton 
of ‘the state’ is needed, however. Most public policy analyses recognise the non-unitary nature 
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of the state, but this becomes partcularly signifcant in a federal system such as Australia’s. In 
Queensland as in the South East of the State, the Queensland government and the various local  
governments cannot be considered just elements of the one unitary, solidifed state. Although 
legally local governments are creatons of the State there are two sets of objectves, mechanisms 
and responsibilites involved. Here, as elsewhere, local government may both confict with and 
collaborate with State governments. 

The collaboratve governance approach taken in South East Queensland with the initaton of its 
major efort at regional metropolitan planning in 1990 fted within the Ansell and Gash (2007) 
framework with the important refnement that the state players were not unifed. In fact the 
collaboratve arrangements were mainly between the State government of Queensland and the 
local authorites in the region, although the central decision-making body set up for the regional 
planning exercise also included non-state stakeholders. 

Stage 1: Collaboraton and power sharing 
Planning for the region encompassing the Queensland capital, Brisbane, has a very chequered 
history.  There were some eforts  at  regional  metropolitan planning associated with  natonal 
government  interventons  in  the  1940s,  but  nothing  very  much  resulted  from  this 
(Commonwealth Housing Commission 1944;  Harris 1978;  Macdonald Holmes 1948).  Another 
efort followed in the 1970s where a metropolitan regional plan (the  Moreton Region Growth  
Strategy)  was  produced  by  a  combinaton  of  natonal  and  State  government  experts  as  a 
technical  project  with  minimal  local  government  or  community  contributon  (Co-ordinator 
General and Cites Commission 1976). The resultant plan was shelved soon afer it was produced 
and never implemented. It had an important but negatve legacy. The lack of involvement of 
local government created a distrust of State government regional planning in the minds of local 
government ofcials  (Abbot 1995;  2001; Low Choy and Minnery 1994).  As Ansell  and Gash 
(2007) note, the prehistory of the relatonships amongst stakeholders can infuence how and 
under what arrangements collaboratve governance occurs. 

At much the same tme as this regional plan for the South East was being produced in the 1970s 
another  regional  planning  initatve  was  underway,  driven  by  the  Australian  government.  A 
covert but obvious purpose of this exercise was to reduce the powers of the State governments 
(Carey  1978).  In  other  States  of  Australia  regional  authorites  were  created  based  on  local 
government partcipaton but in Queensland they were constructed by the State government as 
Regional  Coordinaton  Councils,  chaired  by  representatves  of  the  Queensland  Co-ordinator 
General’s ofce. The Regional Coordinaton Councils were remarkably short-lived. They were set 
up in 1972 but abandoned in 1977 (Harris 1977). However, an unexpected outcome of this brief 
fowering of regional coordinaton was that in the Moreton region (as South East Queensland 
was then called) the consttuent local governments recognised the advantages of cooperaton; 
they  contnued to  meet  as  the Moreton  Region Organisaton to  discuss broader  issues  that 
afected the region (Abbot 1995). 

These  two  factors  –  the  negatve  legacy  of  the  Moreton  Region  Growth  Strategy  and  the 
cooperaton  represented  in  the  Moreton  Region  Organisaton  –  resurfaced  in  1990  when 
growing concerns about the impacts of the rapid populaton increase in the region led to the 
State government and local  governments collaboratng in a  regional  planning exercise called 
SEQ2001. The story of this initatve is well described elsewhere (Abbot 1995, 2001; Low Choy 
and Minnery 1994; Minnery 2001). The essental element for this paper is that SEQ2001 was 
initated by the State government but was deliberately set up as a collaboratve project between 
State  and  local  governments  and  the  wider  community.  The  State  did  not  create  a  new 
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metropolitan  planning  authority  (or  use  an  existng State  government  agency)  to  develop  a 
regional plan. In order to gain this collaboraton an advisory rather than a statutory output was 
to be created as this would not interfere with existng decision-making powers of either State or 
local  governments.  The  Moreton  Region  Organisaton  reformed  itself  as  the  South  East 
Queensland Regional Organisaton of Councils (SEQROC) to provide a united contributon to the 
SEQ2001 process. This structure perhaps mirrored the creaton of ROCs elsewhere in Australia,  
such as in NSW. 

The SEQ2001 project produced, in 1994, a draf Regional Framework for Growth Management  
that was endorsed in 1995 by all three ters of government (RPAG 1994; RCC 1995a). A more  
detailed Memorandum of Understanding was also signed between the State government and 17 
of the 18 local governments in the region (RCC 1995b). In what can now be seen as a portent for  
the future, the Regional Planning Advisory Group, which had strong representaton from the 
business, professional and wider community, was disbanded and a new Regional Coordinaton 
Commitee  (RCC),  made  up  of  State  and  local  government  representatves  only,  assumed 
leadership  of  the  region’s  planning.  The  justfcaton  for  this  was  that  the  more  widely 
representatve  RPAG  was  appropriate  for  the  collaboratve  development  of  the  regional 
framework, but that it would be State and local governments’ responsibility to implement the 
framework and so they should be given the principal oversight once the framework plan was 
created (RCC 1995a). The collaboratve partnership that created the RFGM was clearly seen by 
two of the most powerful partcipants as being marginal to its implementaton. 

The  RFGM  was  reviewed  in  1996,  following  a  change  to  coaliton  control  of  the  State 
government.  This  resulted  in  it  being  re-endorsed  but  with  an  economic  development 
component introduced for the frst tme (RCC 1996). In 2000, with the end of the SEQ2001 tme 
period in sight, a refreshed but stll collaboratve and advisory process involving both state and 
non-state partcipants was set in place to produce a modifed regional framework for the year 
2021. Because the regional planning approach used in the capital city metropolitan region had 
been judged a success similar regional planning mechanisms had been set up in other parts of 
Queensland where there were pressures arising from populaton increase. 

Several aspects of Ansell and Gash’s (2007) collaboratve governance framework can be seen in 
the early part of this process.  Their  framework defniton criteria are that:  ‘(1)  The forum is 
initated by public agencies or insttutons, (2) partcipants in the forum include nonstate actors,  
(3)  partcipants engage directly in decision making and are not merely “consulted” by public 
agencies, (4) the forum is formally organized and meets collectvely, (5) the forum aims to make 
decisions by consensus (even if  consensus is  not achieved in  practce),  and (6)  the focus of 
collaboraton is on public policy or public management’ (pp.544-5). All six of these criteria were 
fundamental  to  the  SEQ  regional  framework  process.  The  process  was  initated  by  the 
Queensland government in cooperaton with the region’s local governments, both components 
of  the wider  ‘state’.  But  the steering  group  for  the project  (the Regional  Planning  Advisory  
Group, RPAG) also had representaton from the business, union, professional and community 
sectors. The RPAG was formally consttuted, it aimed to work through consensus, and its goal 
was the development of a regional planning framework to drive public policy. 

Ansell  and Gash (2007, 551f) derive a series  of ten conclusions from their  meta-analysis  of 
numerous  collaboratve  governance  analyses.  The  frst  three  (pp.  551f)  relate  to  power 
inbalances and incentves for collaboraton. In SEQ the startng conditons involved a manifest  
power and resource imbalance (as the Queensland State government had the legal power to 
create by itself a metropolitan planning authority or to give that power to an existng agency if it 
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wanted to) but there were also clear incentves to partcipate (driven by growing community 
concern for the impacts on the region of its contnuing rapid populaton increase). Ansell and 
Gash (2007) also show that special eforts are required where there is a history of antagonism. In  
SEQ  the  history  was  of  distrust  rather  than  of  antagonism.  There  was  an  unusual  form  of 
facilitatve leadership in the person of the relevant State government Minister (Hon. Tom Burns) 
who was keen to initate a form of regional planning but who also saw the need to reassure local 
governments they would not be overpowered. The insttutonal design of RPAG and the various 
support  mechanisms (see Abbot 2001)  were the processes  by  which the collaboraton was 
achieved. In 1990 the roles and processes and expected outputs were undefned and uncertain.  
The focus was on the process because the shape and content of a regional framework had not  
been defned. But in a portent of things to come, implementaton of the collaboratve plan from 
1995 onwards was tasked to State and local governments alone. 

Stage 2: The exercise of power 
A more fundamental shif in the approach to metropolitan regional planning in SEQ started in 
2003 and reached its zenith in 2005, in the middle of the collaboratve review and updatng of 
the regional framework intended for SEQ2010. In April 2004, the Ofce of Urban Management 
(OUM) was created by the State government, following an electon promise made in 2003. The 
Premier,  Peter Beate, promised then to ‘overhaul  planning laws to cope with Queensland’s 
growing populaton’ and to do this through ‘a powerful new ofce of urban management and 
infrastructure ... which would have a direct link to Treasury [and so] would beter coordinate 
growth planning and public infrastructure’ (Johnstone and Wardill 2004, 6). The Ofce’s role was 
to create and administer a new regional plan for South East Queensland which, for the frst tme, 
was to be statutory and so have the coercive power of the law. A newspaper of the tme said 
that ‘[the ofce] is regarded amongst local councils and the development community as one of 
the most powerful government agencies in the state’ (Courier Mail 2004, 16). 

A draf regional plan was released for public  comment in late 2004 and endorsed as a legal  
document by government in 2005 (OUM 2005). The OUM sat within the Department of Local 
Government, Planning, Sport and Recreaton and reported to the department’s Minister, who 
was at that tme also the State Treasurer and Deputy Premier. The regional plan was also, for the 
frst tme, specifcally ted to the State budget through a South East Queensland Infrastructure  
Plan and Program,  a rolling infrastructure provision program that is updated each year and is 
linked to the regional plan (see, for example, DIP 2009). In efect, from this date there were two  
planning  systems  in  Queensland,  although  both  operated  under  the  same  legislaton,  the 
Integrated  Planning  Act  1997.  Under  the  Act  the  OUM  created  and  administered  the  SEQ 
regional plan that directed the planning schemes of the local governments in the metropolitan 
region,  whilst  outside  SEQ  statutory  regional  plans  were  only  beginning  and  so  each  local 
government had its own planning scheme without regional –level directon (although the plans 
were also  created under  the auspices of  the  Integrated Planning Act  1997).  Each SEQ local 
government  was  required  to  produce  a  Local  Growth  Management  Strategy  that  took  into 
account the directves in the regional plan, and each Local Growth Management Strategy had to 
be approved by the OUM. 

Why did  the  shif  from an  advisory,  non-statutory  collaboratve  arrangement  between local 
government  and  the  State  government  to  a  State  government-driven  statutory  plan  occur? 
Fundamentally it  was about implementaton –or rather the lack of implementaton. This is  a  
problem  that  has  also  been  identfed  in  other  collaboratve  governance  contexts  (Weir 
Rongerude  and  Ansell  2009).  There  had  been  growing  concerns  that  the  advisory  regional  
framework was being ignored by both State government departments and local authorites who 
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were supposed to put it into efect. The framework provided litle certainty. The dissatsfacton 
with the outcomes of the SEQ2001 process is well captured in newspaper reports of the tme.  
SEQ2001 had been seen in the press as ‘a planning framework which was supposed to address 
the growth issues in southeast Queensland up to, and beyond, 2001’ (Johnstone 2003, 36). Yet 
‘infrastructure is yet to catch up with development’,  ‘most [local governments] walked away 
from SEQ2001 meetngs and largely ignored it’,  State  government felt  that ‘many important 
lessons were learnt’ and ‘industry groups will tell you that most state government departments 
ignored SEQ2001, and the process failed because it lacked teeth, fnancial support from Treasury 
and someone to drive it’ (Johnstone 2003, 36). The press suggested that SEQ2001 ‘languished 
for want of adequate commitment from Government’ and people felt that ‘the future of their 
region lies not in their hands but in the hands of individual developers who may or may not have  
an appreciaton of their impact on the state’s quality of life’ (Courier Mail 2003, 14). 

Thus,  an  overview  of  the  history  of  metropolitan  regional  planning  in  South  East 
Queensland, as described in the press, was: 

The future directon of the growth of southeast Queensland was identfed as an issue 
during the 1990s by the then Goss Labor government, which established the SEQ2001 
planning framework.  In hindsight it  was a good idea,  but  the uncontained sprawl of 
southeast Queensland makes it evident it was a paper tger with no power and largely an 
academic exercise. Its most recent incarnaton is the SEQ2021 plan – which might have 
sufered the same fate as SEQ2001, were it not for the creaton of the state government 
Ofce of Urban Management (Sommerfeld 2004, 40).

Clearly the collaboratve and advisory SEQ2001 metropolitan regional planning approach had 
been replaced by one that  relied on the creaton of  a  new and powerful  State government 
agency.  Collaboraton  had  been  replaced  by  the  exercise  of  legislatve  and  state-mandated 
power. It was not so much planning in the face of power but planning through the use of power  
– at least for the metropolitan region of South East Queensland. 

Stage 3: Hierarchy 
Within a few years, however, statutory regional planning was becoming mainstreamed across 
the whole of Queensland. The Ofce of Urban Management was not capable of handling such 
Statewide regional planning. It had been set up to deal with the planning issues in the capital  
city region, the fastest growing and largest region, in populaton terms, in the State. 

As a result of this, and because of changes in the State’s ministerial line-up, there were a series 
of changes. A new Department of Infrastructure was created in April 2007, which incorporated 
the role of the Queensland Co-ordinator General (Dept of Infrastructure 2007). The Ofce of 
Urban Management was incorporated within this department, leading to the regional planning 
for the South East Queensland region being located in a diferent department to that dealing 
with the regional planning for other parts of the State. Later, in August 2007, parts of the former 
Department  of  Local  Government,  Planning,  Sport  and  Recreaton  were  moved  to  the 
Department of Infrastructure to form a new Department of Infrastructure and Planning (DIP 
2008). The Ofce of Urban Management was absorbed within the Sustainable Planning Division 
of this new department and ceased to exist as a separate agency. The Queensland Co-ordinator 
General was made the Director-General of the new department. All parts of the State were now 
being  incorporated  into  statutory  regional  plans  which  directed  the  planning  of  all  local  
governments in each region and all from within the one government department. In a sense this  
centralisaton of planning into the one department and the single structure was a manifestaton 
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of  a  strong  historical  tendency  within  Queensland  towards  centralizaton  of  administratve 
functons (Davis 1997). 

With this change the shif from collaboratve governance through the exercise of administratve 
power to hierarchy was complete. Metropolitan regional planning for the South East Queensland 
region was now litle diferent to regional planning for other parts of the State. The planning  
hierarchy is now clear, as local government plans are to ft within the State-government derived 
and mandated regional plans. Non-state interests may be involved in plan-making at the local 
level,  and are consulted in regional plan development and modifcaton, but are no longer a 
formal part of the decision-making process as they were in the earlier collaboratve SEQ2001 
process. 

The Transformatons 
Collaboraton, the exercise of power, and a shif to hierarchy. What lessons can be learned 
from these transformatons? 

The  collaboratve  segment  of  the  planning  of  the  SEQ  region,  unlike  the  collaboratve 
arrangements discussed by Ansell and Gash (2007: 544), did not emerge as ‘a response to the 
failures of downstream implementaton and to the high costs of regulaton.’ It emerged from a 
strongly  felt  and  widely  expressed  community  concern  with  the  potental  problems  if  the 
rapidly increasing populaton of the region was not properly planned for. But this was married 
to a deep suspicion and distrust by local governments in the region of the motves of the State  
government.  These  were  partally  the  fallout  from  an  earlier  and  failed  regional  plan  (the 
Moreton Region Growth Strategy). 

Yet it is important to note that the mutual trust between State government and the region’s local 
governments eventually built up during the collaboratve SEQ2001 exercise carried over into the 
creaton of the Ofce of Urban Management and the statutory South East Queensland Regional  
Plan 2005-2026.  Local  governments  were concerned about  some aspects  of  the centralised 
power of the OUM but the role of local governments in regional metropolitan planning was stll 
recognised. As a contemporary newspaper report identfed, ‘the OUM will  work with the 18 
councils  in  the  region  through  the  Regional  Co-ordinaton  Commitee  (which  will  be  given 
statutory  recogniton as  a  regional  advisory  body)  and the  South  East  Queensland  Regional 
Organisaton of Councils, along with business and community groups’ (Parnell 2004, 12). The 
Local  Government  Associaton  of  Queensland  president  is  reported  as  saying  that  ‘his 
organisaton was delighted by the [pre-electon] promise [of an Ofce of Urban Management]’ 
and  that  ‘councils  will  be  pleased  the  government  is  obviously  wantng  to  make  a  start  in 
seriously implementng a regional plan for southeast Queensland’ (Johnstone and Wardill 2004, 
6). 

On the other hand, although the earlier SEQ2001 collaboratve process deliberately included a 
wide representaton of  stakeholders  (including  a number  of  State  government  departments, 
local  governments,  the development  industry,  environmental  and conservaton interests,  the 
unions,  and professional  groups)  when,  in  about 2003,  the Regional  Framework for  Growth 
Management the collaboraton had produced was being seriously questoned, each of these 
groups  was  quick  to  blame other  partcipants  for  any  perceived  shortcomings  in  the  plan’s 
implementaton. There was litle real sense of ownership of the regional framework. During the 
collaboratve SEQ2001 process a range of organisatons and stakeholders were represented on 
RPAG as well as having inputs through the atached technical support structures and through 
responding  to  a  range  of  discussion  documents.  Then  over  tme  people  moved  on,  new 
presidents of peak bodies were elected and the sense of direct  ‘ownership’  of the resultng 
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regional framework became diluted. Just because an identfed organisaton has agreed to be 
represented in a collaboratve process and signs of on a proposal at a specifc tme does not  
mean that its commitment can be retained for the long term. This can be illustrated through an 
anecdote concerned with the author’s teaching.  In 1999 the author ran a regional  planning 
studio in a planning program at QUT. The project that semester started by getng students to  
interview  stakeholders  involved  in  the  SEQ2001  process  to  assess  how  well  the  plan  had 
achieved  each  organisaton’s  objectves.  The  fundamental  difculty  that  faced  students  was 
fnding  the  people  in  the  relevant  organisatons  who  knew  anything  about  the  SEQ2001 
negotatons (a mere four years afer the regional framework had been signed of). This was 
partcularly problematc for private sector partcipants, such as the Property Council of Australia 
and the Urban Development Insttute of Australia. The representatves directly involved were 
ofen no longer there, and the remaining representatves had litle idea of why the organisatons 
were involved and what they had agreed upon. 

Conclusions 
The  queston  this  paper  tried  to  address  was  what  happens  in  the  longer  term  afer 
collaboraton in planning? Afer all, implementaton is a critcal part of efectve planning. Much 
of  the literature on collaboratve governance deals  with  the process  of  reaching  consensus, 
agreement or a decision. This case study illustrates the importance what happens afer we reach 
‘Yes’. It shows that collaboraton may not hang together for the long term, and that those who 
were involved in creatng a consensual output do not necessarily retain their commitment. This 
has a direct, and negatve, impact on the implementaton of the agreed decision. 

Part of the problem in for SEQ2001, however, was that collaboraton was ted to the regional 
framework being advisory rather than statutory. In 1990, collaboraton (partcularly between 
State government and local councils) was needed to produce a regional plan; but collaboraton 
was possible  only  if  local  councils  (and the various line  departments of  State  government) 
retained their independent decision-making powers. This structure was the incentve through 
which collaboraton was sold to the relevant partcipants. By 2003 this was widely identfed as 
the fatal faw in the implementaton of the regional framework. Neither local governments nor 
line  departments  were  commited  to  making  decisions  in  line  with  the  agreed  regional 
framework. 

The major lessons for metropolitan regional planning that arise from this South East Queensland 
case  are  (a)  that  collaboraton  and  collaboratve  governance  can  successfully  overcome 
antagonism and develop trust and lead to an agreed outcome, but that (b) the outcome may 
need more clout than is ofen implied in the collaboratve governance literature in order for 
there to be successful implementaton. Collaboratve governance must be for the long term if it 
is to be successful. Collaboraton to reach a regional consensus needs to be combined with an 
on-going commitment  to regional  goals  if  the collaboraton is  to  contnue on past  ‘Yes’.  But 
another major lesson is that collaboraton can build the elements of trust that lead to support 
for more forceful hierarchical implementaton, at least at the regional level, if the collaboratve 
process falters during implementaton. 
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Collaboratve City Liveability Study using Gehl Methodology: Pedestrian and Bike Counts 
and Statonary Actvity Survey Penrith

Awais Piracha
Course Advisor Planning
School of Social Sciences

University of Western Sydney
a.piracha@uws.edu.au

Abstract
Penrith Central Business District is one of the regional cites of New South Wales that have been selected for 
substantal  growth in the near future.  The use of public space by pedestrians  and cyclists is  examined to  
provide a technical tool for future decisions made by planners and urban designers.  This paper discusses the 
data collected and the observatons recorded during a study of public spaces in Penrith CBD by a group of UWS 
planning students. The method for collectng data was largely based on the techniques employed by Jan Gehl  
in his Public Spaces and Public Life studies.

A survey documentng: 1) the number of pedestrian and cyclists and 2) observing the statonary actvites was  
carried out over a period of two days to indicate the quality of urban space in Penrith CBD. The purpose of this  
study was to: identfy the number of pedestrians at specifc locatons and tmes, examine the amount and type  
of cyclists, recognize the behaviour and decisions of pedestrians using the urban space and document the  
pedestrian life of the city.

This paper presents the fndings of the survey as well as analyses the suitability and adaptability of the Gehl  
methodology. The paper also sheds light on the aspects of mutual beneft of this study for the city and the  
university.

Penrith City in Sydney Metro

Penrith is located on the foothills of the 
Blue Mountains on the western fringe of 
the  Sydney  metropolitan  in  New  South 
Wales,  Australia.  It  is  approximately  54 
kilometres from Sydney CBD. The City of 
Penrith  covers  an  area  of  around  400 
square  kilometres  on  the  Nepean  River 
fats  of  the  Cumberland  Plain.  In  2001 
populaton  of  Penrith  City  was  about 
172,000.

Improved  pedestrian  amenity 
incorporated  into  future  developments 
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within the Penrith CBD will create a more lively, vibrant and environmentally friendly urban city 
life.  Penrith City recognizes that,  to understand how liveable a city is,  data that is  clear and 
defnitve is needed by which its success or otherwise is judged.

NSW State Government has identfed Penrith City Council, along with fve other town centres, 
as a growth centre in the Metropolitan Strategy (see Fig. 2). Penrith is set to become a centre of 
economic and cultural expansion in Greater Western Sydney. In light of this Penrith City Council 
has developed a strategic plan looking at the future of the city and how the city can become 
more  sustainable  (Penrith  City  Council,  2009).  One  of  the  steps  in  this  development  is  to 
understand how the city is  currently used. This will  serve as a base for future re-evaluaton.  
Penrith  City  Council  requested  the  assistance  of  the  Planning  Program  at  the  University  of 
Western Sydney in conductng a study based around the work of Jan Gehl, to look at how the  
city is currently used by pedestrians.

Objectves of the Observatonal Study 

The purpose of this study was to examine how public spaces are being used by pedestrians, 
cyclists and people simply using the city’s urban spaces. This study provides informaton as to  
where people walk and/or gather either as part of their daily actvites or for leisure/recreatonal 
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purposes. This informaton will form the basis for future decisions regarding which streets and 
routes to improve, in order to make them not only easy and pleasant places to move through 
but equally important atractve places to visit and spend tme in.

The specifc objectves of the study were:

1. Count the number of pedestrians at specifc locatons and tmes.
2. Survey  statonary  actvites  (behaviour  mapping  including  age/gender  and  general 

mobility) 
3. Count the number of cyclists
4. Document the fndings and present an analysis/summary of the pedestrian life of the 

city. 

Ghel Study of Penrith

The methods used by the Gehl Architects for pedestrian counts and the statonary observatons 
include strict guidelines as to the days and tmes which are to be studied. Gehl states that for a  
study to be truly refectve of the nature of the city the feldwork must be completed over an 
extended period of tme which must include weekends and weekdays (the days Monday and 
Friday are not recommended by Gehl as he atributes these days with having non-typical fows 
of pedestrian trafc). Ghel recommends the feldwork to take place at 2 diferent tmes of year,  
summer and winter, so as to gain a complete picture of the city. The feldwork must take place  
over an extended period of tme through the day and night.

Gehl methodology is a structured way of collectng informaton about the pedestrian and cyclist 
fows  and  about  the  actvites  people  engage  in  while  hanging  out  at  open  spaces.  The 
methodology secton outlines Gehl techniques. The main strength of Gehl techniques is their 
utlity for collectng, collatng and comparing data in longitudinal studies on liveability in cites.

Gehl Architects conducted a study for the City of Sydney in 2007 (Gehl Architects, 2007). The 
study undertaken by the University of Western Sydney on behalf of Penrith City Council is of a  
more narrow focus looking at the pedestrian trafc numbers at strategic points across 
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Figure 3: Locaton of the eight study sites in Penrith CBD
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the city. The survey study was carried out at eight locatons in Penrith CBD over a period of two 
days (a week day and a weekend day). It looked at the number of pedestrians using an area at 6  
sites (Fig.  3)  to gain an understanding of pedestrian trafc in the city.  The pedestrians were 
counted in 15 minutes interval over three separate tme periods of 2-3 hours.

The aim of the observatonal study, undertaken at 2 sites in the CBD (Fig. 3); Railway Staton 
Plaza and the Joan Sutherland Plaza, was to observe the statonary actvites classifed into 4 
categories of standing, waitng for transport, sitng and other. The observatons occurred at 3 
one hour tmes throughout the day, 10am, 12 noon and 3pm. The study also included a 10  
minute  observaton of  the  people  who were  engaging  in  these  actvites  placing  them into 
gender and age categories.

The study focused on a number of diferent factors including; how pedestrian friendly is the city, 
how many pedestrians used the city, what paths were the pedestrians and cyclists taking to get 
around the city, the amount and accessibility of open spaces, among other issues. The aim of 
this survey was to gain a perspectve and estmaton of the usage and roles of diferent public  
spaces. 

Methodology

The  method  of  collectng  this  informaton  is  based  on  simplifed  Jan  Gehl  procedure  for 
collectng informaton on pedestrians and cyclists. It concentrated on specifc inner urban street 
grid  within  Penrith’s  CBD.  Over  a  total  period  of  two  days  (Tuesday  8/9/09  and  Saturday 
12/9/09) the students undertook counts for pedestrians/cyclists as well as made observatons on 
selected Penrith City Centres urban spaces. Figure 3 depicts the locatons that were studied. 

For above mentoned two days, the pedestrian and cyclist counts and related observatons were 
carried out for the morning, lunchtme and afer work periods of: The morning peak between 8-
11am, 12 noon – 2 pm for the lunch period and afer work peak from 4pm to 6pm. (only on 
Tuesday).  The actual countng took place in 15 minutes intervals (with 15 minutes breaks in  
between). For cyclists, the countng tme was the same.

A survey of statonary actvites (behaviour mapping including age/gender) was also carried out 
at the two locatons of Joan Sutherland Plaza and the Penrith Staton. During the above referred 
to two days, observatons were recorded on how the urban spaces are being currently used 
(standing, sitng, waitng for transport, culturally actve, playing/physically actve). In additon 
the age and gender of those observed were also recorded. The tming of the observaton was  
from 10am to 4pm with observatons made on every alternatve hour followed by observatons 
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of  age  and  gender  recorded  defned  into  four  basic  groups 
(children-14years, young adults 15-30 years, middle aged 30-65 
years and elderly 65+ years).

Pedestrian and Cyclist Survey (Case Study) Sites

Pedestrian and cyclist survey and related observatons were carried out at the following six sites. 
Students made observatons on each side of the street public footpaths. In additon to the exact  
counts,  the students made note of where they stood/sat and anything interestng that took 
place during their count. The locaton of these sites is shown in Figure 3.

Case Study Site 1 - Staton Street North

The student making observatons concentrated on north – south movement. Observatons were 
made on both sides of the street. 

Case Study Site 3 - Staton Street South

The  student  concentrated  on  north  –  south  movement  on 
both sides of street

Case Study Site 5 - High Street Middle

The countng was carried out on each side of the street on public footpaths. 
The student concentrated on the East-West movements between the raised 
threshold crossing areas with large trees.
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Case Study Site 6 - High Street West 

The student recorded the pedestrian fow along High street partcularly the southern side as well 
as on the crossing over the signalised lights

Case Study Site 8 - Henry Street Central

The  student  made  counts  on  either  side  of  the  street  on 
public footpaths. The tree with shade and seats on the street 
were also monitored.

Case Study Site 9 - Riley Street

Countng  concentrated  on  large  pedestrian 
volumes  using  the  crossing  connectng  two 
sides of the shopping centre. 

Statonary Actvity Study Sites

In the statonary actvity survey the emphasis was on to observe and record how these spaces 
are  being  used  -  sitng/standing/waitng  for  buses/moving  through.  Total  numbers  and 
demographic compositon of people using these spaces was noted in this survey.
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Case  Study  Site  a  -  Railway  Staton 
Plaza 

The  paved  space  with  the  shelter, 
between the grass to the east and the 
trees  in  paving  to  the  west  was 
observed.

Case Study Site d - The Joan Plaza 

The site between Westield’s entry and 
High Street, the full width of the space 
including  covered  walkway  and  grass 
and diagonal path was observed.

Observatons and Analysis

Penrith  Central  Business  District  is  one of  the regional  cites  of  New South Wales  that  will  
experience substantal growth in the near future. The use of public space by pedestrians and 
cyclists  are examined to provide a technical  tool  for  future decisions made by planners  and 
urban  designers.  This  secton  discusses  (some  of  the)  data  collected  and  the  observatons 
recorded during a study of public spaces in Penrith CBD. 

As stated earlier, the method for collectng data was largely based on the methods employed by 
Jan Gehl in his Public Spaces and Public Life studies. Jan Gehl is responsible for the revitalisaton 
of many cites across the world. Central to his work is the philosophy that a stronger coherence 
should  exist  between  the  built  environment  and  life  lived  in  the  spaces  created  in  these 
environments  (Gehl,  1987).  Gehl  mentons  three  types  of  actvity  –  necessary,  optonal, 
socialising – these are encouraged/ discouraged by physical design. Jan Gehl has developed a 
methodology for improving city environments which focuses on gathering data on the human 
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dimension in the frst instance. Changes based on the empirical data collected are then made in  
an efort to improve quality of life in public spaces. The success of these changes is measured 
through follow up studies. 

The  amount  of  pedestrians,  cyclists  and  the  use  of  urban  space  are  observed  under  the 
methodology of Jan Gehl. Gehl aims to develop a clear picture of the quality and liveability of  
the CBD public domain, and to underline the importance of public life, walkability, accessibility 
and city vitality. 

A survey documentng: 1) the number of pedestrian and cyclists and 2) observing the statonary 
actvites was carried out over a period of two days to indicate the quality of urban space in 
Penrith CBD. The purpose of this study was to: identfy the number of pedestrians at specifc 
locatons and tmes,  examine the amount  and type of  cyclists,  recognize  the behaviour and 
decisions of pedestrians using the urban space and document the pedestrian life of the city.

The  frst  day  of  the  survey  was  Tuesday  8th  September  2009  (cloudy/sunny  and  the 
temperature: 20°). This day was chosen to represent an average winter weekday for pedestrian 
actvity.  It  was also  chosen because  it  falls  in  the middle  of  the week in  order  to  act  as  a  
representaton for other days during the week. The second part of the survey took place on 
Saturday the 12th of September 2009 (sunny and the temperature: 29°). This day was chosen to  
represent  an  average  winter  weekend  day  for  pedestrian  actvity.  Pedestrian  counts  were 
performed hourly on those two days. The counts covered 3 distnctve peaks; morning peak,  
lunch tme peak and afernoon peak. It is important to note that the late Saturday afernoon was  
not part of the survey for not being that busy. A summary of fndings from some of the locatons  
surveyed is given below:

The pedestrian and cyclist actvity in the middle of High Street, Penrith is greatly impacted by the  
surrounding shops. The pedestrian fow ranges from about 200 per hour to about 1000 per hour 
(see  Fig.  4).  The  pedestrian  numbers  are  similar  on weekdays  and on weekends.  From the 
observatons  it  was  seen  that  pedestrian actvity  increases as  the  shops  start  to  open with 
pedestrian actvity peaking around lunch tme, then it slowly decreases as the shops start to 
close. The shops are therefore main source of pedestrian actvity. The shop fronts in the area are 
not very visually atractve. As a mater of fact the whole area is not very aesthetcally pleasing. 
Accessibility in the area is another important issue as a signifcant proporton of the pedestrians  
is elderly. The cyclist actvity is almost nonexistent in the area probably because the Penrith City 
as a whole is poorly constructed for the use of bikes.
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Henry Street is central  to many facilites of Penrith CBD. It  links to many services and helps 
pedestrians reach various destnatons. It is used more on weekdays than on weekends. The 
pedestrian fow ranges from 100 per hour to about 500 per hour on weekdays (see Fig. 5). The 
higher numbers are mostly for the middle part of the day. The survey revealed that Henry Street 
lacks adequate furniture partcular seatng, lacks variety in retail actvity as pedestrian atractor 
and lacks provisions for cyclists.

Riley Street at the juncton of the two sectons of the Westield Shopping Mall is mostly used by  
pedestrians crossing the street to contnue their stroll through the shopping mall. A very high 
volume of these pedestrians can be observed. During working days the pedestrian fow between 
12 noon and 2pm is over 2000 per hour (see Fig. 6). On weekends this number is even higher. At  
its peak it was observed to be 3500 per hour. Riley Street in itself is rather bland. It lacks any kind  
of  pedestrian atractons  such as  street  art.  The  benches  on the street  are not  strategically 
located and are poorly designed (are without backs). The existng pedestrian crossing is not well 
designed either.
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Railway Staton Plaza is  located at  the northern boundary of the CBD at the intersecton of 
Staton Street and Belmore Street. The train staton is a major stop along the Western and Blue 
Mountains Lines and as such is a hub of actvity. Railway Staton Plaza is an area of constant  
actvity which has the potental for becoming a pleasant place to spend some tme. The results 
from the feldwork show a very low number of people sitng during the observaton tmes on 
both days. It is atributed to unavailability of seatng apart from that of the bus stops. There is 
also very litle natural shade available for patrons. A number of people can be observed coming 
from the Westield Shopping Mall to the taxi stand at the Railway Staton Plaza with trolleys full 
of groceries. This is due to inadequacy of the taxi stand at the shopping centre.

The Joan Plaza is located in the heart of the Penrith CBD, South-West of the Penrith Westield 
and South East to the Penrith City Council. It is characterised as an open spaced environment 
with  a  natural  landscape,  within  close  proximity  to  the Westield.  The  Joan  Plaza  lacks  any 
decent grass for people to sit on. The footpath along the cafe is narrow and hinders the fow of 
movement. People wheelchair bound or with baby prams have to move of the path onto grass  
to contnue their journey which is inconvenient as well as degrades the grass. At the moment 
there is very limited seatng capacity in the plaza. Joan Plaza is a hanging out place for the youth.  
There is a lack of actvites to engage this demographics at the Joan Plaza. 

The observatons  and counts  at  eight  diferent  sites  across  the Penrith  City  CBD have been 
elaborated in much more detail in the rest of this report. The generalized fndings from all sites  
point to: 1) lack of provision of clear, unobstructed, adequately dimensioned and proportoned 
pedestrian  paths;  2)  shortage  of  well  positoned  seatng;  3)  near  absence  of  landscaping 
elements for sitng and shade; 4) poor design of street crossings and; 5) absence of facilites for 
cyclists. 
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This study is an ongoing and evolving process. The fndings in this report have been deducted 
from the survey of winter 2009. It is envisaged that a second part of this study will be conducted 
in summer of 2010.

Discussion and Conclusions

Jan Gehl is a big name when it comes to discussion on remodelling cites to make them pleasant  
places  for  pedestrians,  cyclists  and  people  engaged  in  outdoor  actvites.  However,  his 
prescriptons are prety constant. His solutons do not take into account the cultural contexts. 
My urban planning colleagues at the University of Western Sydney thought Gehl’s methods were 
irrelevant for Australia. For Australians outdoor actvites mean going to a beach (not some part 
of the busy city). Also not everyone agrees with the inevitable slowing down of the city that Gehl 
prescriptons warrant. Glancey (2008) considers Gehl solutons soulless and bland. Conservatve 
commentators, like Miranda Devine (2007) dismiss his ideas as uterly impractcal and utopian. 

In Penrith the pedestrian actvity is largely related to walking to shops and cafes (from parking 
lots) and from train staton to places of work. The largest pedestrian movement is that of people 
crossing Riley Street to contnue walking in the shopping mall to access the other side of the 
mall.  The cyclist  trafc is  minuscule in  Penrith  CBD.  There is  a  lack  of  public  amenites  like 
benches  and  shade,  the  urban  design  at  places  is  very  unatractve  and  there  is  a  lack  of 
dedicated bicycle paths and bicycle parking statons.

There is a tension, not only in Penrith but elsewhere in Sydney, between the outdoor living and 
the security concerns. In parts of Sydney the formerly pedestrinized streets are being opened to 
trafc  to  discourage  hanging  out  of  the  undesirable  elements.  The  open  space  between 
Westield and the Joan Sutherland Centre faces this dilemma in partcular. It would be desirable 
to  provide more amenites  to encourage use of  this  space but  hanging  out  of  undesirables 
(already using this space) would be a community concern.

Students  were very pleased because they could see the relevance of their  exercise for local  
planning. Interacton with the council, a prospectve employer, was an added advantage. They 
were briefed by the council before the survey, were assisted on the day of survey and presented 
their fndings to the council staf afer the survey. The council was very pleased to come in touch 
with the planning students and was delighted by getng the survey done without incurring any  
cost. 

Questons were raised by planning colleagues on the relevance of Jan Gehl methodology for 
Penrith (a small CBD on the fringe of the metropolitan). They were even sceptcal of its relevance  
for Sydney CBD. However, it is my opinion that Gehl principles (Gehl 1987) are relevant for all  
setlements. At its core is the idea of creatng pleasant outdoor spaces in cites to encourage 
outdoor actvites.
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Gehl methodology has helped us systematcally collect base-line data on pedestrian use of the 
Penrith CBD. It has also helped us identfy the elements of urban design that need improvement. 
How  will  the  council  incorporate  this  informaton  into  their  planning  and  eventually  what 
improvements will fow from it remain to be seen.
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“A profession is as good as its ethics”
(Schurr 1982, p. 334)

Abstract
The premise  of  the paper is  that  PhD planning students  are  future  planning practtoners,  academics  and 
researchers, and as such, need to be fully versed in the complexites of ethical research while stll at university.  
While many PhD students are competent in the language of procedural ethics, it is questonable whether or  
not  they fully  understand,  appreciate  or are  even aware of  the many intricacies  of  ethics  in  practce.  By  
incorporatng a group based discussion format ethics training throughout PhD student’s candidature, facultes 
and planning schools can encourage the development of ethical integrity in order to beter deal with issues  
which may arise in their professional lives as planning practtoners and researchers. Interest in this topic was 
sparked by the work of Mello (2009) who explored the issue of ethics training for PhD planning students in  
Italy. This paper will contribute to an existng small, but growing body of literature on training PhD students in  
ethical planning research protocol.

Introducton
Folse  (1991,  p.  344) states  that  the  primary  purpose  of  graduate  educaton is  “to  prepare 
students  to  be  professionals  capable  of  teaching  and  conductng  research  that  is  ethically 
sound.” Although the focus of this paper is on the PhD student, the author believes that ethical 
training should be incorporated into university curriculum in all  disciplines and all levels of a 
student’s candidature to varying degrees. Teaching ethics in higher educaton gained interest in 
the United States in the mid 1970s at the Hastngs Center Insttute of Society, Ethics, and the Life 
Sciences (Kaufman 1981). The medical sciences were pioneers in incorporatng formalised ethics 
courses into the curriculum hoping to provide future physicians with the tools for moral inquiry, 
refecton  about  their  practce,  and  their  development  of  “values,  social  perspectves  and 
interpersonal  skills”  (Tysinger,  Klonis,  Sadler  et  al  1997,  p.  315).  The scholarship of  teaching 
ethics at a university level came as a response from a range of professions expressing concern 
“about  the  moral  problems  of  their  work  and  the  defciencies  of  professional  schools  in 
preparing their students to meet them” (Hastngs Centre Report 1980, p.vi, in Kaufman 1981). 
The report states: “to leave ethics out of a curriculum makes litle sense...Our only contenton is 
that serious and systematc work in ethics will enable students to grapple, at a mature level, with  
questons  they  will  inevitably  have  to  face,  both  in  their  present  and  in  their  future  life” 
(Hastngs Centre Report 1980, p. 2, in Kaufman 1981). The Hastngs Report set the benchmark 
for  what  would  later  become  a  two  faceted  approach  to  ethical  research;  systematc,  yet 
personal.

Although the Hastngs Report instgated growing concern in the teaching of ethics in some of the 
professions, (i.e. law, planning, medical), it was rare that academic staf in these disciplines were 
well-versed in the teachings of moral philosophy. According to Kaufman (1981, p. 31) there was 
no evidence of any ethics course being taught in planning schools; he states, “since ethics has a  
decidedly small consttuency among planning faculty—most planning educators lack substantal 
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background  in  philosophy,  let  alone  moral  philosophy.”4 However,  Kaufman  also  states  that 
ethics was being introduced sporadically in some planning classes; being taught as an “add-on” 
in  the usual  curriculum  (Kaufman  1981).  This  apparent  gap  in  planning  curriculum  was  the 
impetus for a body of work on teaching ethics in planning schools initated by Kaufman and 
Howe (1981; 1987; 1993). Their work provided a general framework for discussion about and 
implementaton of ethics courses in planning schools.  Like the Hastngs Report,  Folse (1991) 
believes that training in ethical research for graduate students needs to be incorporated in the 
curriculum;  it  needs  to  be  an  initatve  that  is  supported  at  a  micro  level  (the 
department/faculty) and a macro level (the university). Perhaps it is tme to revisit this noton of 
ethics courses being fully integrated into planning curriculum—specifcally with PhD students.

Literature on ethical research is broad and has covered topics such as: the relatonship between 
the researcher and researched (Bhatacharya 2007); teaching ethics (Kaufman 1981; 1987; 1993; 
Pritchard  2005;  Schrag  2005);  environmental  ethics  (Martn  and  Beatley  1993,  Cook  and 
Sarkissian 2000); ethics as a procedure and as a practce (Guillemin and Gillam 2004); ethics in  
interpretve qualitatve research (Denzin and Lincoln 2005); ethics in qualitatve inquiry (Nespor 
and Groenke 2009); virtue ethics (Thomas 2009); ethical issues in PhD training (Mello 2009) and 
ethics in consultancy (Healy 2009). This paper reviews a porton of the literature about ethics in 
general and ethics in planning research, specifcally. 

The premise of the paper is  that PhD planning students,  like practtoners,  do not exist in a  
vacuum.  PhD  students  are  more  than  a  single  entty  working  in  isolaton;  they  are  future 
planning practtoners, academics and researchers, and as such, need to be fully versed in the 
complexites of ethical research while stll at university. While many PhD students are competent 
in the language of procedural ethics,5 it is questonable whether or not they fully understand, 
appreciate or are even aware of the many intricacies of “ethics in practce” (Guillemin and Gillam  
2004).  By  incorporatng  a  group  based  discussion  format  ethics  training  throughout  PhD 
student’s  candidature,  facultes and planning schools  can encourage the stmulaton of their 
‘moral imaginatons’ (Kaufman 1993) in order to beter deal with any ethical issues which may 
arise in their professional lives as planning practtoners and researchers. 

Although this paper explores ethics as pertaining to both quanttatve and qualitatve research, 
Guillemin and Gillam (2004, p. 263) suggest two ways of viewing ethics in qualitatve research; as  
a procedure and as a practce. Their framework, I believe, is applicable to both quanttatve and 
qualitatve  paradigms.  The  following  sectons  address  ethics  as  procedure  and  ethics  as  a 
practce in a planning educaton framework for the PhD student. The paper contnues with a 
discussion of the formaton of a new type of a community of practce within the PhD planning  
student cohort. The paper concludes with suggestons for future scholarship in the teaching of 
ethical  research  in  the planning  discipline.  This  paper  acknowledges  the varying  degrees  of 
ethical protocol throughout the disciplines, and therefore focuses the discussion of ethics in this  
paper as applied in the planning discipline. 

4 The author acknowledges that this article was published 28 years ago and believes that there has been  
an  increasing  trend  with  planning  educators  to  have  acquired  some  level  of  moral  philosophical 
grounding.
5 Procedural  ethics  is  the  formal  process  of  submitting  an ethics  application to  an ethics  committee 
seeking approval  to  progress  with  the  research  (Guillemin  and  Gillam  2004).  This  will  be  discussed 
further below.
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Ethics as Procedure
Potental  research  to  be  conducted  involving  humans  or  animals  within  a  university  must 
undergo a formalised process of ethical review consistng of applicaton and either acceptance 
or rejecton of the project. Guillemin and Gillam (2004) refer to this as procedural ethics. In 
research  universites  there  are  dedicated  groups  of  people  who  review  applicatons  from 
academics,  students  and  afliated  research  centres  wishing  to  conduct  research  involving 
humans or animals. In most cases these groups of people fall under labels such as the: Human 
Research Ethics Commitee (HREC), internal review board (IRB), Human Research Ethics Advisor 
Panel (HREAP)6, University Research Ethics Commitee (UREC) or some slight variaton, thereof.7 

HRECs  at  universites  are  responsible  for  monitoring  research  ethics  conducted  and/or 
associated with the insttuton (Croty 2006). 

Guillemin and Gillam (2004, p. 268) believe that the purpose of research ethics commitees are  
to fulfl the requirements of protectng the basic rights and safety of research partcipants from 
any forms of abuse which may occur during their partcipaton in research projects. They further 
contend that the formalised procedure of submitng an applicaton to a commitee provides the 
researcher with a tangible list, or “checklist” of ethical issues that need be considered through 
the duraton of their research project. This checklist reminds the researcher to consider issues 
such as “the potental risks to partcipants, the balancing of the benefts of the research against 
those risks, the steps needed to ensure confdentality of data, and the inclusion of consent 
forms and plain language statements in the material provided to partcipants” (Guillemin and 
Gillam 2004, p. 268). Of major importance is the ability of a research ethics commitee to force  
researchers to refect on potental harm the research may infict on partcipants involved in the 
research.  In  regards  to qualitatve research,  Guillemin and  Gillam (2004,  p.  272)  state,  “the 
potental harms to partcipants in qualitatve research are ofen quite subtle and stem from the 
nature of the interacton between researcher and partcipant.” 

Croty (2006) on the other hand believes that ethics commitees are not about ethics, but are 
more about a form of etquete and a type of research practce that the research community is 
resolute  in  maintaining.  “HRECs  exist  not  to  maintain  the  ethical  health  of  researchers  by 
discussion but to give advice on the practcalites of this partcular research proposal, to measure  
risk  management  given  legal  and  governmental  legislaton.  ...HRECs  require  researchers  to 
behave in a fashion that is accepted proper by the research community” (Croty 2006, p. 56). For 
Croty, the process of applying to an ethics commitee is more about ensuring the avoidance of  
undesirable  issues  and  consequences  before  they  arise,  ultmately  keeping  in  line  with  the 
practces  and  protocol  of  the  research  community.  Although  completng  a  research  ethics 
applicaton is ofen tmes considered a laborious task, approval of one’s research, whether it be 
as  a  postgraduate,  academic  or  research  ofcer,  confrms  a  researcher’s  afliaton  with  a 
university and carries with it a ‘stamp of approval’. This is a helpful aid in designing a research 
project that will be ethically acceptable in its broad methodology.

The functoning of the ethics commitee on a procedural level is vital when safeguarding the 
rights of partcipants involved in research as well as maintaining a standard of ethical behaviour 
in the means by which researchers recruit partcipants, conduct their research, and ultmately 
analyse and publish their data. However, as discussed by Guillemin and Gillam (2004, p. 269) the 
procedural aspect of ethics in research is not the only part of the ethics equaton. They state that 

6 Ethics  advisory panels typically function at the departmental/school or faculty level. Their role is to 
handle ethics applications within their given disciplines that involve minimal ethical impact. For research 
that might involve significant ethical concerns, a university-wide committee may be used instead. 
7 For clarity throughout this paper I will use the term ‘ethics committees’ and assume that their rigour and  
analysis of applications covers panel advisory guidelines as well. 
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“it is within the dimension of ‘ethics in practce’ that the researcher’s ethical competence comes  
to the fore” and therefore having the ability to “acknowledge the ethical dimension of research 
practce, his or her ability to actually reorganise this ethical dimension when it comes into play,  
and  his  or  ability  to  think  through  ethical  issues  and  respond  appropriately.”  It  is  when  a 
researcher is ‘in the feld’ that ethical practce becomes a series of actons based on personal 
assumptons  and  decisions  centred  on  research  methods  and  techniques  and  a  tme when 
ethical behaviour cannot be monitored by an ethics commitees. Researchers in the feld are 
solely responsible for their actons, and there is no checklist for them to follow when presented 
with morally challenging situatons. Their ideals and values should intrinsically refect those of 
the academic community at large, and their motvatons in their pursuit of knowledge should be 
noble. 

Thomas (2009, p. 35) also believes that ethical approval and codes of conduct as procedures are  
secondary and argues that it is more important to have researchers who have inherent ethical 
conduct. He states that “whatever safeguards, procedures, mechanisms there are to monitor or 
review research before, during or afer it is undertaken there will stll be tmes when researchers 
are on their own” (Thomas 2009, p.36). It is therefore important to realise that the ability to 
fulfl the requirements of the university ethics commitee does not mean that a PhD student is  
prepared for the many ethical issues which may arise when research is begun in the feld. The 
procedural  side  of  research  ethics  may  help  in  ensuring  beter  ethical  standards  and  help 
researchers become aware of possible issues which may arise, but this paper reiterates that a 
blanket soluton for maintaining ethical standards in planning research is not comprehensive and 
does not ensure ethical behaviour from PhD students. Of more importance is the researchers’  
moral compass over any external sources which may ofer guidance. Once an ethics commitee 
has approved a researcher’s methodology, what guarantee is there that ethical practce will be 
upheld  in  the  feld?  The  following  secton  explores  the  noton  of  ethics  in  practce  from a 
planning perspectve. 

Ethics as a Practce
Ethics, as defned by Upton (2002, p. 254) “is about how we manage relatonships, and therefore 
responsibilites.” Ethics is about the things we do and the things we feel we should not, or could  
not do, with a clear conscience. Ethics, by nature, is an intricate and multfaceted subject and  
one which is usually engaged with on a personal level (Mello 2009). For purposes of this paper, 
Guillemin and Gillam (2004, p. 264) explain ethical practce as being “the day-to-day issues that 
arise in the doing of research.” 

Ethics  as  a  practce  can  be  frst  introduced  in  a  classroom  setng.  Kaufman  and  Howe’s 
experiments in teaching planning ethics courses in the 1980’s were a sound startng point from 
which  to  develop  pedagogical  approaches  to  include  ethical  discussions  amongst  students, 
enabling them to become more capable of identfying ethical issues as well  as developing a 
greater sense of personal responsibility and moral obligaton in their research (Kaufman 1981). It 
is  apparent  that  a  new  community  of  practce  needs  to  be  established  where  the  moral  
development  of  a  student  is  considered,  ensuring  that  they  are  ethically  minded  in  their 
research and methodology. That is, it is just as important to foster what they feel about things,  
what they think, and not just what they do (their actons), in their research. As Thomas (2009, p.  
34)  states,  it  is  “preferable  that  a  researcher  abhor  the  possibility  of  exploitng  vulnerable  
research ‘subjects’” rather than just being concerned about being caught out if they do engage 
in exploitaton. This is important when the very nature of planning is so inextricably linked to 
society in general, and should be concerned with the best interests of that society. Lo Piccolo 
and  Thomas  (2008,  p.  17)  believe  that,  “planning  research,  like  any  kind  of  social  science  
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research, is an interventon into people’s lives,” and as such, we need to handle this involvement 
with due care.

As mentoned in the introducton, the teaching of ethics and ethical research practce has not 
been a part of specialised planning degrees,  except where it  has been added on to already 
existng curricula. Cook and Sarkissian (2000) identfy the lack of guidance in planning educaton 
in  regard  to  what  planning  students  are  taught  about  ethics;  in  partcular,  between  the 
professional responsibilites of planning professionals and the politcal environments where they 
may  be  working.  Additonally,  understanding  ethics  can  be  equally  confusing  where  ethical 
dilemmas may abound between personal and professional ethical standards. If no formalised 
training for PhD students exists which deals with ethical issues then the concern students have 
for research ethics is based on the subjectvity of their own personal integrity (Mello 2009). It is 
therefore critcal that students have the inherent ability to maintain the principles of ethical 
research  when  faced  with  situatons  which  they  may  not  have  been  aware  of.  Ultmately, 
planning  students  must  be  made  aware  that  their  own  concept  of  ethical  behaviour  is  a 
subjectve one and not based on concepts which have been rote learnt from their professors, 
who more ofen than not are constrained by their positon as educators in a professions-based 
degree (Cook and Sarkissian 2000). The focus of planning educaton has for too long been on 
‘useful’ subjects which aid students in ataining employment (Cook and Sarkissian 2000, p.20). 

While there can be no singular, normatve class which teaches ethical planning at postgraduate 
or even undergraduate level, it is nonetheless important that an atempt is made to stmulate 
the ‘moral imaginatons’  of students by encouraging them to partcipate in open discussions 
with fellow students. This format will hopefully discourage students from simply regurgitatng 
ethical guidelines by enabling them to engage directly and personally with ethical dilemmas.
According to the Planning Insttute of Australia, (PIA), the professional code of conduct is “to 
provide guidance and support to planners to ensure that they practce their profession with the  
highest  ethical  and  professional  standards  and  earn  the  confdence  and  respect  of  the 
community which they serve” (p. 2). PIA also states that “the integrity of planning decisions, and 
of the planning system as a whole, relies upon the integrity of the planners who serve it,  in 
whatever  capacity”  (p.  2).  Guillemin  and  Gillam  (2004,  p.  263)  believe  that  “in  terms  of  
usefulness  in  addressing  ethical  issues  that  arise  in  practce,  professional  ethical  codes  are 
largely  not  practcal  or  applicable  and  can  serve  only  as  general  guidelines.”  While  these 
guidelines may help in the procedural aspects of planning, they do not cover all of the possible  
ethical issues which PhD students may come across in the feld as planning professionals, nor do 
they  stmulate  the  moral  imaginaton  of  students  which  would  allow  them  to  hone  their 
analytcal  skills  enabling  them  to  arrive  at  ethical  judgements  (Kaufman  1993).  Qualitatve 
researchers specifcally, may be involved with vulnerable populatons, such as minors, victms, 
prisoners and persons with neurological impairments,  and they need to consider the special  
needs of these partcipants (Creswell 2009). It is important for PhD students to be aware that 
“ethical practces involve much more than merely following a set of statc guidelines, such as 
those provided by professional associatons” (Creswell 2009, p. 88). While professional planners 
in Australia are guided by the code of conduct set out by the PIA, PhD students are required to 
follow the research code of ethics as put forth by their university; these guidelines, again, are  
ofen tmes generic and follow similar protocol and themes as the ethics applicaton.

Communites of Practce
deMarrais  (2004)  believes  that  one of  the most  important challenges universites have with 
current and future cohorts of PhD students is preparing them as educatonal researchers. The 
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hurdle for supervisors and faculty is ensuring these students are willing to take on difcult social  
and educatonal problems, and in turn be able to communicate these problems to educaton 
practtoners and policy makers. This is especially the case with planning students as their feld of  
enquiry and eventual professional role is linked so explicitly to the public interest. Upton (2002,  
p. 254) believes that planning, in essence, is “spatal ethics”. When viewed in this sense, the 
need for planning students to act ethically in all that they do becomes apparent. But how do 
students gauge their moral compasses in a vacuum when no specifc training is given as to how 
to go about tackling difcult ethical questons? 

Folse (1991, p.  348) believes that, in universites,  the teaching of ethics as well as a “strong 
commitment to ethical practces” should not be viewed separately. Folse (1991, p. 348) states, 
“universites appear to be becoming more concerned with controlling or minimizing unethical 
practce.” In both teaching and research practces, there seems to be a concern with an increase 
in ethical misconduct in the form of plagiarism, and so it has become a high concern to teach 
ethical behaviour to students. Ethics teaching is undoubtedly a part of planning curricula, even if  
only an add-on component, but as Folse (1991) speculates, can ethics be learned? 

Cook and Sarkissian identfy a “sparseness of ethical discourse” in professional planning felds 
(2000, p.26) which could be remedied while young planners are stll at university.  By introducing 
an  informal,  group-based  discussion  component  to  PhD  studies,  it  may  be  possible  to 
incorporate a new method of preparaton for ethical research which will  assist PhD students 
when they are in the feld and analysing data. Open discussions introducing students to a range 
of topics,  such as:  theory of moral  philosophy,  standard ethical topics  (research misconduct, 
conficts of interests, authorship, etc) and case studies of ethical issues which occur specifcally 
in the planning profession, will encourage the circulaton of ideas between faculty and students,  
and the development of students’ cognitve abilites to identfy ethical maters and how best to 
go about resolving them. This will enable students to actvely partcipate in their own learning of 
ethical behaviour as opposed to simply rote learning formulae for correct ethical procedure, and 
in due course break the apparent silence in ethical discussions when in the workforce.

Additonally, supervisors have an important role in developing ethical sensitvity in researchers 
and therefore should become an essental part of their training (Thomas 2009). A series of semi-
structured (non-credit) workshops made available to a PhD cohort can potentally be an arena 
for open debate where discussions of ethical values can take place, enabling students to identfy 
problems and dilemmas while also recognising that there is much “ambiguity and pluralism” 
(Croty 2006,  p.  57).  Engaging dialogue  with  supervisors  and fellow students  in  an informal 
setng allows students to develop a sense of collegiality and develops their sense of ownership 
over both the process and outcomes of their research (Wisker et al, 2007). When students and 
teachers feel they are engaged in a common endeavour, this collegial atmosphere “provides a 
context which can help keep us sensitsed to ethical consideratons of our work” (Thomas 2009, 
p.  37),  creatng a community of  practce where the partcipants  are  all  concerned with the 
maintenance  and  perpetuaton  of  the  same  ethical  standards  and  rigour  in  methodology. 
Pritchard (2005) is an advocate of group consultatons for the addressing of problems in research 
ethics.  Pritchard  believes  that  researchers  ofen  need  assistance  and  support  of  others  to 
identfy ethical issues and to strategise constructve alternatve ways to solve them. It is only 
through actve refecton with others, he contends, that a students’ practcal ability to handle 
ethical challenges is enhanced (Pritchard 2005, p. 369). 

This secton presents a platorm for how a PhD ethics forum might functon. 
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• A group discussion format for ethics training for PhD’s should include a facilitator 
to ensure that a comprehensive review of major themes is addressed. This role could be 
shared amongst supervisors or a separate positon created. 

• Learning ethical behaviour is a contnuing process and discussion groups should 
be held regularly to assist the development and growth of student’s moral compasses. 

• Students could be required to review case studies and to work through them 
throughout  the duraton of the course.  These case studies could entail  both specifc 
planning issues as well as interdisciplinary concepts. The cases would be discussed from 
all levels of subjectvity, including cultural background, religion, gender, age, disabilites 
etc. Cases could also be drawn from both an internatonal and local lens, including the 
bringing of experts from the feld in to discuss a specifc example and its  associated 
ethical  issues (Tysinger et al  1997).  These exercises would be challenging  and would 
require trust, honesty, respect for others, transparency for others, and rigour in practce. 
It would be invaluable to everyone involved, pushing their personal boundaries about 
their limits as planners and academic researchers.

• Instructng students in ethical research and the functoning of ethics commitees, 
so that they could beter understand the procedural side of ethical behaviour, and in 
turn perhaps see the gaps between this and ethics in practce (Folse 1991).

• Provide  training  on  ethics  in  teaching,  as  ultmately  this  is  where  ethical 
behaviour  must  stem  from-  as  Folse  states  “a  faculty  member  cannot  teach  sound 
research ethics while engaging in unethical teaching practces” (Folse 1991, p. 346).

• Ultmately, promotng a sense of community by working together through shared 
goals and resources in order to arrive at a common understanding of what it is to be an 
ethical researcher in the professional planning feld (Folse 1991).

Conclusion
“Ethics is a personal conditon, it is impossible to say or to impose how to be ethically correct”  
(Mello 2009, p. 102). It is evident that there is a gap in the literature about ethics training for  
PhD planning students and an apparent need for advancing the discussion of ethics in planning 
research. A few questons that might begin the discussion are: Do ethics as practce begin in the 
classroom at an undergraduate level? Does it require lecturers trained and well-versed in the 
philosophy of morals? How do professional planning associatons, the academic community and 
researchers defne what ethics in planning means?

Future research into the scholarship of ethics and ethical training for planners might explore 
such areas  as:  ethical  dilemmas in  the workplace,  to  planning ethics  course  from theory as 
Kaufman and Howe introduced in the 1980’s. Martn and Beatley’s (1993) work on how planning 
curriculum  is  currently  contributng  to  the  understanding  and  fostering  of  new  ethical 
relatonships  could  also  be  developed  further-  more  specifcally,  the  fundamental  basis  of 
humanity’s relatonship with, and moral obligatons to, the earth community. They state that 
“environmental ethics is the basis for planning for a sustainable earth community” (p. 118). They 
deduced a number of implicatons for planning curricula: “the need for planning programmes to 
incorporate the topics of environmental ethics and sustainability more explicitly into much of 
their  curricula”  (p.  124).  Likewise,  Cook  and  Sarkissian’s  (2000)  work  on the  importance of 
incorporatng environmental concerns into all ethical training raises many interestng ideas on 
the importance of avoiding ‘subcontractng’ of ethical concerns in the planning profession. Their 
valuable contributon to the body of research on ethical training in Australia demonstrates the 
need  for  a  holistc  approach  to  ethics  training  which  does  not  focus  purely  in  professional 
concerns  but  advocates  the  unifying  of  personal  and  professional  values  in  the  planning 
profession. And the pertnent queston of being ethical with on-line research, which will only 
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become  more  of  a  concern  as  universites  and  professions  increasingly  rely  on  web-based 
technologies.  

This  paper  has  atempted  to  illustrate  that  it  is  equally  important  in  both  the  procedural  
elements of PhD research and the practcal face-to-face components of research to be ethically  
sound. While there is  most likely a clearer  understanding of procedural  ethics amongst PhD 
cohorts  in  that  they  follow the correct  protocol  in  their  methodology  of  applying  to  ethics 
commitees, in their understanding of the importance of originality and avoidance of plagiarism, 
in their dealings with their supervisors, and in their rigour when researching, there may be a 
defciency when researchers are in the feld in terms of their understanding of ethical behaviour 
in the planning context. 

Procedural  and  practce  ethics  are  not  mutually  exclusive,  but  linked.  Perhaps  then  it  is 
necessary to formulate a series of discussion panels which impart not rules for standard ethical  
behaviour, but broad principles which could be used to assist student researchers when they 
encounter difcultes. Foremost for supervisors should be the desire to impart the fundamental 
purposes of academic research and the ratonale behind the pursuit of knowledge for its own 
sake and not the advancement of individual ambitons. Folse (1991, p. 349) believes that it is an  
obligaton of graduate programmes to “provide a forum for discussing ethical issues” in order to 
avoid  “an  environment  where  colleagues  or  students  are  afraid  to  address  questonable 
practces in teaching or research” as this will only work to the detriment of the discipline rather  
than  contributng  to  the  development  of  knowledge.  As  stated  by  the  PIA,  “ultmately,  the 
integrity of planning decisions, and of the planning system as a whole, relies upon the integrity 
of the planners who serve it, in whatever capacity” (PIA Code of Professional Conduct). 
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Abstract 

How can planners learn how to consider children as citzens with ‘rights to the city’? In Australia and New  
Zealand, a growing research and policy literature has begun to focus on the concept of Child-Friendly Cites, but 
there  are  stll  barriers  to  including  children’s  voices  in  planning  efectvely.  There  are  also  policy  and 
educatonal opportunites that may allow a meaningful artculaton of children’s needs and ideas into local  
planning. Two recent research projects are used as case studies: the impact of Child-Friendly Cites in fve local  
governments  in  Victoria  (Whitzman  et  al,  2009)  and  children’s  perspectves  on  high-rise  living  in  central  
Melbourne (Whitzman & Mizrachi, 2009). Enablers include: the growth of an internatonal Child-Friendly Cites 
movement that supports a children’s rights approach; a growing concern about the impacts of severely limited  
independent exploraton of children; and a critcal mass of researchers and practtoners in Australia and New  
Zealand who are working to advance children’s rights in planning.  Barriers include: capacity gaps amongst 
planners in consultng with children and adults; inadequate tools to include health and social equity issues  
within current land use planning policies; and a general sense amongst spatal planners of ‘policy overload’ and  
uncertainty. Extending from this research, this paper advises how reviewing competencies, knowledge, and 
skills would evolve planning educaton and advance professional practce toward developing beter cites that 
are also child-friendly. We conclude that creatng stand-alone child-friendly teaching subjects are inadequate.  
Instead  a  healthier  outcome will  result  from integratng  increasingly  rich  evidence and  techniques  within 
existng planning educaton and professional development programmes. 

Introducton: Planning educaton for a child-friendly city 
In Australia and New Zealand, a growing critcal and policy literature ofers a wealth of local  
educatonal resources for advancing children’s rights to the city. Over the last decade, the noton 
of children’s rights to travel, explore and enjoy cites has been richly informed by a number of  
researchers  and educators,  partcularly  Claire  Freeman and colleagues  (Freeman et  al  2006, 
2003, 1999; Freeman & Aitken-Rose, 2005), Geof Woolcock & Brendan Gleeson (2007), Paul 
Tranter and Karen Malone (Tranter & Sharpe 2008; Tranter & Malone, 2003; Malone, 1999), and 
Ruth Fincher and Kurt Iveson (2008). Collectvely, they have expressed a vision of planning for  
Child-Friendly Cites, strongly grounded in a focus on the rights of the child. 

According to the UN Conventon on the Rights of the Child, children have the right to express 
their views in maters that afect them (Artcle 12), to have their best interests taken as a 
primary  consideraton  (Artcle  3),  to  be  supported  in  their  physical  and  emotonal 
development (Artcle 6), and to partcipate freely in ‘appropriate and equal opportunites for 
cultural, artstc, recreatonal and leisure actvity’ (Artcle 31) (UNICEF, 1989). The UN sponsors 
a Child Friendly Cites (CFC) Initatve working with local governments around the world to 
support children’s rights,  including the right to ‘infuence decisions about their  city’,  ‘walk  
safely  on the streets  on their  own’,  and  ‘partcipate  in  family,  community,  and social  life’  
(UNICEF, 2010). 

In terms of spatal planning, this vision of a ‘Child-Friendly City’ shares at least three common 
aspects. First, hearing children’s voices involves planners creatvely consultng with children to 
discover  their  likes  and  dislikes  about  local  environments,  the  way  they  currently  use  their 
communites, and their ideas for improvement. Second, planners must be able to act on this 
advice  by  feeding  children’s  ideas  into  planning  schemes  and  design  improvements:  from 
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municipal  strategic  planning  statements  to  local  designs for  new community facilites.  Third, 
monitoring and evaluaton of initatves to improve public space must include the queston of 
whether more children are able to access these community facilites autonomously – in other 
words, whether they are allowed by parents to go to schools, parks, shops, friends’ houses and 
other destnatons independent of adult supervision, whether they can play on the streets and in  
other public spaces freely, and whether, in short, they are treated not just as ‘future citzens’ but 
as ‘current citzens’ with rights (Simpson, 1997, pp. 908-909). 

This vision of a child-friendly city is complementary to many goals of sustainable development 
and  healthy  communites:  intergeneratonal  equity,  wellbeing,  walkability/mobility,  and 
liveability for example. I would argue, following Tranter & Sharpe (2007), thinking about children 
in  cites is  an excellent  way to re-conceptualize  planning for  sustainable  cites.  Children are 
canaries in urban coal mines. At least untl the age of 17, they cannot drive cars, and so are  
dependent on sustainable transport: walking, cycling and public transportaton. The quality and 
accessibility of local streets and destnatons is partcularly important to them. However, this  
conceptualizaton of children is not enough, focusing as it does on their vulnerabilites instead of 
their capacites as social actors. Children can be ‘open to new worlds and new possibilites, and 
because of this, they may have a vital role to play in generatng innovatve solutons’ (Tranter & 
Sharpe, 2007, p. 306). Children are the decision-makers of tomorrow. If cites are unhealthy for  
children, they may grow up to be fearful and unhealthy adults. Conversely, if cites are made 
more accessible and welcoming to children, all people presently living in cites would beneft 
from these improvements. 

The main queston asked by this paper -How can planners learn how to consider children as 
citzens with ‘rights to the city’ – thus expands into larger questons of planning educaton and 
practce. How do we educate the planners of tomorrow in skills and knowledge that can capture 
the imaginaton and ideas of all citzens, not only children? How can we move from fundamental 
understanding of children’s rights, as a subset of all people’s rights, to the implicatons of these 
rights for collaboratve governance? How can we implement new policies and plans that are 
informed by all ages, as well as a socio-economic range, of citzens? How can we collectvely 
refect as practtoners to celebrate good practce and tackle remaining challenges? We explore 
these questons of educaton and practce through two recent research projects: the impact of 
Child-Friendly Cites in fve local governments in Victoria (Whitzman et al, 2009) and children’s 
perspectves on high-rise living in central Melbourne (Whitzman & Mizrachi, 2009). 

The state of children in cites: confned, dependent, unhealthy 

While the Child-Friendly Cites movement has developed a positve vision of children’s rights, the 
impetus for recent actvism has been the alarming decline in children’s everyday physical actvity 
in litle more than a generaton (Malone, 2007; Tranter & Pawson, 2001). The most common 
measure of the closely associated factors of children’s actve travel and independent mobility is 
the journey to school. In Melbourne in 1970, 55.3 percent of young people walked to school or 
higher educaton; this fgure fell to 22.2 percent in 1994. In the same tme period, car travel to  
school increased from 14.3 percent to 43.9 percent (Garrard, 2009, p. 9). Similar declines have 
been noted in the UK (Hillman et al,  1990), New Zealand (Tranter & Pawson, 2001), Canada 
(O’Brien et al, 2003) and the US (McMillan, 2005). As is the case for adults and the journey to 
work, journey to school represents only about one ffh of trips (Macket, 2004). From 1994 to  
1999, children aged 0-14 years in Melbourne made an average of 23.1 trips per week, 16.3 of 
which were as a car passenger (71 percent), 5.0 as a pedestrian (22 percent), and 0.2 as a cyclist  
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(1 percent). During this fve year period, Melbourne children spent on average four hours a week 
as  a  car  passenger  and  48  minutes  walking  (Ironmonger  &  Norman,  2007,  unpaginated 
conference  paper).  Children’s  independent  exploraton  in  their  neighbourhoods,  parks,  and 
wilderness areas has also been curtailed, although non-travel behaviour is the subject of litle 
quanttatve research (but see Gill, 2007; Malone, 2007; Louv 2006). This trend is much more 
extreme in Anglo-American high income countries, with Japan and Finland being two examples 
of societes where children as young as fve and six being able to travel autonomously (Malone, 
2007; Kytä, 2004). 

Children – and adults – need not be in every place at all hours of the day and night in order to  
have rights to the city. Neither should all children be considered as one ‘entty’ from birth to 18.  
But the ‘right to the city’ much debated in seminal texts for adults is a fght for access to public 
space,  which  is  essental  for  individual  health as  well  as  collectve empowerment  (Lefebvre, 
1996; Mitchell, 2003). Similarly for children, the ‘freedom to explore the local neighbourhood is 
probably the key ingredient in children developing a sense that they belong to a neighbourhood, 
a place’ (Engwicht, 1992, p. 39). Children’s right to the city is constrained by portraying younger 
children as innocent ‘angels’, needing protecton from life’s evils to the extent of ‘containment’ 
(Malone & Hasluck, 2002, p. 25), while older youth are ofen portrayed by the media as ‘devils’  
(Valentne, 1996, p. 581). Whether fearful for younger or fearful of older children, the net result  
is to marginalize both in the public realm. 

One of the most publicized impacts of children’s decreasing use of public space is increasing 
obesity. One in four Australian children aged 5-17 are overweight or obese, and cross-country 
comparatve data indicate an inverse relatonship between child obesity and actve travel rates 
(Garrard,  2009,  p.  6).  Childhood  obesity  tracks  into  adult  hood  and  contribute  to  chronic 
conditons such as  cardiovascular  disease,  adult  onset diabetes and colon cancer (Catord & 
Caterson, 2003, p. 577). Studies indicate that children who actvely commute to school achieve 
recommended levels of daily actvity,  and that children who actvely  commute to school are 
more  likely  to  actvely  commute  to  other  neighbourhood  destnatons.  Only  one  third  of 
Australian children aged 9-16 years presently meet guidelines for minimum daily physical actvity 
(Garrard, 2009, pp. 1-4). Studies in the UK suggest that actve travel is a beter source of regular  
physical actvity than organized school sports (Macket, 2004). 

A recent UK study shows that parental tme spent directly supervising children has increased 
fourfold from 1975 to 2005 (Gill, 2007, p. 13). In the US, mothers make the majority of trips  
escortng children, limitng work schedules and job opportunites (McMillan, 2005, p. 441). In 
Melbourne, 17 percent of the morning rush hour car trafc is associated with the school run 
(Department  of  Infrastructure  Victoria,  2005),  which  may  ironically  increase  danger  in  the 
immediate vicinity of the school. Approximately two third of pedestrian accidents in Victoria  
involving children occurred before and afer school car pick-ups (Malone, 2007, p. 518). Because 
of idling cars, the air quality around schools can be worse than surrounding streets (Kingham & 
Ussher,  2007,  p.  504),  and  the  air  inside  cars  usually  has  higher  levels  of  pollutants  than 
surrounding air outside the car (Tranter, 2004, p. 11). Driving children because of concerns for 
their  individual  safety  and  wellbeing  has  negatve  impacts  on  their  families  and  their  
communites. 
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The Role of Planning in Creatng Child-Unfriendly Cites 

Why are there more cars than children in public space? The most commonly cited reason is child 
and parental fears of trafc safety (children getng hit by a car) and stranger danger (children 
getng abducted) (Hillman et al., 1990; Prezza et al 2005; Timperio et al, 2004). A more complex 
set of both physical and social factors is described by a number of researchers (Engwicht, 1992;  
Macket,  2004;  Malone,  2007).  These  include  increasing  car  ownership  and  lessened public 
transport; working parents dropping of children at school along their car commute to work;  
increasing  sprawl,  with  the  decline  of  neighbourhood  shopping  centres,  small  schools,  and 
sports clubs, and the rise of shopping and leisure actvites only accessible by car; and middle 
class  pressures  to  replace  unstructured  outdoor  play  with  ‘turbo-charged’  combinatons  of 
private schooling, private sports and arts lessons, and expensive and exotc ‘play dates’. Some of 
these factors are well beyond the purview of spatal planners as personal choices and actvites 
are legacies of democratc and economic gains over generatons and technological changes as 
well  as  social  pressures.  Nonetheless,  the  planner  designing  or  regeneratng  place  within 
strategic agendas enforces codes and controls on built form and movement through social and 
physical infrastructure. 

There are at least three aspects of the built environment that are closely related to children and  
adult use of public space. The frst is related to transportaton planning, and has to do with the 
relatvely priority given private motorized vehicles as compared to actve transport optons such 
as  walking  and  cycling.  At  the  societal  level,  countries  with  high  levels  of  actve  transport  
generally  have  low  pedestrian  and  cyclist  fatality  rates.  The  fve  high  income  countries 
considered ‘top performers’ for pedestrian safety (Sweden, the Netherlands, Finland, Germany, 
and  Denmark)  have  implemented  a  comprehensive  package  of  integrated  trafc  safety 
measures,  including  speed  reducton  measures  such  as  30  kph  speed  limits  and  signalized 
crossings  in  most  areas,  high  levels  of  cycling  infrastructure  provision,  and  legislaton  that 
assumes driver responsibility in an accident involving child pedestrians (Garrard, 2009, pp. 5-6). 
There is consistent evidence that at the community level, controlling the amount and speed of 
trafc, decreasing block lengths, providing footpaths and separated bicycle lanes, and in some 
cases, closing of streets to through trafc, are all efectve measures to increase actve transport 
use (Gill, 2007; McMillan, 2005). These are the opposite measures to the traditonal ‘Radburn’ 
approach,  which stresses  complete  separaton of  vehicle  and pedestrian  access  to  promote 
unimpeded car trafc, including the use of isolated subways and footbridges (Clayden et al, 
2006, p. 55). 

The second set of features has to do with privileging access over mobility in spatal planning and 
design. Engwicht (1992, pp. 125-131) and Gehl (1987, p. 33), amongst others, have argued for 
relatvely densely occupied neighbourhoods with hubs, a range of local goods and services, a 
mix  of  housing  and  job  opportunites,  and  a  strong  sense  of  local  identty  and  street  life, 
including free and inexpensive places to linger, such as benches and cafes with outdoor seatng. 
Gehl (1987, p. 118) has also called atenton to the fact that playgrounds are primarily meetng 
spaces, while Matson (2002, p. 44) points out that extreme separaton of land uses typical of 
modernist  planning  extends  to  age  segregaton,  with  large  sportng  grounds  containing  car 
parking adding to sprawl. Kytä (2004, p. 185) provides a long list of environmental ‘afordances’  
that encourage children’s exploraton, including fat surfaces for cycling and skipping; adults to 
follow around;  smooth slopes for  skateboarding;  fallen leaves  and  dirt  allowing digging  and 
building; tree limbs and poles to allow hanging or swinging; climbable objects like trees, and 
natural shelter that allow peace and quiet or playing ‘home’. Ironically, many of these excitng 
elements in public space have been fenced of or otherwise eradicated out of fear of liability 
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(Gill, 2007; Louv, 2006), with commercial adventure playgrounds – again with huge parking lots – 
provided as an alternatve.  

The third aspect has as much to do with the process of planning as with its built environment 
results.  Children are rarely  asked what they like and dislike  in public  space,  and even when  
asked, their answers rarely infuence planning policy. For instance, one Melbourne study of 150 
ten year olds, asked them to map and photograph neighbourhood atractons they could walk or  
cycle to. Common destnatons included playgrounds and sports felds as well as less elaborate 
recreatonal possibilites such as a target painted on a wall. Food as a neighbourhood destnaton 
came up in  70 percent  of  responses,  including  fast  food outlets  and corner shops.  Schools,  
shopping centres, and friend’s houses also were drawn by signifcant numbers of children (Hume 
et al, 2005). A similar study in Sydney with 8-12 year olds found ‘neighbourhoods good to walk 
in’ had natural elements such as trees and fowers, playgrounds and less formal recreatonal  
areas, food-related and other retail shops, footpaths and good crossings, and plenty of ‘eyes on 
the  street’  to  combat  stranger  danger  concerns  (Romero,  2007).  However,  the  traditonal 
planning approach has been to achieve lower child pedestrian and cyclist injury rates ‘largely by 
removing children from the trafc environment’ (Garrard, 2009, p. 14), and indeed, from the 
public realm. 

Planning for adults not children: the Case of High Rise Housing 

‘Vertcal Living Kids’ is a research project which ran from July 2008 to December 2009, funded by 
the Victorian Health Promoton Foundaton (Whitzman & Mizrachi, 2009). The research had two 
objectves: to explore the built and social environmental determinants of children’s independent 
mobility (CIM) in central Melbourne high rise housing, and to uncover internatonal best practce 
in planning policy for these communites. Forty children and their parents (18 living in public 
housing and 22 in privately owned housing), aged 8-12 and all in grades 4-6 of primary school,  
partcipated.  We used a  range of  qualitatve and quanttatve techniques,  including  children 
being provided with a disposable camera for a week and then creatng an annotated collage of 
their pictures; a travel actvity diary flled out by children; a parental survey; and a desk-top 
policy review. 

We embarked on this research because the concept of children growing up in high rise housing 
is stll treated as something abnormal in the Australian context. This is despite widespread high 
rise public housing constructed in the 1960s, private market apartments being promoted as 
part of urban intensifcaton from the 1980s onwards, and the fact that children routnely live in  
high rise environments in many cites in the world, including London, New York, Singapore, and 
Hong Kong (Costello, 2005).  Partly, the issue was that high rise housing was confated with 
social issues in public housing; with the high rise form itself ‘considered to be ‘alien’ to the 
architectural and housing preferences of the Australian urban citzenry’ (Jamieson & Jacobs, 
1996, p. 78). As a result, both developers and planners involved in the massive redevelopment 
of Melbourne’s waterfront and central business district in the 1980s and 1990s assumed that 
new residental towers would be populated by childless households, and accordingly designed 
and advertsed them as family free zones, without sufcient community services, facilites and 
open space for families (Costello, 2005; Fincher, 2004, 2007; Randolph, 2006). 

However, families with children are found in these new central city fats. In 2001, 20 percent of 
the populaton in high-rise units across Australia were living as a family containing children 
(Australian Bureau of Statstcs, 2004, p. 169). In 2006, parents with children below the age of 
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12  comprised  7  percent,  5  percent  and  9  percent  of  households  residing  in  Dockland, 
Melbourne Central Business District,  and Southbank respectvely (City of Melbourne 2008a, 
Appendix  2).  By  2021,  children  aged  14  and  below will  comprise  7.7  percent  of  the  total  
populaton  of  these  areas,  equatng  to  just  over  4,000  people  (City  of  Melbourne  2008a, 
Appendix 19). 

One of the few Australian studies to compare children’s experiences in both public and private 
high rise fats, conducted by Ross King and colleagues in Sydney (King, 1974), found signifcant 
diferences between the two samples. Children residing in public housing generally played with 
friends living in the same block and had more independent mobility within smaller ranges. 
Children residing in private high rise housing generally engaged in more home-based actvites 
and structured actvites,  but  also had a greater  range in  terms of distances travelled.  The 
children in private housing generally responded to nearby facilites more positvely, although 
child densites were greater in public housing (King, 1974). In short, ‘apartment children do not 
live in a vacuum’ but are ‘embedded in more encompassing social, cultural, and spatal systems 
that may alleviate or exacerbate any efects which may occur’ as the result of the high rise 
design (van Vliet, 1983, p. 227). 

Our research, undertaken 35 years later, largely mirrored the results of the 1974 King study.  
Children in public high rise housing experienced relatvely high levels of independent mobility: 
62 percent of their journeys were undertaken either alone or with other children, while only 17 
percent  of  trips  taken  by  the  private  high  rise  sample  were  undertaken  without  adult 
accompaniment.  The  ‘geographies’  of  children  in  public  housing  was  dominated  by  local, 
designated play spaces and school yards that were perceived as unsatsfactory by the children. 
For instance, one 11 year old boy said he didn’t like the park on his estate because: 

‘It is boring and there is nothing to do. It is for litle kids. Most of the things in  
the playground are broken’. 

Despite their limitatons, the play areas were seen as good social spaces for children, as one 10 
year old boy pointed out: 

‘People of my age go there. No parents. It makes it fun’. 

In  contrast,  children  in  privately  owned  housing  not  only  explored  throughout  a  greater 
territorial  range  but  a  used a  wider  variety  of  spaces:  downtown shops  and other  leisure  
actvites as well as schools travelled to by public transport (Whitzman & Mizrachi, 2009, pp. 3,  
42-47).  Only eight children living in public housing,  or 44 percent of the sample, described 
commercial spaces, mostly local shops such as milk bars. In contrast, 18 of the private housing  
children, comprising 88 percent of the sample, identfed commercial spaces they liked in the 
photo  collages,  including  major  downtown  shopping  centres,  Federaton  Square  and  the 
Southbank promenade. One nine year old girl in privately owned housing said: 

‘I like how we live down the road from the shops because me and my friend can go  
down and get dinner when we are ready’. 

An 11 year old boy said: 

‘I love the trams because they take me where I want to go.’ 
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Unfortunately, several children in privately owned housing complained about restrictons on 
their play, such as the 11 year old girl who said: 

‘I don’t usually go down to the courtyard because people don’t like it when you play 
games and be loud. And there aren’t many kids in the building’ (Whitzman & Mizrachi,  
2009, pp. 45-47). 

The Cites of Melbourne and Port Phillip contributed considerable staf in-kind resources and 
have resolved to follow up on the fndings of the research as part of their Child-Friendly Cites 
initatve. The State government Ofce of Housing, responsible for public housing adjacent to 
the central business district, were also involved in the advisory commitee for this research and 
plan to use the fndings to inform their revitalizaton strategies. 

However, the reactve approach now being taken in Victoria can be contrasted with Singapore, 
where high rise housing (mostly publicly owned) has a range of apartment sizes in each building, 
and planning  policy  enforces  a  range of  play spaces  and services that  support  families.  For 
instance, every block of buildings is expected to have a small market and/or a cofee shop in the 
ground foor or within a short walk. Many blocks have ground level void decks, equipped with 
benches,  tables,  and  bicycle  ranks.  Childcare  facilites,  games  courts,  and/or  children’s 
playgrounds are also expected for  every group of three to four buildings,  and are linked by 
footpaths to schools and neighbourhood centres (Yuen, 1995). In Vancouver, similar downtown 
residental  intensifcaton to Melbourne was supported by  High Density Housing for Families  
with Children Guidelines, which mandated maximum walking distances to primary schools, day 
care  centres,  afer  school  care  facilites,  community  centres,  grocery  shopping,  and  public 
transport.  It  also  mandated  minimum  number  of  family  units  in  housing,  and  emphasized 
opportunites for natural surveillance of communal play spaces from units (City of Vancouver, 
1992). 

Insttutonal barriers and enablers to realizing children’s rights to independent 
exploraton in ‘Child-Friendly Cites’ 

‘Insttutonal Barriers and Enablers to Children’s Independent Mobility’ was a four year research 
project  (2006-2009)  funded  by  the  Volvo  Research  and  Educaton  Foundaton,  through  the 
Australasian  Centre  for  the  Governance  and  Management  (GAMUT).  In  the  frst  phase  of 
research, we reviewed the internatonal literature for policies and programs which have been 
hypothesized  to  afect  CIM  either  directly  or  indirectly,  then  examined  the  Victorian  policy 
framework to see the extent to which CIM was addressed (Whitzman & Pike, 2007). With the 
excepton  of  some  local  governments’  Child-Friendly  Cites  policies,  there  was  no  explicit 
consideraton  of  CIM,  although  several  policies  and  programs  –  including  Neighbourhood 
Renewal,  Bicycle  to  School  programs,  and Safe  Routes  to  School  –  might  indirectly  have an 
impact  on rates of  children’s  independent  exploraton (a relatonship that  has not  yet  been 
evaluated). In the second phase of the research, we dug deeper into the queston of how Child-
Friendly Cites, with their emphases on children’s right to partcipate and their right to walk  
alone  on  safe  streets,  were  infuencing  spatal  planning  policies  and  practces  in  Victoria 
(Whitzman et al., 2009). We asked the research queston: ‘How do Child-Friendly Cites promote 
Children’s Independent Mobility’? We answered this queston using three methods. First,  we 
undertook an internatonal literature review of Child-Friendly City initatves, with a partcular 
focus on any policies or programs that aimed to improve actve travel or independent mobility. 
Second,  we  analysed  current  policy  documents  in  seven  local  governments  (fve  with  CFC 
initatves, two without), to see if policies promotng CIM have resulted from consultng with 
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children. Third, we interviewed local government planners (both health and social planners and 
land use planners)  to  ascertain whether there was an increased understanding of  CIM have 
resulted from CFC initatves. 

The frst fnding to emphasize is that all of the local government initatves we explored were stll 
in  their  developmental  stage.  The City  of Greater  Bendigo is  the frst  city in Australia  to  be 
recognized by UNICEF for its CFC actvity, and that was only in 2007 (City of Greater Bendigo, 
2009a). One of the three local governments we initally approached as a ‘control’ site – Ballarat – 
turned  out  to  be  in  the  inital  stages  of  CFC  development,  and  so  was  included  as  an  
‘interventon’ site.  We also found that at  the internatonal level,  there are large gaps in the 
documentaton of initatves,  and evaluaton is  stll  very limited.  For  instance,  in  the City  of 
Pistoia Italy,  a major campaign was implemented with and for children startng in 2003. The 
campaign sought to improve road trafc and improve environmental conditons on its streets. 
Safe routes to school were signposted by yellow bears (the logo of the initatve) painted on the 
sidewalks,  and  a  square  being  used  as  a  car  park  near  one  of  the  primary  schools  being  
reclaimed as a public space with new plantngs and the banning of cars. A marked increase in the  
number of children walking to schools has been claimed as a result, although exact statstcs are  
not  known (Corsi,  2002).  CFC  websites  have  recently  been  revamped to  improve  access  to 
researchers and practtoners (Child-Friendly Asia-Pacifc Network, 2010; UNICEF, 2010). 

In terms of our policy analysis, we found that the councils with CFC initatves were more likely to 
recognize children as a specifc group with rights in Council Plans and Health Plans, were more 
likely to have formalized mechanisms for children and youth partcipaton in decision-making,  
and to support children’s right to play through specifc policies and programs. For instance, the  
City of Melbourne’s Municipal Public Health Plan (recently amended and incorporated into the 
Council Plan) states that Council will ‘develop procedures across council to engage children as 
legitmate stakeholders in the policy development cycle of councils’ (City of Melbourne, 2005, p.  
29), while the City of Port Philip has pledged to ‘develop an Impact on Children Assessment Tool  
and guidelines for use when establishing policy and services’ (City of Port Phillip, 2005, p. 1). 
However,  the  City  of  Melbourne’s  recent  Future  Melbourne  10  year  strategic  council  plan 
involved extensive consultatons with 1600 people, including focus groups with young people 15 
to 25 and one primary school, but there was no specifc outreach to the growing number of child  
residents  (City  of  Melbourne 2009).  The City  of  Greater  Bendigo’s  new  Play Space Strategy  
provides an inclusive defniton of play, whose aim is to ‘provide a broad range of high quality 
play opportunites and experiences and can be enjoyed by the whole community, regardless of 
age or ability’ (City of Greater Bendigo 2009b: 15). 

Even  in  the  fve  CFC  councils,  there  was  virtually  no  menton  of  ‘children’,  let  alone  any  
recogniton of them as a populaton group with specifc rights or needs, in Municipal Strategic 
Statements (MSS). This is problematc, because the MSS has a strong legal standing, partcularly  
when development decisions are appealed to the Victorian Civil and Administratve Tribunal, and  
is  also the Council  policy that most directly  has an impact on the physical environment.  For 
example, the City of Brimbank’s MSS has only three mentons of ‘children’, all in the context of  
childcare centres (City of Brimbank, 2006). The one partal excepton is Melbourne’s MSS, which 
promotes a Youth Precinct adjacent to a skate park on the north bank of the Yarra River (City of  
Melbourne 2008b, clause 21.05). The monitoring and evaluaton systems of the councils were 
also weak, and varied greatly between councils. 

The City of Greater Bendigo’s Health and Wellbeing Plan (2008) has an indicator ‘new actvites 
and programs designed to build social and emotonal resilience’ being created for children aged 
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8 to 12, but impact, number of children, and even defniton of how resilience will be measured 
is not supplied. 

The City of Ballarat’s overarching 25 year strategic plan,  Blueprint Ballarat, and its  Health and  
Wellbeing Plan  (2007a and  b)  both list  resources,  tmelines,  lead council  business  unit,  and 
partnerships  for  recommendatons,  but  the  recommendatons  do  not  include  ‘increased 
autonomous  use  and  comfort  in  public  spaces’  for  children,  which  might  be  an  excellent 
indicator for this work. 

Similarly, the interviews with spatal planners in these councils suggested that while several have 
undertaken ‘whole of council’ training on Child Friendly Cites, the skill set for consultng with 
children and responding to their concerns through policy remains underdeveloped. The City of 
Melbourne  staf  we  spoke  to  freely  acknowledged  the  limits  of  the  Future  Melbourne 
consultatons, and has budgeted training on skilling up staf to consult with children for 2010. 
However, the majority of both land use and social/health planners cited insufcient tme and 
monetary resources as barriers to consultaton, and sceptcism by senior council ofcers and 
councillors  about  partcipatory  processes  involving  children  as  barriers  to  inclusion  of  their  
recommendatons  in  neighbourhood  structure  plans  and  other  spatal  planning  and  design 
policies. 

Discussion: Towards child-friendly planning educaton 

The two research projects used diferent methodologies: in Vertcal Living Kids we focused on 
the opinions of children and their parents, while the GAMUT research involved talking to local 
government planners and analysing plans. Despite the slightly diferent methods and foci, these 
two research projects suggest common enablers to Child-Friendly Cites. First, increased concern 
about child unfriendly cites, as exemplifed in the precipitous decline in children’s independent 
mobility, has led to increased policy interest in the issue. Second, there is a nascent internatonal 
Child-Friendly Cites movement, informed by an understanding of children’s rights, which has 
taken  of  to  some  extent  in  Victoria  and  throughout  Australia  and  New  Zealand  local 
governments. Third, we appear to be approaching a critcal mass of planning researchers who 
are exploring how these concerns and research can feed into educaton and practce. Examples 
of good planning practce exist, such as the City of Vancouver’s High Density Housing for Families  
with Children Guidelines and the City of Greater Bendigo’s new Play Space Strategy. 

The research also suggests  barriers  to success.  These include: capacity  gaps within  planners 
(both land use planners and social planners) in terms of consultng with children, the absence of 
simple ‘tools’ such as phrases to insert in strategic plans, guidelines to use when reviewing new 
developments, and monitoring and evaluaton techniques. The noton of Child-Friendly Cites is 
stll new, and some more senior staf appear sceptcal about partcipatory processes in general,  
let alone those involving children. And spatal planning is stll conceived as rules-based reacton 
to  development  proposals,  with  a  set  of  concerns  (not  only  those  regarding  children,  but 
sustainable transport, healthy communites, social equity) uncomfortably grafed on to the ‘real 
business’ of spatal planning. 

How then can we engender skills and hope amongst the newest generaton of planners, through 
both  university  educaton  and  professional  development? Certainly,  the  aspects  of  planning 
which  most  afect  children’s  ability  to  explore  cites  on  their  own  –  planning  for  cars  not 
pedestrians, privileging mobility over access, and ignoring people’s opinions about where they 
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live – are common concerns in terms of educaton for sustainability, healthy communites, or 
social equity. The real queston is how to move from a generalized commitment to walkability, 
access  to  goods,  and  community  consultaton,  to  specifc  planning  processes,  codes,  and 
indicators to progress these aims. 

Concerns about the ability of Australian planning educaton to meet the challenges of the 21 st 

century has led to a review of accreditaton requirements by PIA (Planning Insttute of Australia, 
2009), a recent conference on The Future of Australian Planning Educaton (Rofe & Hamnet, 
2009), and work by other Australian academics (Gurran et al, 2008; March et al, forthcoming).  
March et al (forthcoming, p. 5) provide a way to develop planning educaton. They separate 
‘declaratve knowledge’ (‘knowing about things and being able to declare these back in various 
ways’)  from ‘functoning  or  procedural  knowledge’  (‘based upon the performance of tasks, 
building upon declaratve knowledge’). They suggest that it is the later skill that exemplifes 
being a planning professional, and that current accreditaton criteria do not test functoning 
knowledge as well as declaratve knowledge. 

What  would  functoning  knowledge  look  like  in  terms  of  planning  educaton  to  support  
children’s rights to the city? Teaching about a human rights basis to planning, while vital, is  
merely  part of a  declaratve knowledge base to planning. Student and young planners also 
require functonal  skills  in  consultaton outside the norms of public  meetngs and handling 
complaints  about  planning  permits.  Although  there  are  ethics  complexites  in  directly 
interviewing children,  they  can receive  skills  in  using  focus  groups,  ‘weeks  with  a camera’, 
design charetes, and other techniques to engage less commonly consulted communites. They 
can certainly work with schools and other community organizatons on how their needs and 
ideas for beter and more sustainable communites can be met through current and future 
planning  policies.  They  can  learn  about  local  governance  processes  that  transform 
communites.  They  can  practce  developing  planning  code  that  respond  to  these  forms  of 
consultaton  and  express  a  positve  vision  of  community  change  as  part  of  strategic  plan 
making. They can help develop and monitor community indicators. They can develop skills in 
analysing planning policies, and adaptng good practces from elsewhere to planning law here. 
All of these skills and practces help people become beter planners, full stop. They are also 
what planners need to learn in order to respond advance children’s – and everyone’s – rights to 
the city. 
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Planning for the new millennium: students in serendip 
Trevor Budge and Andrew Butt, La Trobe University 

Students and educators in planning programs face new agendas this millennium; one of these is the 
prospect that by choice or necessity they will work in developing countries at some stage in their 
careers.  Developing  students  and  educating  them  for  work  and  practice  in  new  overseas 
environments, where the planning system and the priorities for society are considerably different to 
their Australian (or New Zealand) context presents opportunities and challenges. In early 2010 the La 
Trobe  University  Community  Planning  and  Development  Program  took  13  undergraduate  and 
postgraduate students to Sri Lanka or Serendip - its ancient name by which it is sometimes known as 
it is sometimes known. The students worked on a regional planning project with Sri Lankan planners, 
planning  students  at  Moratuwa  University  and  Australian  planners  who  were  working  with  the 
Planning institute of Australia post-tsunami project. This paper reports on what the students did, what 
they learnt,  what was the impact on them and what the La Trobe program learnt about preparing 
students to work in new environments. 

Indigenous  engagement  in  planning  processes:  Lessons  and  challenges  for  planning 
education 
Darryl Low Choy, Jenny Wadsworth and Darren Burns, Griffith University 
Contact d.lowchoy@griffith.edu.au

Many contemporary land use and natural resource management planning initiatives have embraced a 
values-led planning approach.  At the same time, there have been increasing calls to recognise and 
respect culturally diverse values in public policy (European Landscape Convention and the United 
Nations Guidelines on Indigenous Peoples’ Issues (UNFPII 2008)).  Although indigenous consultation 
in many land use planning and natural resource management initiatives has been undertaken 
throughout Australia, indigenous input (with a few exceptions) is seldom visible in the project outputs. 
In most planning studies at local and regional scales, there has been a significant hiatus in 
incorporating indigenous landscape values. 

This evidence strongly suggests that conventional approaches to indigenous community engagement 
in values-led planning processes needs to be revisited.  At the same time however, a number of 
associated challenges will need to be addressed.  For example, wide concerns have been expressed 
that indigenous knowledge and values are seemingly “incompatible” with contemporary European 
values, in terms of format and structure (Jones 2007; Lane 2006; Stephenson 2008).  

Recent research has demonstrated that it is possible to work with indigenous communities, comprised 
of both traditional and non-traditional owners, to identify indigenous landscape values of relevance in 
a rapidly urbanising planning region such as South East Queensland (Low Choy et al, 2009).  This 
research is continuing into its second phase and whilst this paper represents the first evaluation and 
reflection of its research methodology, initial lessons learnt have highlighted some potential 
challenges for planning education. 

This paper will outline the methodology adopted for indigenous engagement thus far and proposed for 
the ongoing research.  Specifically, it will seek to examine the question for planning education:  how 
should planning education respond to the challenges of exposing students to opportunities for 
indigenous community engagement in a largely European based planning process? 
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Evidence from past futures 
Jeremy Dawkins, University of Technology Sydney 

There appears to be little current research aimed at comparing two conditions:  the city as it is, and 
the city as it might have been if specific planning interventions had been, or had not been, carried out.  
No doubt, the absence of a discourse around these questions reflects the complexities of values, 
causation and measurement.  No doubt, also, it tells us much about the nature of planning practice 
and theory.  Nevertheless, gathering post-implementation empirical evidence on which to construct 
arguments about the effects, and effectiveness/ineffectiveness, of planning interventions should be a 
priority for planning institutions, planning agencies and planning schools. 

At its simplest, an assessment of past practice can suggest what works.  It enables a planning agency 
to defend programs and mechanisms and to make a case for powers and resources.  It provides 
researchers and students with cases, data and hypotheses. It offers answers to the question, What do 
planners do?  Above all, evaluating past interventions – the challenge of distinguishing between what  
was and what might have been – can itself be a profound learning experience and contribution to 
planning theory. 

The paper expands on and defends these propositions, and offers examples and models for post-
implementation reflection on and measurement of planning interventions in Australia. 

Creating active communities: A critical review of the available literature 
Jon Kellett, Matthew W. Rofe, The University of South Australia 

Open space is an important component of urban areas and claimed to be a key factor in promoting 
active living.  However, emerging policies and design trends addressing open space may well be 
premised upon assumptions about its centrality to the promotion of active living as opposed to reliable 
evidence. Responding to this concern, this paper engages with the evidence base with respect to 
evaluating the importance of open and public space in supporting active living through a review of the  
academic and policy evidence.  Commissioned by the Heart Foundation (South Australia) in early 
2009, this research presents an exhaustive review of the current literature addressing types of open 
space, uses of space, location of spaces and design of space.  The evolution of open space policy is 
also charted and common aspects such as open space hierarchies and open space standards are 
identified. It is clear that there is a long legacy of standards and approaches to the provision and 
design of open space, which is increasingly open to question.  The evidence suggests that a diverse 
range of spaces are significant in promoting physical activity, but the literature tends to focus more on 
active than  passive pursuits.   The conclusions emphasise the importance of  well  designed open 
space which is part of an interconnected network to promote pedestrian and bicycle trips between 
open space. 

Using  peer  review  in  group-based  assignments:  Insights  and  reflections  from  a  recently 
established planning programme 
Paul J. Maginn, The University of Western Australia 

This paper critically reflects on the use of peer review by students and professional planners in group-
based project assignments in two units, one a first year introductory planning unit; the other a fourth 
year/PG Diploma that  form part of  the recently  established planning degrees at the University of 
Western Australia. Specifically, the paper examines two broad-ranging issues.  First, it considers the 
nature,  rationale and efficacy of  using group-based assignment  work in both units.   In short,  the 
overall  pedagogical  aim is  to  develop  students’ appreciation  of  the  need  to  and  complexities  of 
working in small group contexts.  Next, it examines the two peer review processes used, one that is 
student-based and used in  both  units  and the other  conducted by a  small  panel  of  professional 
planners that is used within the fourth year/PG Diploma unit.  The ultimate aim of the peer review 
processes  are  to  identify  individual  student  contributions  so  that  a  corresponding  individual  
mark/grade can be awarded.  Ultimately, students deemed by their  peers to have contributed the 
‘most’ are rewarded with a higher grade/mark whilst the opposite applies to those assessed to have 
contributed relatively less. 

The integration of research into planning education 
Severine Mayere, Queensland University of Technology 
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The  need  to  integrating  contemporary  research  into  planning  education  has  been  widely 
acknowledged by various planning institutes and associations in Australia and across the world. 

Most of  the discourse on planning education refers  broadly  to restructuring university  courses to 
reflect a rapidly evolving social, economic, and environmental context. Specifically, there appears to 
be growing support for expanding the curriculum of traditional planning courses further to incorporate 
recent research findings that address the challenges to contemporary urban and regional planning.  
However, despite the seeming consensus on the issue, there is little in the way of concrete examples  
of how the integration of research and teaching is to operate in practice. 

This  paper  investigates  the  approach  being  adopted  for  the  integration  of  results  of  recently 
completed  research  into  comparative  approaches  to  urban  growth  in  Australia  into  a  final  year 
planning unit. An analysis will be made of the appropriateness of educational theory as a guide to the 
integration  of  research  results  into  teaching  in  a  planning  context,  along  with  reflections  on  the 
process of adapting and developing materials based on complex research findings. 

Planning  Education  Effectiveness  study:  Determining  the  relevance  and  effectiveness  of 
University planning course to meet the needs of a modern planning system and students. 
Garry Middle, Curtin University of Technology. Tim Perkins, Edith Cowan University Jennifer George, 
Macquarie University Paul Maginn, The University of Western Australia 

At ANZAPS 2009, a paper was presented showing the results of an initial study into the effectiveness 
of the three planning courses, which involved a survey of current students. Students were asked to 
rate the importance of the various ‘streams’ of planning education, their passion for planning, and to 
identify what are the key attributes of an ‘excellent’ planner. this work has been followed up with 
additional surveys of, students in those same WA planning courses at the start of 2010,  and a 
selection of practicing planners and non-planners working in or closely with the WA Planning system 
and also expands to begin to explore the views of planning students in Eastern Australia at Macquarie 
University.  The results of these new surveys are presented and analysed, discussed against other 
recent result of various studies regarding preferred skills and capabilities of planners and the potential 
to expand this work throughout Australia is discussed. 

Planning education and the role of theory in the new millennium: a new role for habitat theory? 
Roy Montgomery, Lincoln University 

Education for the planning profession often tends to focus on instrumental knowledge e.g., how to 
write or interpret planning documents or how to carry out technical assessments. To some extent what 
is being done is simply meeting market demand. Where theories or models are discussed these often 
revolve around decision-making practices used by democratic institutions at national and local levels. 
Thus it is not unusual for educators to contrast, say, the rational-comprehensive planning model with 
the deliberative democracy model. In the broader political context there is at the current time a greater 
expectation that private concerns will be responsible for the master planning of communities while  
planners work more at the edges in the vetting of plans and the management of public spaces. This 
paper  suggests  that  in  the  light  of  ideological  shifts  in  the  past  few decades away from master 
planning by governments and recognition of a greater  pluralism in society notwithstanding a new 
theoretical “currency” is required that can engage the relevant stakeholders and affected parties. To 
this end a theory first developed in the 1970s, loosely known as “habitat theory” or “prospect-refuge-
hazard” theory, is introduced or, more aptly, reintroduced, as a new starting point for planners working 
in the new millennium. 
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Planning’s relation to climate change: Moving beyond separateness to the mutuality of being  
Jason Prior, University of Technology Sydney   

Among the most significant developments on the contemporary planning scene in recent years has 
been the emergence, investigation and expansion of the relation between planning and climate 
change. A broad range of prepositions have been used to indicate such relations, planning about 
climate change, planning for climate change, and planning in climate change being obvious 
examples. Simply put, these prepositions indicate a desire to locate planning in relation to climate 
change and vice versa. The use of such prepositions allows two things to be brought together while at 
the same time respecting their separateness. Given the above, the aim of this paper is to examine 
one form of relation that has been largely overlooked, namely that climate change is planning. This 
exploration moves beyond the attempt to locate two entities that can be understood as autonomous or 
separate, to an examination of the mutuality of the relationship between planning and climate change, 
mutuality here suggesting a sharing in common or a sharing between. The intention of this paper is 
thus to explore the many important mutualities between planning and climate change. In carrying out 
this exploration the paper has two purposes, one retrospective, one prospective. In respect of the 
former, it seems appropriate at this time to look back and reflect on the emergence of the mutualities 
between climate change and planning: What are their common roots? What are some of the key 
ideas, the influential papers, the seminal perspectives that have created a bridge between them? And 
what has opened them up to merger and fusion?  In respect of the latter it is suggested that a clearer 
understanding of the emerging history of the mutuality between planning and climate change is 
helpful in shedding light on current controversies and in generating ideas about where the discipline of 
planning needs to go in terms of practice, of theory, and, not least, of education. 

‘Constructing’ future professionals? Constructivist teaching and field based planning 
education. 

Matthew W. Rofe, The University of South Australia 
Lee Lik Meng, Universiti Sains Malaysia 

Planning  education  serves  two  entwined  agendas  as  it  seeks  to  produce  intellectually  adept  
graduates who are also capable, emergent professionals.  As planning is a ‘real-world’ endeavour it is 
desirable that planning education is imbedded in practical experience.  Consequently, fieldwork is a 
staple  teaching  strategy  within  many  planning  programs.   However,  the  scope  and  duration  of 
fieldwork  varies  considerably.   While  much  field  work  is  of  short  duration,  positioned  as  an 
augmentation to more traditional lecture-based teaching and learning practices, this paper asserts 
that much benefit for students and staff are to be found in immersive field-based courses.  Such an  
approach is often entrenched in a constructivist  teaching approach in which the field itself  is  the 
lecture theatre, where students are immersed for prolonged periods of time in collaborative research 
groups and actively positioned as central actors in the own learning and teaching.  To illustrate the 
challenges and rewards of a constructivist approach, this paper presents a case study of an annual 
international field school coordinated by the authors. This field school brings together some 40 senior 
undergraduate and postgraduate planning students from the University of South Australia (UniSA) 
and  Universiti  Sains  Malaysia  (USM)  to  work  in  cross-cultural  project  groups  in  George  Town, 
Malaysia. For staff and student alike, the challenges and opportunities afforded by this field school are 
intellectually stimulating, professionally demanding and personally enriching.  This paper draws upon 
student journals and course feedback, as well as the reflections of course staff to assess the merits of  
immersive field schools generally and constructivist teaching approaches specifically. 

Planning controls: An international comparison of Australia, England and America 
Neil Sipe, Douglas Baker, Queensland University of Technology 

The rationale for writing this paper is to gain a better understanding of Australia’s planning system. It 
is  generally  assumed that  Australia’s  system of  planning  controls  is  a  blend  of  planning  control 
philosophies from England and the United States. While there has been some comparative research 
on planning systems by Cullingworth (1993) who examined England, Canada and the United States 
and Booth (1996) who compared Europe, Hong Kong and the United States, there has not been any 
such research that compares Australia, England and the United States. 

Because there is  no Australian or U.S.  planning “system”,  this  paper will  use Queensland as an 
Australian example and Florida as the American example. To understand planning controls across 
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these three jurisdictions,  seven themes will  be used, some of which were based on Cullingworth 
(1993) and Booth (1996). The seven themes are: demography, governance, property rights, role of 
the legal system, scope of planning,  discretionary vs. regulatory; and certainty vs.  flexibility.  After  
having established the basis for Queensland’s system of planning controls, we examine how these 
differences have shaped planning outcomes and in particular, the built form. 

Integration  of  cross-cultural  elements  into  planning  education  around  negotiation  and 
conflict resolution 
Mellini Sloan, Queensland University of Technology 

The Planning Institute of Australia, in its 2008 Planning Education Discussion Paper, proposes that  
further discussion is required around the question of whether we need to prepare our students for  
"international  practice  in  the  context  of  globalisation"  (18).   Arguably,  even  when  our  students, 
tomorrow's planning practitioners, work within Australia they will be interacting with more and more 
culturally  diverse  populations,  particularly  with  increased  population  shifts  in  response  to  global 
climate  change.  Responsibility  for  preparing  students  for  practice  in  such  environments  merits 
consideration of ways in which we can incorporate global perspectives on planning beyond adoption 
of international development units in our curricula. Given that understanding is central to agreement, it  
seems  only  rhetoric  to  question  whether  we  need  to  incorporate  cross-cultural  perspectives  on 
negotiation and conflict  resolution into our existing curricula.  This paper will  argue further for the 
importance of cross-cultural perspectives in planning education, particularly with regard to praxis and 
practice of negotiation and conflict resolution, explore how widely such internalization is undertaken in 
planning schools in Australia, New Zealand and beyond, and offer information on best practices from 
both home and abroad.

After Copenhagen - Planning in climate change revisited 
Wendy Steele and Brendan Gleeson, Griffith University 

In 2009 the potential for an emergent conceptual framework - Planning in Climate Change - to work 
as a platform for  evaluating the role of planning in relation to climate change was offered at the 
ANZAPS conference in Brisbane.  This relational framework for action  was comprised of three quite 
different institutional agendas: 1) planning about climate change; 2) planning for climate change; and 
3) planning in climate change. In this paper we critically revisit the salience of this framework in 2010 
in light of the outcomes of the United Nations Climate Change Conference in Copenhagen and the 
continued  imperative  of  climate  change.  Ten  key  strategies  that  lie  at  the  heart  of  the  practical 
operationalisation of 'planning in climate change' are discussed with specific reference to planning 
education and training. 

Planning with an aging degree or current ‘Best Practice’ 
Richard Tomlinson, University of Melbourne 

My first thesis is that students educated into the profession of planning will, over time, come to rely  
less on what they learned while studying planning and more on ‘best practice’; or ‘knowledge’ that is  
‘generated’, ‘managed’, ‘shared’ and constitutes a ‘product’, all ‘based on policy that works’. 

My second thesis is that this outcome is inevitable because employers and clients routinely call for 
knowledge of best practice in their job descriptions and in their tender documents.   

My  third  thesis  is  that  best  practice  is  already,  and  will  to  an  increasing  extent,  be  defined  by 
knowledge products  found on the web.   Further,  that  these products  will  often be found on the  
websites of institutions with a vested interested in the policy outcomes. 

The difficulty with best practice is that it is mobile.  Planning policies, practices and processes change 
over  time  as  a  result  of  experience,  new  political  agendas,  changing  governance  contexts  and 
economic trends.  How else is a planner to remain current but to turn to the Web?  What does this  
mean for the teaching of planning? 

Students should be educated in the use of the Web for planning purposes and should be encouraged 
to use and assess web-based searches and to formulate policies based on these searches.  Two 
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case studies will be provided. 

Planning for sustainability or ‘taking the blue pill’. 

Suzanne Vallance, Lincoln University 

In the 1999 movie The Matrix Neo is offered a choice between a red pill (which will reveal to him the 
ugly truth of reality) or a blue pill (which will reconnect him to the illusory, and blissfully ignorant, world  
of the matrix). Here, I present something of a ‘red pill’ in the form of a summary of the growing critique  
of sustainability. Criticism ranges from long-standing debates over definitions, particularly with regards 
to the role of growth, to others that explore more fully the worldviews driving ‘unsustainability’ and how 
these might be changed. In so doing, sustainability is exposed as a highly political rather than an 
objective, scientific endeavour. The implications of a more sceptical evaluation of the concept are then 
explored. 

Teaching planners law or lawyers teaching planning? – Some reflections on reality 
Pippa Wallace, Waikato University Hamish G. Rennie, Lincoln University 

Planning law is  a key content  requirement of  professional  planning  programmes.  Delivery  of  the 
subject offers particular challenges in determining declarative and performative knowledge choices,  
and differs from teaching law to lawyers. Achieving appropriate breadth and depth of subject matter 
and level of delivery is critical. These choices are influenced by the diverse backgrounds of students  
and lecturers, the broad ambit of potential professional application by students and the requirements 
of professional bodies. Furthermore, the dynamic nature of case law and legislation presents its own 
difficulties, as do the demands of academic and professional credibility.  In this paper we reflect on our 
experience in teaching planning law, in the context of the redevelopment of our planning programmes 
necessitated by significant changes in legislation and the requirements of the New Zealand Planning  
Institute. 
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ANZAPS planning walk – April 18th 2010 

Start: YMCA. 

1            Botanic Gardens.   Part of colonial Christchurch’s attempts build a ‘garden city’, and to attract 
Anglicans of good standing, the botanic gardens are also home to the McDougall Art Gallery, the 
Christchurch Museum and, at night, a small number of homeless people. The brightly coloured 
Peacock Fountain is painted in ‘Edwardian’ colours. The so-called cultural precinct (extending from 
the park towards the Square) houses a curious blend of the spectacular, the banal, the old and the 
new. 

2 Antigua walkbridge, boatsheds, hospital, Hagley Park.   The 125 year old Antigua boatsheds 
are located on the edge of the Avon River, and were the site of an earlier row over traffic. In May 1964 
the City Council approved a scheme to link Antigua Street and Rolleston Avenue by a traffic bridge 
over the Avon. Thanks to public opposition, the proposal was finally abandoned, and the area’s quiet 
serenity maintained. Nonetheless, with the hospital, Hagley Park (notoriously busy on sporting 
Saturdays), Hagley High School, parking shortages and a network of one-way streets, traffic problems 
continue to plague the surrounding area. This stretch of the Avon was once an important Maori food 
gathering mahinga kai site. Nowadays feeding the ducks is a more popular pastime but bread is not 
the ideal food for these creatures. It not only gives them tummy trouble; their faeces are a major 
contributor to the poor health of both the city’s rivers and the Avon-Heathcote Estuary Ihutai some 
miles downstream. 

Hagley Park was named after Hagley Hall in Worcestershire and covers 161 hectares of sports 
fields, gardens, golf courses, duck ponds and walkways. According to a government decree of 
1855 the park is "reserved forever as a public park, and shall be open for the recreation and 
enjoyment of the public." 
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3. Proposed conservatorium This is the controversial site of Canterbury University’s proposed $24.3 
million dollar music conservatorium/national music school. Proponents (including the Christchurch 
City Council which is prepared to borrow the money to build the conservatorium, then provide a long-
term lease to Canterbury University) argue the development will ‘save music’, provide a strong sense 
of identity, and provide shelter for those drinking at the Dux de Lux. Opponents including the newly 
formed (by the Dux de Lux’s owner) Save Our Arts Centre claim the building is not in keeping with 
neighbouring buildings, is too large for the site but too small for its purpose, and that the consultation 
process has laced transparency to the point of being ‘sinister’. 

4. Library chambers. Neo-gothic inspired former library chambers, built on an early Maori burial 
ground urupa. 

5. Former Municipal chambers This Victorian building is now home to Our City O-Tautahi and used as 
a civic exhibition space. The Kate Shappard National Memorial is just to the north. Erected in 1993 it 
commemorates New Zealand becoming the first self-governing country to grant women the right to 
vote. The notion of democracy might be subject to new debate given the Government’s recent 
decision to replace democratically elected regional councillors with appointed water commissioners. 

This part of Oxford Terrace also marks the beginning of ‘the Strip’, arguably Christchurch’s best 
known ‘lunch, brunch and party’ area. 

6. The Square: The heart of the city? Dominated by the Christchurch Anglican Cathedral (completed 
in 1904), the Square occupies a somewhat ambiguous position in the hearts and minds of local 
residents. It has a strong history as a civic space, site of protest and celebration, yet today it caters 
strongly for tourists rather than locals. 

The Square houses some interesting monuments and memorials, such as those commemorating the 
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First Four Ships that brought the first 792 of the ‘Canterbury Pilgrims’ to Lyttelton in 1850. 
Christchurch became a city by Royal Charter in 1856. You can climb the 36m high tower (+ another 
27m of spire) for great views of the city (a small charge applies). 

7. Cashel Mall 

Described as an ‘open air mall’ and recently (2007) subject of debates about whether to remain 
pedestrian-friendly or convert it to a road in order to bring life back into the city. Letters to the local 

Press reveal mixed thoughts on the matter: Canterbury has one of the highest vehicle ownership 
rates in the world (700 cars/1000 people) and it is estimated that 70 per cent of Christchurch trips are 
in cars or vans (with 5 per cent made by public transport). A city-wide light rail network (favoured by 

the current Mayor, Bob Parker) has been mooted. Recent research funded by NZTA found ‘most’ 
people do not think their travel patterns will change in the next 10 years and that technological 
innovation will ensure the private car remains a viable form of transport. Nonetheless, an extensive 
renovation programme was completed in 2009, with repaving and general upgrading according to the 
‘principles of sustainability’ which include: 

• Use of local, long-lasting, low energy materials 
• Increased trees and planting 
• Use of permeable pavers to help manage storm water 

• Re-use of materials removed from the current Mall 
• Recycling stations 
• Cycle racks. 

8. The Crossing Built in 2000 and owned by the Christchurch City Council, the purpose-built Crossing 

covers 3000m2 with a floor area of 9500m2. The Crossing has approximately 8.6 million bus 
passengers each year and 1850 buses/day (1050 off-street). The Crossing was designed to resemble 

and airport lounge so as to: 
• improve the quality and image of public transport 
• provide a safe, secure, sheltered comfortable place from which to catch a bus 
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• separate buses and pedestrian traffic 
• provide ample visual and audible information to minimise uncertainty and waiting time for 
passengers. 
Bus patronage has almost doubled since the Crossing was built (and it is estimated that the number 
of bus trips will rise to 25 million by 2015/2016) and there are plans for an extension; however the 
underground option is likely to cost over $112 million (with costs shared between the New Zealand 
Transport Agency and the Christchurch City Council).
 
9. Creative Industries on High? High Street is part of the Heritage Precinct, created in April 2002, that 
runs between Lichfield and Tuam Streets (otherwise known as Lichfield Lanes). The area has one of 
the most intact Victorian/Edwardian streetscapes in Christchurch, including the Majestic Theatre, ANZ 
Chambers, Rueben Blades, Excelsior Hotel, the High Street Para building, and the former High Street 
Post Office. In conjunction with the Heritage Trust, the City Council has attempted to retain its historic 
flavour by widening footpaths, removing overhead wiring, installing better lighting and planting trees. 
The fashion-conscious will note some famous names along this stretch of High Street. Another 
outcome of this restoration project has been the reforming of the High Street Business and 
Community Association. 

10. SoL South of Lichfield, the ‘hottest hospitality precinct’ in the city, and part of the Council’s 
revitalisation strategy. Formerly better known for its ‘less endearing night-time economy’, this area has 
seen heavy investment with a view to preserving its heritage and architecture, and giving it new life. 

Dr Suzanne Vallance 
Faculty of Environment, Society and Design 
P O Box 84, Lincoln University 7647 
Christchurch, New Zealand 
p +64 3 325 3838 extn: 8747, f +64 3 325 3857 e 
suzanne.vallance@lincoln.ac.nz 
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